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Preface

This book is concerned mainly with the physicochemical behavior and supramolec-
ular organization of polymers. The book is split in four chapters dealing with so-
lution properties, viscoelastic behavior, physicochemical aspects at interfaces and
supramolecular structures of polymeric systems. The classical treatment of the
physicochemical behavior of polymers is presented in such a way that the book
will meet the requirements of a beginner in the study of polymeric systems in so-
lution and in some aspects of the solid state, as well as those of the experienced
worker in other type of material. Indeed the book is a contribution to the chemistry
of materials. Taken into account these aspects, Chapter 1 is an introduction to the
classical conformational and thermodynamic analysis of polymeric solutions where
the different theories that describe these behaviors of polymers are analyzed. Owing
to the importance of the basic knowledge of the solution properties of polymers,
the description of the conformational and thermodynamic behavior of polymers is
presented in a classical way. The basic concepts like theta condition, excluded vol-
ume, good and poor solvents, critical phenomena, concentration regime, cosolvent
effect of polymers in binary solvents, preferential adsorption are presented in an in-
telligible way. The thermodynamic theory of association equilibria which is capable
to describe quantitatively the preferential adsorption of polymers by polar binary
solvents is also analyzed. Chapter 2 is a discussion of the viscoelastic properties of
polymeric material where the different concept dealing with the fact that polymers
above glass-transition temperature exhibit high entropic elasticity. Polymers exhibit
both viscous and elastic characteristics what is present in systems when undergoing
deformation. In this Chapter the basic concepts of viscoelasticity are described at
beginner level. The analysis of stress-strain in polymeric materials is of great prac-
tical interest and several examples of some familiar behavior of polymeric materials
are shortly described. The Chapter is splitted in four parts the first dealing with ba-
sic concepts of viscoelasticity. The second with dielectric and dynamic mechanical
behavior of aliphatic, cyclic saturated and aromatic substituted poly(methacrylate)s
with different kind of substituents in the side rings. The discussion in terms of the
theories that can describe the viscoelastic behavior of polymers is well explained.
The analysis of the different relaxations that take place in these systems allow to
understand the molecular origin of the different motions. By this way an interest-
ing approach of the relaxational processes is presented under the experience of the
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authors in these polymeric systems. The third part deals with the dielectric and
dynamic mechanical behavior of poly(itaconate)s with mono and disubstitutions.
The effect of the substituents and the free carboxylic groups in poly(monitaconate)s
and the disubstitution on poly(diitaconate)s is extensively discussed and interesting
conclusion are descrived. The fourth part is the analysis of viscolastic behavior of
poly(thiocarbonate)s where the difference is that this family of polymers correspond
to condensation polymers instead of vinyl polymers like the formers. The effect of
the substitution of the polymers is also analyzed. Chapter 3 is a discussion of the
behavior of polymers at interfaces where the Langmuir monolayers and Langmuir-
Blodget films are studied. Amphiphilic polymers at the air-water interface are stud-
ied via the Langmuir technique. The study and discussion of surface pressure-area
isotherms for different polymers are performed by using a surface film balance and
the results obtained from this technique are analyzed in terms of the shape of the
isotherms. The collapse pressure for different systems are discussed in terms of the
chemical structure of the polymer. The adsorption of polymers by spreading and
from solution is also discussed. Wetting of solids by a liquid described in terms of
the equilibrium contact angle � and the appropriate interfacial tensions. At equi-
librium the forces acting are analyzed using the Young’s equation. Chapter 4 deals
with the analysis of supramolecular structures containing polymers. Specifically in
this chapter the discussion about the effect of polymeric materials with different
chemical structures that form inclusion complexes is extensively studied. The ef-
fect of the inclusion complexes at the air-water interface is discussed in terms on
the nature of the interaction i.e. if the interaction is on entropic or enthalpic na-
ture. The description of these inclusion complexes on different cyclodextrines with
poly(ethylene) oxide, poly(�-caprolactone) and related polymers is an interesting
way to understand some non-covalent interaction in these systems. The discussion
about the generation and effect of supramolecular structures on molecular assembly
and auto-organization processes is also presented in a single form. Finally the use of
block copolymers and dendronized polymers at interfaces is new aspect to be taken
into account from both basic and technological interest. The effect of the chemical
structure on the self-assembled systems is discussed in terms of the different kinds
of interaction that can be detected. This book should be a powerful tool for students
and scientists working both in polymer chemistry and physic and in material science.

Santiago, Chile Ligia Gargallo
Deodato Radić
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Chapter 1
Polymer Solution Behavior: Polymer in Pure
Solvent and in Mixed Solvent

Summary The classical treatment of the physicochemical behavior of polymers is
presented in such a way that the chapter will meet the requirements of a beginner
in the study of polymeric systems in solution. This chapter is an introduction to the
classical conformational and thermodynamic analysis of polymeric solutions where
the different theories that describe these behaviors of polymers are analyzed. Owing
to the importance of the basic knowledge of the solution properties of polymers,
the description of the conformational and thermodynamic behavior of polymers
is presented in a classical way. The basic concepts like theta condition, excluded
volume, good and poor solvents, critical phenomena, concentration regime, cosol-
vent effect of polymers in binary solvents, preferential adsorption are analyzed in
an intelligible way. The thermodynamic theory of association equilibria which is
capable to describe quantitatively the preferential adsorption of polymers by polar
binary solvents is also analyzed.

Keywords Solution properties · Conformational analysis · Theta condition ·
Excluded volume · Good and poor solvent · Thermodynamic theories · Preferential
adsorption · Cosolvent effect

1.1 Introduction: Solution Properties

Polymer solutions represent the most convinient systems for studying the proper-
ties of the macromolecules. In effect, almost the all information that we have now
about the properties of macromolecules comes from the characterization realized in
solution. This is the state in which linear chains are characterized. Osmotic pressure
measurements in polymer solutions revealed for the first time the existence of high
molecular masses and this result confirmed the macromolecular hypothesis. The
development of our knowledge of the polymer solutions reflects to some extention
the development of the Polymer Chemistry itself.

In a limited sense solutions are homogeneous liquid phases consisting of more
than one substance in variable ratios, when for convenience one of the substances,
which is called the solvent and may itself be a mixture, is treated differently from

L. Gargallo, D. Radić, Physicochemical Behavior and Supramolecular Organization
of Polymers, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-9372-2 1,
C© Springer Science+Business Media B.V. 2009
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2 1 Polymer Solution Behavior

the other substances, which are called solutes [1]. Normally, the component which
is in excess is called the solvent and the minor component(s) is the solute. When
the sum of the mole fractions of the solutes is small compared to unity, the solution
is called a dilute solution. A solution of solute substances in a solvent is treated
as an ideal dilute solution when the solute activity coefficients γ are close to unity
(� = 1) [1, 2].

The deviations from ideal solution behavior are generally associated with a fi-
nite heat of solution. However, the properties of systems containing high molecular
weight components, have shown extremely large deviations from the behavior to be
expected of ideal solutions, even in cases where the heat of mixing was negligible.

To understand the thermodynamic behavior of a binary system containing a poly-
meric component and a low molecular weight component, it is necessary to consider
that the most polymer molecules may be represented as flexible chains. If such
chains are sufficiently long, the shape or conformation of their backbones may be
likened to the random flight path of a particle undergoing Brownian motion and is
then commonly refered to as a “random coil”. The problem now is to analyze what
happens with the shapes or conformations under different situations. At extreme
dilutions, each one of these chains can assume a large number of conformations.
The probability that any one chain exists at a given time in a given conformation
will be independent of the conformations assumed by all the other chains. In the
pure amorphous polymer the chain molecules are just as flexible as in solution.
At the same time, it is possible to assume that they can be able to exist in a similar
number of conformations. But, now these molecular conformations are not indepen-
dent of each other. The shape of each molecular chain must be correlated with the
shape assumed by its neighbors so as to fill the available space. When a molecular
chain is transferred from the pure polymer phase to a dilute solution, this restraint
is eliminated, and this accounts for the characteristic positive of the entropy mix-
ing �SE

M values of solutions of chain molecules. We can distinguish two ranges of
concentration in systems containing chain molecules. In dilute solution, the poly-
mer coils will only occasionally interpenetrate. At higher concentrations the total
available volume is much less than the sum of the volumes enclosed by the twisting
chain molecules. Then, in this range, the shape of a given chain, due to the presence
of other polymer chains, will depend on the fraction of the volume occupied by
these chains.

A quantitative theory of the change in conformational entropy produced by the
mixing of flexible chain polymers with a solvent of low molecular weight was for-
mulated by Flory [3] and Huggins [4].

In dilute solutions, the polymer chains behave, to a first approximation, as a gas.
Indeed, the expression for the osmotic pressure is similar to the ideal gas law.

The “osmotic pressure of a solute” is the hydrostatic pressure that must be ap-
plied to a solution in order to increase the activity, a. (or fugacity, designated f,
introduced by G. N. Lewis as a measure of thermodynamic “escaping tendency”. It
is an effective gas pressure corrected for deviations from the perfect gas laws) of
the solvent sufficiently to balance its decrease caused by the presence of the solute.
Equilibrium is established through a membrane permeable only to the solvent. This
pressure is, by integrating
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(dG/d�)T = V (1.1)

under the assumption of constant v1 (negligible compressibility) and combining
with (1.2)

G1 − G0
1 = RT ln(f1/f1

0) (1.2)

for the free energy of transfer of a mole of, for example, component 1 from pure
liquid to solution. Whenever gas pressure obeys the ideal gas law with what is con-
sidered desired accuracy, fugacity can be replaced by gas pressure:

� = −RT/V1 ln f1/f1
0 = −RT/V1 ln a1 (1.3)

The osmotic pressure is a convenient variable for experiments, especially for
high – polymer solutions.

There are, however, several intriguing facts that have aroused theoretical interest.

(i) the chain swells in good solvents, but does not in poor solvents (in the vecinity
of a “Boyle” temperature.)

(ii) the chains overlap the total solution volume, while the polymer concentration
is still low.

Thermodynamic predictions based on the liquid lattice theory do not fit osmotic
experimental data [5].

For binary polymer-solvent, the Gibbs mixing function, �GM, can be written,
without approximation, as the sum of a combinatorial term plus an interactional term

�GM/RT = n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2 + n1 �2 g� (1.4)

Here, ni is amount of substance and �i the volume fraction, this last magnitude being
defined by �i = wi�sp,i/(w1�sp,1 + w2�sp,2), where wi is the weight fraction and vsp,i

the specific volume (i = 1, 2). Index 1 refers to solvent and index 2 to polymer. g
is a phenomenological interaction parameter that takes into account deviations of
�GM from its combinatorial value. Subscript � in g� denotes that g is defined on a
volume fraction basis.

Differentiating equation (1.4) gives the chemical potentials of the components:
�	1 and �	2. For the solvent

�	1/RT = ln �1 + (1 − V1/V2)�2 + υ2
2 �v (1.5)

Where

�v = gv + �1(dgv/d�1) (1.6)

Vi being molar volume and � a phenomenological interaction parameter taking into
account the deviations of �	1 from its purely combinatorial value. Subscript v in
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�v denotes that � is also defined on a volume fraction basis, the same as gv. The
equation (1.6) would be not strictly applicable to the dilute solution limit, but it can
be interpreted as the definition of � for the whole range of concentrations [6].

If instead of volume fractions, segment fractions, �i, are used, then

�GM/RT = n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2 + n1�2g� (1.7)

With �i = wiv∗
sp,i/

(
w1v∗

sp,1 + w2v∗
sp,2

)
, where v∗

sp,i is the characteristic (hard –

core) specific volume (i = 1, 2).
Differentiating equation (1.7) gives

�u1/RT = ln �1 + (1 − V∗
1/V∗

2)�2 + ���2
2 (1.8)

Where

�� = g� + �1(dg�/d�1) (1.9)

Subscript � on interaction parameters g� and �� means that g� and �� are de-
fined on a segment fraction basis, and v∗

i is the characteristic molar volume. These
v∗,5

i are obtained from the reduced volumes, Vi

Vi = Vi/v∗
i (1.10)

To obtain the reduced volumes, it is usual to use the equation of state due to
Flory [7], from which is derived [7]

Vi = [1 + �iT/3(1 + �iT)]3 (1.11)

�i being the thermal expansion coefficient.
For the polymer component, differentiation of equation (1.4) gives a result simi-

lar to equation (1.5)

�	2/RT = ln �2 + (1 − V2/V1)�1 + (V2/V1)v2
1�′

v

Where

�′
v = gv + �2(dgv/d�2) (1.12)

�′
v being a phenomenological interaction parameter for the noncombinatorial part of

the solute (polymer) chemical potential, defined on a volume fraction basis. Equa-
tions similar to equation (1.9) and (1.12) serve to define �′ on a segment fraction
basis, �′

�.
The relationship between the g parameter and the � or �′ parameters is given by

equations (1.4), (1.7), and (1.11). Integration of these equations up to the concen-
tration �2(= 1 − �1) or �2(= 1 − �1) yields the value of g: gv as function of �2 or
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g� as a function of �2. With the common symbol x to represent either � or �, the
results are

gx = 1/x1

x1∫

0

�dx1 = 1/x2

x2∫

0

�′dx2 (1.13)

(x = � or �). In the limit of zero concentration of polymer (�2 = �2 = 0) and
in the limit of pure polymer (�2 = �2 = 1) we have

g0
x = �x0 =

1∫

0

�dx1 (1.14)

g1
x = �x1 =

1∫

0

�′dx2 (1.15)

where the superscripts 0 and 1 mean respectively �2 = �2 = 0 and �2 = �2 = 1.
Equations (1.13) and (1.14) show that the g interaction parameter is the reduced

residual chemical potential (a) of the polymer, in the limit �2 = 0, and (b) of the
solvent, in the limit �2 = 1 [6].

Theoretical g0: The theoretical expression for the g0 parameter, using the theory
of polymer solutions developed by Flory and by Patterson based on the ideas of
Prigogine and his school, has been given by Horta [8].

To calculate g0, Masegosa et al. [6] have taken from the literature data of � as a
function of concentration. They have calculated g0 for 41 polymer – solvent systems.
The values of g0 calculated are collected in Table 1.1.

In those cases in which Ṽ2/Ṽ1 is known, both gv
0 and g�

0 are given. For the
rest of the systems, only gv

0 is given. Prediction of thermodynamic properties on
ternary systems formed by a polymer and two solvents or two polymers and a sol-
vent requires the knowledge of the parameter g0, characteristic of the interaction of
the corresponding binary pairs [9]. However, due to the variety of sources for the
several systems studied, the data correspond to different polymer molecular weights,
m, and to different temperatures. Since the variation of � with concentration may
depend on M for low M′s, it has selected data only for M > 2 × 109, where no M
dependence is detected.

Using the concept of a regular solution, it is possible to treat the free energy
of mixing as being made up additively from contributions due to configurational
probability and a free energy arising from nearest – neighbor interactions. The latter
are characterized by the “Flory – Huggins interaction parameter”, �, which specifies,
in units of RT, the excess free energy for the transfer of a mole of solvent molecules
from the pure solvent to the pure polymer phase. With the initial state involving a
solvent and a disordered polymer phase, the Flory – Huggins treatment leads to

�GM = RT(n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2 + n1��2) (1.16)
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Table 1.1 Empirical values of the go interaction parameters at infinite dilution calculated from the
experimental data of � vs. polymer concentration. (From ref. [6])

Systema T, ◦C V̄2/V̄1 gφ
o gv

o

PDMS–benzene 20, 25 0.9509b 0.65 0.63
PDMS–toluene† 20 0.9722 0.61 0.60
PDMS–cyclohexane† 20, 25 0.9517b 0.51 0.49
PDMS–n-pentane 20 0.9099 0.47 0.42
PDMS–n-hexane 20 0.9324 0.42 0.38
PDMS–n-heptane 20 0.9509 0.46 0.43
PDMS–n-octane† 20 0.9619 0.49 0.47
PDMS–n-nonane 20 0.9712 0.45 0.43
PDMS–2-2-4-trimethyl-pentane 20 0.9595 0.44 0.42
PDMS–3-methylpentane 20 0.9996 0.48 0.48
PDMS–p-xylene 20 0.9823 0.55 0.54
PDMS–ethylbenzene 20 0.9828 0.58 0.57
PDMS–hexamethyl-disiloxane 20 0.9303 0.34 0.29
PDMS–octamethyl-trisiloxane 20 0.9487 0.26 0.22
PS–cyclohexane† 20–30 0.8932b 0.84 0.82

25 0.74 0.71c

PS–methyl ethyl ketone† 10, 25, 50 0.8817b 0.70 0.65
PS–ethylbenzene 10, 35 0.9211b 0.56 0.53
PS–diethyl ketone 20 0.8995 0.78 0.75
PS–acetone 25 0.8705 0.82 0.79
PS–n-propyl acetate 25 0.8813 0.71 0.67
PS–n-butyl acetate 20 0.9036 0.71 0.68
PS–benzene 15–45 0.8719d 0.42 0.34

0.46 0.38
PS–toluene 25, 30 0.9221b 0.35 0.29

0.42 0.37
PS–n-propyl ether 20 0.8904 0.82 0.80
PS–carbon tetrachloride 20 0.8891 0.45 0.38
PS–dioxane 20 0.9131 0.56 0.52
PIB–benzene† 25 0.8894 0.73 0.70
PIB–n-pentane† 25 0.8443 0.66 0.60
PIB–n-octane 25 0.8980 0.54 0.49
PIB–cyclohexane† 25 0.8901 0.48 0.42
NR–benzene† 25 0.9075 0.46 0.40
NR–methyl ethyl ketone 25 0.8965 0.83 0.81
NR–ethyl acetate 25 0.8924 0.84 0.82
PPO–carbon tetrachloride† 5.6 0.9391 −0.05 −0.12
PPO–chloroform† 5.6 0.9272 −0.86 −1.01
POCS–benzene 25, 40 0.55
POCS–methyl ethyl ketone 25 0.73
PP–diethyl ketone 25 0.85
PP–diisobutyl ketone 25 0.70
PBD–chloroform† 25 0.15
a Dagger indicates data available on the whole concentration range. b At 25◦C. c Reference [26].
d At 30◦C.
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The concept of “regular solution” was introduced by Hildebrand (1929) [10] and
defined as a solution in which the partial molar entropies of the components are
those to be expected from the ideal solution law. From this definition it follows that
any deviation from ideal solution behavior in a regular solution is entirely accounted
for by the heat of mixing. When Hildebrand first formulated the concept of regular
solutions, he assumed that athermal solutions would necessarily follow the ideal
solution law. Much later, when the physical chemistry of solutions of high molec-
ular weight substances was subjected to detailed investigation, it became obvious
that differences in molecular size of solute and solvent may lead to a very large
deviation from solution ideality even if no heat effect accompanies the formation of
the solution.

The entropy of mixing disoriented polymer and solvent may be obtained:

�SM
∗ = −k(n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2) (1.17)

An asterisk is appended to the symbol �S∗
M as a reminder that it represents only

the configurational entropy computed by considering the external arrangement of
the molecules and their segments. Contributions to the entropy resulting from spe-
cific interactions between neighbords will be considered later.

If the configurational entropy �SM
∗ is assumed to represent the total entropy

change �SM on mixing, the free energy of mixing is obtained by combining
equations

�GM = �HM − T�SM = �HM − T�SM
∗ (1.18)

= kT[n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2 + �n1�2]

The chemical potential 	1 of the solvent in the solution relative to its chemical
potential 	0

1 in the pure liquid is obtained by differentiating the free energy of mix-
ing, �GM, with respect to the number n1 of solvent molecules. Differentiation of
equation for �GM with respect to n1 and multiplication of the result by Avogadro’s
number N in order to obtain the chemical potential per mole gives

	1 − μ0
1 = RT[ln(1 − �2) + (1 − 1/r)�2 + ��2

2] (1.19)

r = V2/V1

This equation may be written

	1 − μ0
1 = −TdS∗

1 + RT � �2
2 (1.20)

	1 − μ0
1 = −TdS∗

1 + �H1 (1.21)

Where

dS∗
1 = −R[ln(1 − �2) + (1 − 1/r)�2] (1.22)
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is the relative partial molar configurational entropy of the solvent in the solution. It
may be obtained directly by differentiation of equation (1.17). If x varies inversely
with T, the first two terms in equation (1.22) represent the relative partial molar
entropy.

�Si
M = −R(n1 ln x1 + n2 ln x2) (1.23)

And the ideal partial molar entropy is obtained by differentiation with respect to
n1 or n2

[with x1 = n1/(n1 + n2) and x2 = n2/(n1 + n2)] as

�Si
l = −R ln x1; �Si

2 = −R ln x2 (1.24)

And if the solution is athermal, so that �H1 = �H2 = 0, the ideal free energy of
mixing is

�Gi
M = −T��i

M = RT(n1 ln x1 + n2 ln x2) (1.25)

The solvent activity would then be given by

ln a1 = −�2V1/V2 − 1/2(�2V1/V2)2 − 1/3(�2V1/V2)3 − · · · . + ��2
2 (1.26)

In this case a large value of V2/V1 would make mixing impossible if � had an ap-
preciable positive value. Thus, endothermic mixing of high molecular weight poly-
mers with solvents is possible only because of the conformational entropy gained
by flexible chain molecules in the process of dilution.

Whatever the detailed interpretation of the thermodynamic behavior of polymer
solutions, the term

(1/2 − �)�2
2 (1.27)

in equation (1.28) arises from contributions to �GE
1 /RT due to binary interactions

of the chain segments of the solute. These may have their origins in a change in
the conformational entropy of the polymer, in changes in intermolecular contact
energy in the mixing process, in a change in the randomness of orientation of solvent
molecules when they are displaced from contact with the macromolecular solute,
in volume changes . . . etc. Expressing by asterisks quantities resulting from such
binary interactions, gives the relation:

1/2 − � = −(�H∗
1 − T�S∗

1)/RT �2
2 (1.28)

If we denote by � a temperature at which the coefficient of �2
2 vanishes, then

�H1
∗ = ��S∗

1, and this equation may be rewritten as

1/2 − � = �(1 − �/T) (1.29)
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where � is

� = T�S∗
1/R�2

2 (1.30)

The use of the parameters � and � has supplanted the interaction parameter �, as
suggested by Flory [11] which describes the behavior of a given polymer - solvent
at a single temperature.

The assumption of forces of interaction between solvent and solute led to the
century old principle that “like dissolves like”. In many cases the presence of simi-
lar functional groups in the molecules suffices. This rule of thumb has only limited
validity since there are many examples of solutions of chemically dissimilar com-
pounds. For example, for small molecules methanol and benzene, water and N,N-
dimethylformamide, aniline and diethyl ether, and for macromolecules, polystyrene
and chloroform, are completely miscible at room temperature. On the other hand,
insolubility can occur in spite of similarity of the two partners. Thus, polyvinylal-
cohol does not dissolve in ethanol, acetyl cellulose is insoluble in ethyl acetate, and
polyacrylonitrile in acrylonitrile [12]. Between these two extremes there is a whole
range of possibilities where the two materials dissolve each other to a limited extent.

Rather than the “like dissolves like” rule, it is the intermolecular interaction,
between solvent and solute molecules, which determines the mutual solubility. A
compound A dissolves in a solvent B only when the intermolecular forces of attrac-
tion KAA and KBB for the pure compounds can be overcome by the forces KAB in
solution [13].

The solubility parameter � of Hildebrand [14] as defined in equation (1.31),
can often be used in estimating the solubility of non-electrolytes solutes in organic
solvents.

� = (�Ev/Vm)1/2 = (�Hv − RT/Vm)1/2 (1.31)

In this equation Vm is the molar volume of the solvent, and �Ev and �Hv are
the molar energy and the molar enthalpy (heat) of vaporization for a gas of zero
pressure, respectively. � is a solvent property which measures the work necessary to
separate the solvent molecules (i.e. disruption and reorganization of solvent/solvent
interactions) to create a suitably sized cavity, large enough to accommodate the
solute. Accordingly, highly ordered self-associated solvents exhibit relatively large
�-values. As a rule, it has been found that a good solvent for a certain non-electrolyte
has a � –value close to that of the solute [15].

When a polymer in solid state is in contact with a liquid solvent, we observe first
a swelling phenomenon because the penetration of the small molecules of the sol-
vent inside of the polymer structure. This behavior is different to that of the solutes
non-macromolecules where the molecular identities are separated progressively to
pass to the bulk of the solvent. In the case of the polymers this process is more
complicated.

The mutual solubilities of components whose molecular sizes are drastically dif-
ferent is the case of the binary polymer-solvent systems, the molecules of the solute
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(polymer) are many order of magnitude larger than those of the solvent (monomer).
In the solubility of the components whose molecular sizes are not significative dif-
ferent, the molar volume ratio is perhaps 2 or even 5, but always less than 10 [10].

The thermodynamic properties of polymers solutions have been reviewed by
several authors [11, 17–19], we confine our attention here to the most common
and perhaps also the most useful relation proposed by Flory [3] and Huggins [4]
a generation ago.

The quantitative theory of the change in conformational entropy produced by
the mixing of flexible chain polymers with a solvent of low molecular weight was
formulated by Flory [3] and Huggins [4] who evaluated the number of distinguish-
able ways in which N1 solvent molecules with a molar volume V1 and N2 polymers
chains with a molar volume V2 can be placed on a lattice so they each lattice site
is occupy by either a solvent molecule or one of the V2/V1 segments of a polymer
chain. In the calculation there is an assumption that, in placing a given chain segment
on the lattice, which already contains previously placed chains, the probability of
occupancy of a lattice site may be approximated by the overall fraction of occupied
sites. This approximation is not real in very dilute solutions, where molecular coils,
with a high local concentrations of chain segments, are separated by regions of pure
solvent. The assumption of the Flory – Huggins theory is reasonable in the concen-
tration range in which the chains interpenetrate each other, so that the density of
chain segments is uniform, on the molecular scale, and it is in this range that the
theory has been successful.

The Free energy change, �G, which results when we mix n2 moles of polymer
with n1 moles of solvent at constant temperature and pressure is given by

�G/RT = n1 ln �1 + n2 ln �2 + ��1�2(n1 + V2/V1n2) (1.32)

Where V2/V1 (r) is the ratio of the molar volume of the polymer to that of the
solvent and � is the Flory parameter which depends primarily on the intermolec-
ular forces between solute and solvent. According to the original formulation, this
parameter is zero for athermal mixtures. However, subsequent work has shown that
both the excess entropy and the excess enthalpy contribute to �:

� = �s + �h (1.33)

where �s is the contribution from the excess entropy and �h is that from the excess
enthalpy.

Knowledge of the magnitude of polymer – solvent interactions, and particularly
of the “goodness” of a solvent for a given polymer, is very important for the inves-
tigation of the properties of polymers and the solutions and also for technological
applications [20]. The goodness of solvents has hitherto been determined by either
the Hildebrand solubility parameter � [10] or the Flory – Huggins interaction pa-
rameter � [21–25].

In the first case it is necessary to know solubility parameters of both the solvent,
�1, and the polymer, �2. A general rule for non – polar systems is that the solvent is
better when its �1 values is closer to �2. In polar systems, contributions of dispersive
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forces, dipole moments and hydrogen bonds to the total � value [26–29] should
be taken into account. The solubility parameter can thus be used only for a rough
estimation of the goodness of a solvent, without claiming particular reliability of the
conclusions drawn.

Another possible variable for the characterization of the goodness of solvents is
the interaction parameter � values, expressing the measure of deviations of actual
solutions from ideal ones. This value can be determined by several methods, which
are, mostly experimentally demanding and time-consuming. � is dependent on both
the polymer concentration and molecular weight and information provided about the
specific interactions in the solution is of no particular interest [11, 30, 31]. Solvents,
obviously different in quality, yield quite close values and thus the resolving capabil-
ity is low. Comparison of results obtained by various methods and/or experimenters
is thus fairly difficult [30, 32–34].

Once the second virial coefficient has been obtained for a given polymer – solvent
system one can calculate the corresponding Flory – Huggins interaction parameter,
�, from the equation:

A2 = (1/2 − �)/�2
2V1 (1.34)

Where �2 is the density of the polymer (g cm−3) and V1 is molar volume of the
solvent (cm3mol−1).

We can also summarized a method for calculating the Flory – Huggins interaction
parameter, �, for a given polymer and solvent using the solubility parameters �.

The solubility parameter of the polymer, �2, can be related to � by: [35, 36]

� = V1/RT(�1 − �2)2 (1.35)

where �1 is the solubility parameter of the solvent. (Units of solubility parameter are
(energy/volume)1/2, generally cal1/2 cm−3/2). The last equation can be rewritten as

�2
1/RT − �/V1 = [2�2/RT]�1 = �2

2/RT (1.36)

This is the equation of a straight line. Hence, when the left – hand side is plotted
as a function of �1 one can estimate �2.

Figure 1.1 is an example of a plot obtained from equation (1.34). The �2 value
estimated is 10.2 cal1/2 cm−3/2 [37]. The values of R and T used were 1.99 cal/mol
K and 298 K, respectively.

There are also other quantities that are dependent on the goodness of solvents.
Among them is the Huggins viscosity constant k′, which can be determined quite
easily and, because of its interesting properties, seems to be suitable for direct de-
termination of the goodness of a particular solvent [20].

The dependence of viscosity 
 of dilute polymer solutions on concentration c
can be described by a polynomial in the form [31, 38].


 = 
0(1 + a1c + a2c2 + . . .) (1.37)

where 
0 is the viscosity of the pure solvent. This equation is generally presented in
the form:
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Fig. 1.1 Plot of
equation (1.36) for poly(vinyl
acetate) in benzene (1),
Chloroform (2),
Chlorobenzene (3), methyl
ethyl ketone (4), acetone (5)
and acetonitrile (6). (From
ref. [37])
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[
] = 
0(1 + [
]c + k′[
]2c2 + . . .) (1.38)

where [
] is the intrinsic viscosity and k′ is the dimensionless Huggins viscosity
constant. Neglecting terms with third and higher powers of concentration yields the
well known Huggins equation. Figure 1.2 shows a classical plot to obtain [
] and k′

for several fraction of the poly (monobenzyl itaconate) (PMBzI) [39].
As mentioned in some monographs [31, 38] and confirmed by numerous experi-

mental results [40–43], the Huggins constant is independent of the molecular weight
of the polymer. Its value is influenced only by the goodness of the solvent. However,
it can be expected that the Huggins constant will be molecular – weight – dependent
only in polymers easily associating in solution, either by the effect of specific inter-
actions as strong ionic, or polar interactions or by the effect of hydrogen bonds [20].

One of the most surprising generalities in the world of polymers is that [
] values
for a series of homologous polymers under a fixed solvent condition (solvent and
temperature) follows a simple power law as

[
] = KM� (1.39)

over an extended range of M. Here, K and � are constants for the polymer + solvent
considered. This equation (1.39) is referred to as the Mark – Houwink – Sakurada
(MHS).
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Fig. 1.2 Viscosity data on
some fractions of PMBzI,
plotted according to the
Huggins equation. (From
ref. [39])
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The relation between number molecular weight, Mn and intrinsic viscosity,
[
], for poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate) (PPClPh) can be represented by the
Mark – Houwink – Sakurada equation [44].

Figures 1.3 and 1.4 ilustrate these double logarithmic plots in different solvents.
Becerra et al. [44] have found for PPClPh, the following relations:

o-Dichlorobenzene at 25◦C: [
] = 25,4 · 10 − 5 Mn0,67

o-Xilene at 25◦C: [
] = 28,6 · 10 − 5 Mn0,63

Chlorobenzene at 25◦C: [
] = 29,1 · 10 − 5 Mn0,63

Toluene at 25◦C: [
] = 35,2 · 10 − 5 Mn0,58

Benzene at 40◦C: [
] = 53,7 · 10 − 5 Mn0,50

Ethylbenzene at 25◦C: [
] = 61,0 · 10 − 5 Mn0,50

The results obtained on poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate) show that [
] is
accurately proportional to Mn0,50 for the ideal or theta (�) solvent.

According to Fugita [45] the main experimental facts that have to be explained
theoretically are as follows:

1. When [
] is plotted against M on a log – log graph paper, it gives a straight line
over a wide range of M;
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Fig. 1.3 Double logarithmic
plot of intrinsic viscosity [
]
(in dl g−1) vs. number
average molecular weight Mn

for poly(pentachlorophenyl
methacrylate), (PPClPh) in
chlorobenzene (
), toluene
(�), and benzene (◦). (From
ref. [44])
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2. The slope � of the line for linear flexible polymers in non −� solvents in which
the second virial coefficient A2 is positive is in the range 0.5 < � < 0.8.

3. In general � is larger for a better solvent, i.e., for a larger A2;
4. Under the � condition where A2 vanishes, � for flexible linear polymers is always

0.50.

Several theoretical tentatives have been proposed to explain the empirical equa-
tions between [
] and M. The effects of hydrodynamic interactions between the el-
ements of a Gaussian chain were taken into account by Kirkwood and Riseman [46]
in their theory of intrinsic viscosity describing the permeability of the polymer coil.
Later, it was found that the Kirdwood – Riseman treatment contained errors which
led to overestimate of hydrodynamic radii R
. Flory [47] has pointed out that most
polymer chains with an appreciable molecular weight approximate the behavior of
impermeable coils, and this leads to a great simplification in the interpretation of
intrinsic viscosity. Substituting for the polymer coil a hydrodynamically equivalent
sphere with a molar volume Ve, it was possible to obtain

[
] = 5/2Ve/M2 = �′ < S2 >3/2 /M2 (1.40)
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Fig. 1.4 double logarithmic
plot of intrinsic viscosity [
]
(in dl g−1) vs. number
average molecular weight Mn

for poly(pentachlorophenyl
methacrylate), (PPClPh) in
o-dichlorobenzene (�),
o-xylene (•), and
ethylbenzene (�). (From
ref. [44])
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where �′ = 10/3�N(R
/<S2>1/2)3 should be a universal constant independent of
the nature of the macromolecule and independent of the solvent medium.

The relation (1–40) leads to a number of interesting consequences. In a theta
solvent, in which the shape of the chain is described by the random flight model,
<S2> is proportional to M2, so that the intrinsic viscosity should be proportional
to M1/2

2 . And this prediction has been applied and verified. In solvent media better
than �-solvents, the theory of Flory [11,46] predicts that the linear expansion factor a
increases for any polymer – homologous series with chain length. Thus the exponent
� in the empirical equation should be larger than 0.50.

1.2 Polymer Solutions in Good Solvent: Excluded Volume Effect

If we suppose a very dilute gas of random flight chains. As a result of thermal
rotation of chain segments each chain will take up a great number of conformations,
with a very short interval of time being spent for the passage from one conformation
to another. In so doing, it automatically avoids taking those conformations in which
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any pair of its segments (beads) overlap, because it is physically impossible for them
to occupy the same volume element in space at the same time. When a pair of seg-
ments (beads) come close they exert a repulsive force F on each other. The strength
of this force depends on the separation between the segments (beads) and also on
the chemistry of each segment (bead), as well as the temperature and pressure of the
gas. Now, if we introduce a liquid solvent into the system to make a dilute solution
of random flight chains, each segment (bead) has a chance to interact with solvent
molecules as well as other segments (beads). As a result the force that acts between
a pair of segments (beads) becomes no longer equal to the vacuum value F. If the
segment – solvent (bead – solvent) interaction favors segment – solvent contact
over the segment - segment one, the solvent is said to be good (for the polymer
considered), while if the reverse is the case, the solvent is said to be poor or bad.
Thus, a good solvent tends to prevent a pair of segments (beads) from approaching
or tries to pull them apart. This suggests that the segment – solvent (bead – solvent)
interaction has the effect equivalent to inducing some additional force between a
pair of segments (beads) [45].

According to the statistical mechanical theory formulated by McMillan and
Mayer [48] and by Saito [49], the solution of a polymer in a pure solvent should
be equivalent in thermodynamic behavior to a hypothetical gas of the same polymer
whose segments repel each other with a force given by the sum of the vacuum value
F and some additional force F’. The latter summarizes the effect due to segment –
solvent interactions and is called the solvent – mediated force. By this way, in the
McMillan – Saito theory, the segment – solvent interactions are lumped into an
unknown F’, and the thermodynamics of polymer solutions can be formulated by
applying the well – established theory of gases. However, it is necessary to note
that, stritly speaking, this remarkable advantage can be used at a fixed chemical
potential of the solvent [45].

In a good solvent, the segment – solvent interaction tends to pull a pair of seg-
ments apart, so that the solvent – mediated force F’ should be repulsive as is F. On
the other hand, F’ should be attractive in poor solvents. Hence, as the solvent is
made poorer by changing either solvent species or temperature, the situation should
be reached in which the attractive F’ cancels or suppresses the repulsive F so that
the net force F + F’ becomes zero or even negative.

What it is concerned with in the physics of polymer systems is not their physical
properties for individual polymer conformations but those averaged over the en-
semble n of such conformations under given conditions of polymer and solvent. For
flexible polymers the averages depend primarily on the strength of the net interaction
force F + F’ and the number of segments contained in the chain. Knowledge of F
and F’ is essential for the understanding of polymers in solution.

The above discussion is concerned with the interactions between a pair of seg-
ments, i.e., binary cluster interactions. However, there are opportunities for the seg-
ments (beads) to interact forming clusters higher than the binary one. Flory was the
first to reach a very important recognition that polymer conformations and global
polymer properties are significantly influenced by the potential energy stored in the
polymer chain as a result of formation of binary, ternary, and higher – order clusters
of segments.
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The term excluded – volume effect is used or described any effect arising from
intrachain or interchain segment – segment interactions. This interaction, which
Flory referred to as a long – range interference of monomer units, decidedly affects
the number of conformations that the chain can take up; for example, those in which
two monomers occupy the same point in space are not realizable. Flory’s recognition
of this effect triggered the development of polymer solution studies for the last four
or five decades.

1.3 Theta Condition: Concentration Regimes

The osmotic pressure � of a dilute solution of a monodisperse polymer with molecu-
lar weight M is expressed as a power series of polymer mass concentration c (weight
of polymer per unit volume of solution) as

�/RT = c/M + A2c2 + A3c3 + . . . (1.41)

Where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, and M the molecu-
lar weight of the polymer. This series is usually called the osmotic virial expan-
sion, with Ai(i = 2, 3, . . .) being referred to as the i-th virial coefficient of the
solution.

Experimentally, A2 can be evaluated by determining the initial slope of �/(RTc)
plotted against c. However, the estimation of A3 and the higher virial coefficients is
not a simple matter for experimentalists. Available experimental information about
the virial coefficients is largely limited to A2.

For a series of homologous polymers A2 depends on M as well as T and the
nature of the solvent. Experimental studies have repeatedly shown that for a given
polymer there is a combination of poor solvent and temperature � for which A2

vanishes regardless of M. This spetial poor solvent at � is called the theta solvent,
and �, the theta temperature.

Figure 1.5 shows the results reported for Poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate)
in benzene solution at 40◦C studied by osmotic pression [44]

The osmotic pressure function � in benzene at 40◦C is independent on polymer
concentration c. This result is a proof that this solvent is a � – solvent (A2 = 0) for
poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate). The results are shown in Figure 1.5 for three
fractions.

Another osmometric data are given in Table 1.2 for this polymer in toluene at
25◦C.

Osmometric measurements were also carried out for different fractions of poly
[4-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenyl methacrylate] in toluene at 25◦C [50]. The mea-
surements were made at five or six different concentrations and extrapolated to in-
finite dilution. Figure 1.6 shows the plot �/c versus c, which agrees with classical
relations [51, 52]
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Fig. 1.5 Variation of the
reduced osmotic pressure
�/c, (� in cm of solvent, c in
g · dl−1) with the
concentration c for three
poly(pentachlorophenyl
methacrylate) fractions in
benzene solutions at 40◦C
(�-solvent). (From ref. [44])
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The polymer studied in the series of poly(methacrylic ester)s with a mesogenic
side group was polymer labeled 1a shown in Scheme 1.1

Table 1.3 summarizes molecular weights (Mn) and second virial coefficient (A2)
data for various fractions of this polymer.

The variation of A2 with the molecular weight shows a regular behavior [53].
Figure 1.7 shows this result [50].

Toluene is a good solvent for this polymer.
Sufficiently dilute polymer solutions may be viewed as systems in which “is-

lands” of polymer coils scattered in the “sea” of a liquid solvent occasionally im-
pinge and interpenetrate. By this way, the spatial distribution of chain segments in
them is quite heterogeneous and undergoes appreciable fluctuations from time to
time. As the polymer concentration increases, the collision of the islands becomes
more frequent and causes the chains to overlap and entangle in a complex fashion.

Table 1.2 Reduced osmotic pressures (�/c)c=0, number average molecular weights Mn and os-
motic second virial coefficient A2 for poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate) fractions in toluene at
25◦C and benzene at 40◦C (� in cm of benzene or toluene) (c in g · dl−1). (From ref. [44])

(π

c

)
c=0

a (π

c

)
c=0

b A2 · 104 b

cm3 · mol · g−2Fractions M̄n · 10−5 a M̄n · 10−5 b

F1 0,45 6,83 0,40 7,21 2,26
F2 0,70 4,40 0,67 4,34 2,38
F3 – – 0,92 3,18 3,34
F4 1,06 2,90 1,02 2,85 3,19
F5 2,11 1,45 2,12 1,38 2,30
F6 3,32 0,93 3,03 0,96 3,91
F7 6,05 0,51 5,28 0,55 2,40
a In benzene at 40◦C.
b In toluene at 25◦C.
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Fig. 1.6 Variation of the
reduced osmotic pressure
�/c, (�, in cm of solvent, c in
g · dl−1). with the
concentration c for six
fractions of 1a in toluene at
25◦C. (From ref. [50])
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Scheme 1.1 Chemical structure of poly[4-(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutyl)phenyl methacrylate](1a).

As a result the segment distribution becomes less heterogeneous and its fluctuation
is by and large suppressed. Increased chances of chain contact may lead to interchain
association.

Table 1.3 Reduced osmotic pressures (�/c)c=0, number average molecular weights Mn and os-
motic second virial coefficient A2 for fractions of poly(1,1,3,3-tetramethylbutylphenyl methacry-
late)(1a) in toluene at 25◦C. (From ref. [50])

104 · A2

cm3 · mol · g−2Fractions (π/c)c=0 10−5 · Mn

F3 0,42 7,09 1,7
F4 0,57 5,07 1,8
F5 0,67 4,37 2,2
F6 0,87 3,35 2,6
F7 1,13 2,59 3,2
F8 1,87 1,56 3,7
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Fig. 1.7 Double logarithmic
plot of second virial
coefficient A2 vs, number
average molecular weight Mn

of 1a in toluene solutions at
25◦C. (From ref. [50])
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One of the characteristic phenomena which occur when a polymer solution in a
non – � solvent is concentrated is the “screening effect” on chain dimensions. This
is a change in <S2> (c) toward <S2>� with the increase in polymer concentration.
Here, <S2> (c) is the mean – square radius of giration of a single polymer chain
at a mass concentration c, and <S2>� is its infinite – dilution value under the �
condition. Daoud et al. [54] were the first to observe the screening effect. Studying
polystyrene in carbon disulfide by small – angle neutron scattering (SANS), they
found <S2> (c) to decrease in proportion to c−0.25.

Figure 1.8 [45] shows a demonstration of the screening effect by King et al. [55]
who investigated polystyrene in deuterated toluene by SANS; the abscissa b denotes
the polymer concentration in terms of the mole fraction of styrene residues.

The slope of the indicated line is – 0.16, differing from – 0.25 obtained by
Daoud et al. [54] The screening effect is a reflection of the decrease in intrachain
segment – segment interactions caused by chain overlapping.

If we look at a single chain in a polymer solution, the average number density of
its segments, Ncoil, i.e., their number contained in unit volume of the average space
occupied by the chain, is given by

Ncoil = 3M/m/4�[< S2 > (c)]3/2 (1.42)

where M is the molecular weight of the polymer and m the molar mass of one
segment. If we denote the average number density of chain segments in the entire
solution by Nsoln, we obtain

Nsoln = (c/m)N (1.43)

where N is the Avogadro constant. For dilute solutions in which the “islands” are
separated by the solvent sea we have Nsoln < Ncoil even though polymer coils occa-
sionally overlap. With increasing c we reach the point at which Nsoln catches up with
Ncoil. Denoting the c value for this solution by c∗, we have the relation

c∗ = 3M/4�NA[< S2 > (c∗)]3/2 (1.44)
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Fig. 1.8 Concentration dependence of coil radius for PS in d-toluene. Line, least-squares fit to the
sample pairs for x = 0.50 and 0.0. Here, n is the mole fraction of styrene residues, and x the mole
fraction of d-styrene in a mixture of h- and d- styrenes. (From ref. [45])

Usually, c∗ is called the overlap concentration. It would correspond to the situa-
tion where polymer coils would begin to touch one another throughout the solution
if they behaved like mutually impenetrable spheres. However, having an open struc-
ture, actual polymer coils start interpenetrating as soon as the solution leaves the
state of infinite dilution. Hence, it is not legitimate to consider c∗ as if marks the
onset of coil overlapping according to Fugita [45]. The term overlap concentration
thus seems misleading.

c∗ is often approximated by c∗
0 defined as

c∗
0 = 3M/4�NA[< S2 > (0)]3/2 (1.45)

With <S2>(0) ∼ M2ν valid unless M is low, this equation gives

c∗
0 ∼ M−(3�−1) (1.46)

Which predicts

c∗
0 ∼ M−0.5(� solvents) (1.47)

c∗
0 ∼ M−0.8(good solvents) (1.48)
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Really, there is no established consensus about the definition of the overlap
concentration. In fact, Hager and Berry [56] replace the factor 3/4� by 1/5, and
Graessley [57] by 1/8, while Ying and Chu [58] drop this factor and use <R2>(0)/4
for <S2>(0). Thus we have to be careful in comparing reported overlap
concentrations.

It is important to note that c∗ is not a critical concentration. It should not expect
that something special, such as sharp changes in the concentration dependence of
some physical properties of the solution, takes place at this concentration. However,
it seems certain that the macroscopic distribution of chain segments over the entire
solution becomes essentially uniform when c passes through a relatively narrow
region around c∗. Thus, it is possible to take c∗ as a measure of the crossover region
where the island – sea heterogeneous structure of a polymer solution changes to the
state of macroscopically uniform segment distribution.

At concentrations higher than c∗ the latter state remains unchanged, and the av-
erage segment density can be equated to c. However, when viewed microscopically,
even the solutions above c∗ are not uniform, the segment density in each volume
element fluctuating from time to time about the mean value c and those in different
volume elements at a given instant being different. Because of the chain connectivity
of segments and their intra – and interchain interactions the density fluctuations at
different places in the solution cannot take place independently. In other words,
they are correlated. This correlation governs in several ways the physical properties
of concentrated polymer solutions. Thus, this is a key concept [45] in the discussion
of the concentrated regime.

Some authors [59] call the region c < c∗ the virial regime. Probably they consider
that the virial expansion for osmotic pressure would diverge as c approaches c∗.

In dilute solutions, the chains are far apart on average. When the polymer con-
centration c increases, there exists a concentration c∗ at which the chains begin to
overlap. This is the onset of the semi-dilute regime. It may write:

c∗ ∝ 1/(R2)3/2

Where R2 is the square end-to-end distance at zero concentration.
The concentration c∗ can be very low if the chains are long. Indeed, in the limit

of infinitely long chains, c∗ = 0. Thus a given concentration interval �c can either
belong to the dilute or to the semi-dilute regime, depending on the length of the
chain. The main difference between a dilute and a semi – dilute polymer concen-
trations is the homogeneity of the polymer distribution in space. Homogeneity is a
discriminating factor for the effects of repulsive interaction. Dilute solutions have
a heterogeneous structure: the polymer chains form isolated islands in the solvent.
The repulsive interactions between monomers add up to swell the chains.

Solutions with overlap (semi-dilute) possess a homogeneous structure on the
large scale (∼R). However, in between nearest neighbour contacts, the solution
is dilute, and therefore inhomogeneous. The repulsive interactions acting on the
homogeneous structure do dent of the polymer size not combine to swell the struc-
ture. On the contrary, compensations occur and on average the interactions screen
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the pair correlation function. This means that correlations between monomers are
effectively weaker than those associated with a random walk. Screening in polymer
solutions was introduced by Edwards [60] and proved to be a unifying concept.
In semi-dilute solutions, screening and swelling coexist, at different scales. This
generates a structure. Chain sequences swell only within distances §, the screening
length. This length depends on monomer concentration and interaction strength (it
is independent of polymer size).

Because screening and swelling coexist, the length § varies in a singular manner
with concentration. This is based on the following remarks.

(i) An intrinsic measure of the monomer concentration is the “Kuhnian” concen-
tration [60]

ck = c(R2/3)1/2v(dimension L1/v−d) (1.49)

This concentration defines the “Kuhnian” overlap length [60]

§k = c−1/(d−1/v)
k (1.50)

(ii) The screening length § is proportional to §k

§ = §k (1.51)

where  is a universal constant [61] approximated by the relation (1.52)

 = (1/4�)(g∗)−1/2 = 0.165 (1.52)

derived from the simple tree approximation of the structure function.
Experimental values of § are obtained from the scattering intensity data I (q) and

formula

C/I(q) = A(q2 + §−2) (1.53)

Where A is a constant. The singularity q2 = −§−2 implies screening in real space.
i.e. an attenuation factor e−r/§.

The semi-dilute regime exists in the limits of infinite chains, since the singularity
is independent of chain size [61].

The values of § derived in this manner satisfy relation (1.51). The experimental
value of  is found to be  = 0.18 ± 0.015 [61].
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1.4 Critical Phenomena in Polymer Solution: The Collapse
of Macromolecules in Poor Solvents

Under appropriate conditions of temperature, concentration and solvent composi-
tion most substances aggregate and precipitate frequently, producing a crystalline
phase. In the case of long – chain molecules, in particular synthetic polymers, the
phase resulting from aggregation is usually a concentrated solution of disordered
macromolecules. The coexisting phase is very dilute solution in which the chains are
more contracted than in the concentrated phase, sometimes reaching the state of very
compact globules [62]. This collapsed or globular state is very difficult to investigate
by scattering methods, for the twofold reason that the scattering signal is very faint
owing to the low concentration and that the kinetics of chain collapse may be so
slow that equilibrium is difficult to establish. In spite of these difficulties, in a few
cases macromolecular collapse was observed as a function of temperature; accurate
measurements of the collapse kinetics of long polystyrene chains were reported.

Some decades ago Stockmayer [63] first suggested that a flexible polymer chain
can transit its conformation from an expanded coil to a collapsed globule on the
basis of Flory’s mean – field theory [11]. Since his prediction, theoretical and ex-
perimental studies of this coil – to –globule transition have been extensively con-
ducted [31, 64–68].

The majority of the reported works were based on polystyrene in various organic
solvents because of two very special requirements for the studied polymer chain;
namely, its molecular weight should be as high as possible and its molecular mass
distribution should be as narrow as possible. Many useful experimental results have
been obtained by using improved modern equipments [69, 70].

The great interest in this coil – to – globule transition is not only due to its im-
portance as a general and fundamental concept in polymer physics and solution
dynamics but also due to its deep implications in many biological systems, such as
protein folding [71] and DNA packing [72].

If the solvent quality improves with increasing temperature macromolecular ag-
gregation will occur at temperatures lower than a critical temperature TC < � (the
“C ” subscript stands for “critical point”). Figure 1.9 [62] shows one example.

The main features of the polymer – solvent phase diagram can be obtained at the
simple Flory – Huggins level [11, 73] In effect, this theory leads to the following
predictions for the dependence of the position of the critical point on the molecular
mass (M → ∞) :

�C ∝ M−1/2 (1.54)

[� − TC/�] ∝ M−1/2 (1.55)

� being the polymer volume fraction. Thus, besides separating the regimes of
chain collapse and expansion, the � – temperature has characterized by � > 1/2.
According to equation (1.54), the limiting condition � = 1/2 corresponds to T = �.
This condition may be attained either by a variation in temperature for solvents
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Fig. 1.9 Calculated polymer-solvent phase diagram. The bimodal (continuous line) is the coexis-
tence curve; the points below it correspond to thermodynamically unstable states, which undergo
phase separation. However, the pints between the bimodal and the spinodal (dashed line) are ki-
netically stable, since there is a free-energy barrier to phase separation. “C” indicates the critical
point “∗” the collapse temperature. The deviation of the low-concentration branch of the spinodal
from the vertical axis below T∗ is an artifact of the mean-field approximation. (From ref. [62])

of constant composition or by a variation in the composition of a mixed solvent
medium at constant temperature.

Combination of equations (1.54) and (1.55) leads to

1/Tc = 1/�[1 + 1/�(V1/V2)1/2 + V1/2V2] (1.56)

another important physical meaning: it is the upper limit for phase separation or, in
other words, the upper critical solution temperature (UCST).

In the opposite case of solvent quality improving with decreasing temperature,
which may occur with polar systems, the � – temperature is the lower critical so-
lution temperature (LCST). The critical temperature is always bracketed by the � –
temperature and the collapse temperature (T∗ < TC < � in the UCST case, vice
versa in the LCST case).

The interplay and competition between chain collapse and phase separation leads
to several challenging questions. Results on the solution properties in the neighbour-
hood of the critical point have been reviewed by Sanchez [74] and Widom [75] One
mayor conclusion following from the experimental investigations is that the critical
volume fraction has a weaker dependence on the chain length than the classical
prediction. One possible implication of this result is that the critical point represents
a new scaling regime for the chain statistics, quite distinct both from the � – state
and from the fully collapsed globule.
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Experimental investigations on the critical phenomena in a polymer solution have
been made extensively with interests mainly in the universality of the critical expo-
nents which indicates that the critical exponents do not depend on any details of
materials as long as the critical phenomena belongs to the same symmetry class. On
the other hand, the critical amplitudes are dependent on details of materials; then,
in a polymer solution, little attention was paid to them except the correlation length.
The molecular weight dependence of the correlation length has been investigated
since Debye [76] proposed a theory of critical opalescence in a polymer solution.
Experimental investigations were made by Debye et al. [77] and by Chu [78] and
they found that

l2 ∝ M0.57 (1.57)

where l is the Debye length [76] and M is the molecular weight, although the Debye
theory predicts l2 ∝ M. Theoretical attempts were also made to explain the disagree-
ment by de Gennes [79] and by Vrij and Esker [80]. They showed that l should be
proportional to M1/4 within the mean field treatment.

Allegra et al. [62] have carried out an explicit calculation of the phase diagram,
starting from a simple mean – field expression for the solution free energy as a
function of temperature, polymer volume fraction and radius of gyration of the
chains [81]. The result is shown in Fig. 1.9, for a choice of the chain parameters
roughly corresponding to atactic polystyrene: the continuous and the dashed lines
represent the binodal and the spinodal [11, 73]. In this approach, the critical – point
scaling laws are identical to the classical Flory – Huggins ones.

It is interesting to mention a theoretical studied reported by Fields et al. [82] on
the collapse and aggregation of proteins and random copolymers. They concluded
that the form of the phase diagram is extremely sensitive to the copolymer composi-
tion and that, compared with the homopolymer case, copolymer solutions are much
more stable against aggregation in otherwise analogous conditions, precipitation
occurs at concentrations that can be several orders of magnitude higher.

The phase separation behavior of a sample of poly(N-vinyl-2.pyrrolidone) (PVP)
in aqueous Na2SO4 (0.55 M) containing a surfactant, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS),
was reported [83]. This phenomenon was studied in function of temperature and
surfactant concentration as independent variables. Without surfactant, the polymer
exhibits a lower solution temperature (LCST) of 28◦C, above which it precipitates.
At SDS concentrations of only 300 mg L−1, aggregation was prevented and the be-
havior of isolated polymer molecules could be studied.

Measurements of hydrodynamic radius (RH) and intrinsic viscosity [
] of PVP in
Na2SO4 (0.55 M) have been performed by using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS)
and viscometry. From these results, a coil – to – globule phase transition was
detected.

Figure 1.10 shows the phase behavior of the PVP-SDS system.
Table 1.4 shows the data found for PVP fraction studied as a function of

temperature and SDS concentration [83].
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Fig. 1.10 Phase diagram for
PVP with temperature and
SDS concentration as
independent variables at a
polymer concentration of
100 mg L−1. (From ref. [83])
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Mutually compatible polymers are relatively rare [84, 85]. A typical phase dia-
gram of two incompatible polymers and a common solvent is that determined by
Kern for the polystyrene – poly(p – chlorostyrene) – benzene system shown in the
Fig. 1.11 [86].

It may be seen that benzene, which is miscible in all proportions with either poly-
mer alone, can dissolve only slightly more than 2% of a mixture of equal weights
of the two polymers without phase separation. Poly(p–chlorostyrene) has a negli-
gible solubility in a phase containing 4% of polystyrene. Kern used a polystyrene
sample with a substantially longer chain length than that of poly(p–chlorostyrene),
and this accounts for the asymmetry of the phase diagram. It is generally found that
the mutual incompatibility of polymers increases rapidly with an increase in their
molecular weight.

The thermodynamic causes of this phase separation phenomenon are not difficult
to visualize [19]. If two dilute solutions of low molecular weight solutes A and B
in the same solvent medium are mixed, the system forms a single phase, since the
gain in entropy will outweight even an unfavorable energy of mixing. However, if

Table 1.4 Intrinsic viscosity [
], hydrodynamic radius RH and linear expansion coefficient �n

for PVP in aqueous Na2SO4 (0.55 M) at different temperatures and SDS concentration. (From
ref. [83])

State [η] (dL g−1) Rh (from DLS, nm) �η
a

Aggregate – ∼900.0 –
Single-globule 0.17b 28.2 0.74
Coil 0.41c 88.9 1.00
Swollen coil 1.06d 120 1.37
a �η was calculated taken as [η]θ = 0.41 dL g−1 at 20◦C.
b At 40◦C and CSDS 300 mg L−1.
c At 20◦C and CSDS 300 mg L−1.
d At 20◦C and CSDS 600 mg L−1.
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Fig. 1.11 Phase diagram of
two incompatible polymers
and a common solvent. (From
ref. [86])

Polystyrene
[η] = 90 cm3/g

Poly (p -chlorostyrene)
[η] = 40 cm3/g

Benzene

the solutions contain initially long – chain molecules composed of a large number
of A or B units, respectively, the entropy of mixing per unit weight becomes neg-
ligible, while the energy of mixing per unit weight, depending on the number of
contact points between dissimilar chain segments remains nearly the same as for the
low molecular weight analog. The solutions of the chain molecules will, therefore,
resist mixing if contacts between dissimilar chain segments involve an expenditure
of energy.

Kern [86] has shown how sensitive the phase separation phenomenon is to small
changes in the structure of the polymers: Poly(vinyl chloride) solutions, which do
not mix with solutions of poly(methyl methacrylate), were found to be miscible with
solutions of polymers of ethyl, propyl, butyl, and isobutyl methacrylate.

1.5 Polymers in Binary Solvents. Cosolvency Effect: Preferential
Adsorption Phenomena

Most of the studies on polymers such as polyamides in solution are limited because
the insolubility of these polymers in common solvents. This fact makes their char-
acterization very difficult [87] The degree of order or crystallinity shown by these
polymers caused by intra- and inter- chain interactions affect their solubility and
their general properties.

In order to illustrate this problem, it is interesting to analize the unsubstituted
polyamides prepared from aliphatic diamines and aromatic diacids or from aliphatic
diamines and aliphatic diacids. They are only soluble in solvents such as sulphuric
acid, trifluoracetic acid, m-cresol, etc.

Table 1.5 shows the solubility of the polyamides taken from ref. [88].
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Table 1.5 Solubility of polyamides. (From ref. [88])

Polyamides POS POT POTCI

m-Cresol + + −
Formic acid − − −
Sulphuric Acid + + +
Trifluoroacetic acid + − −
Dimethyl sulphoxide − − −
Dimethylformamide − − −
Tetrachloroethane − − −
Cyclohexane − − −
m-Cresol/cyclohexane + + +
∗ Solubility was determined at 1% concentration; +, soluble at room tem-
perature; −, insoluble at room temperature

It is known from literature that a non-solvent often increases the dissolving
power of a solvent for a given polymer [89]. In order to extend the range of the
polymer solubility, it has been considered the cosolvency effect, i.e. the synergism
effect either of two non-solvents or a solvent with a non-solvent. One illustra-
tion of this behavior is that the mixture m-cresol/cyclohexane is a good solvent
for poly(octamethylene sebacamide) (POS), poly(octamethylene terephtalamide)
(POT) and poly(octamethylene tetrachloroterephtalamide) (POTCl) [88] shown in
Figs. 1.12 and 1.13.

The intrinsic viscosity [
] for these polymers was chosen as indicative of the
thermodynamical power of the binary solvent.

Figures 1.12 and 1.13 show [
] values in m- cresol/cyclohexane mixtures for poly
(octamethylene terephthamide (POT) and poly(octamethylene sebacamide) (POS).

Fig. 1.12 Intrinsic viscosities
of (�), poly(octamethylene
sebacamide) (POS) and X,
poly(octamethylene
terephthalamide) (POT) in
m-cresol/cyclohexane
mixtures at 25◦C. (From
ref. [88])
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Fig. 1.13 Intrinsic viscosities
of poly(octamethylene
tetrachloro-terephthalamide)
with composition of the
solvent mixture
(m-cresol/cyclohexane) at
25◦C. (From ref. [88])
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The intrinsic viscosities of POT and POS in the different solvent/non- solvent mix-
ture are higher than the corresponding intrinsic viscosities in the pure solvent. These
positive deviations of [
] relative to the solvent m – cresol suggest that the m –
cresol/cyclohexane mixture has a GE > O [90].

From figure 1.12 it follows that the increase of [
] is much more pronounced in
the case of POT than in POS. In both cases, once a particular composition mixture
is reached, [
] value decreases to a composition mixture which may be the theta (θ )
condition, where phase separation takes place.

Figure 1.13 shows [
] values in m– cresol/cyclohexane mixtures for POTCl.
When [
] is plotted against solvent composition for POT polyamide, (Fig. 1.12).
This plot shows a maximum at 40 vol% cyclohexane. This feature of attaining a
maximum has also been observed in the cosolvent system: POTCl in m – cresol/
cyclohexane at the same solvent composition. (Fig. 1.13).

In general, to explain the observed cosolvent effects, the preferential adsorption
phenomena have been invoked. However few topics in the physical chemistry of
polymers have evoked so many theories but so little consensus as preferential ad-
sorption. When a polymer is dissolved in a binary solvent mixture, usually one of
the solvents preferentially solvates the polymer. This solvent will then be found in
a greater proportion in the proximities of the macromolecule with respect to the
bulk solution composition. This variation of the solvent composition can cause
interesting phenomena such as cosolvency as was discussed before, [11, 91, 92]
non – cosolvency [93, 94], and some times variation of the unperturbed polymer
dimensions [95, 96]

Preferential adsorption behavior is markedly influenced by various factors [97,
98]. One of them is the chemical structure of the polymer. There are few studies
dealing with the effect of the chemical structure of the polymer on preferential
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adsorption [98,99]. Particularly interesting seems to be the effect of steric hindrance
of the side groups. On the other hand, specific interactions are of fundamental im-
portance in the interpretation of preferential adsorption from a thermodynamic point
of view. Horta et al. [100] and Katime et al. [98] have studied the effect of specific
interactions in the preferential adsorption of polar systems, from theoretical and
experimental points of view.

It is well known that the behavior of polymer solutions in binary solvents is also
influenced considerably by the thermodynamic nature of the solvents and of the
mixture itself [97, 101–103]. The thermodynamic properties of the mixture seems
to play an important role in the solvating process of polymeric solutes. Tetrahy-
drofurane - water (THF/water) is an interesting mixture because THF is one of the
most common good solvents for poly(methacrylate)s and water is a non – solvent for
these polymers. The mixture is strongly non – ideal. At 298.15 K the excess enthalpy
curve is S – shaped, with a zero value near 0.4 mole fraction of water [104]. The
excess Gibbs free energy is positive and the excess entropy and volume are negative
over the whole mole fraction range [105]. It was reported the enhancement of the
polymer solubility when a non – solvent is mixed with a solvent [106]. Particularly
this mixture has shown a cosolvency and preferential adsorption effect in poly(4 –
tert-butylphenyl methacrylate)(PBPh) and polystyrene (PS). It both systems water
is preferentially adsorbed by these polymers [106]. One of the most accepted mod-
els to explain the preferential adsorption is that which consider that preferential
adsorption is located only in the first solvation layer, but not in the total volume
of the coil, and that is uniform along the chain [107]. According with this model
the preferential adsorption must be different if the rigidity of the chain and the
steric hindrance increase. Gargallo et al. [108] have taken into account the effect
of the chemical structure in the preferential adsorption. They have determined the
preferential adsorption coefficient � in poly (phenyl methacrylate) (PPh), poly(4–
tert – butylphenyl methacrylate) (PBPh) and poly [4-(1,1,3,3 – tetramethylbutyl
methacrylate] (POPh). The preferential adsorption coefficient, �, was determined
from the relation:

� = (dn/dc)	 − (dn/dc)k

dn/dk
(1.58)

Where (dn/dc)k is the polymer refractive index increment in the solvent mixture,
dn/dk is the variation of the refractive index of the solvent mixture as a function
of volumetric composition and (dn/dc)	 is the polymer refractive index increment
after establishing dialysis equilibrium.

In the case of poly(methacrylates) mentioned above there is a decreasing in the
� values when the aromatic ring has alkyl groups as substituents. This behavior was
explained taken into account at least two factors. If the model accepted to explain
the preferential adsorption is that which consider that this phenomenon occurs along
the polymer chain, the rigidity of the macromolecule must influence the amount of
the adsorbed solvent.

This situation can be observed in Table 1.6.
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Table 1.6 � values in the maximum adsorption, rigidity factor � and the structures of the side
groups of poly(methacrylate)s. (From ref. [108]).

POPH

PBPH
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In this Table the rigidity factor, defined by

σ =< r2
0 > 1/2/ < r2

0 > 1/2 (1.59)

for the different poly (methacrylate)s and the value of the preferential adsorption
coefficient � was compared. Therefore, there is an another factor to take in account,
the presence of hydrophobic substituents in the aromatic ring of the polymer chain
should provoke a bigger difficulty for the adsorption of water molecules by the poly-
mer. The decreasing of the amount of adsorbed water could be explained also as a
consequence of this effect [108].

The preferential adsorption in dilute solution of poly(phenyl methacrylate) and
its derivatives in tetrahydrofuran/water mixtures has been studied by differential
refractometry and dialysis equilibrium [108]. Relationships were found between the
rigidity �, the inversion composition �2(� = 0) and the maximum of the adsorption
(� min).

In order to investigate the effect of the ring substitution on preferential ad-
sorption of water in poly(phenyl methacrylate) derivatives, it has been studied
the preferential adsorption behavior of poly(2,4 – dimethylphenyl methacrylate)
(2,4 – DMP), poly(2,5 – dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (2,5 – DMP) and poly(3,5 –
dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (3,5 – DMP) in THF/water mixtures [109].

According to Fig. 1.14, water is preferentially adsorbed at low water composition
for the three systems studied. � also shows a minimum with an inversion point
(� = 0) at v2 values with very small difference between the three polymeric systems.
These results were compared with other poly (methacrylate)s and poly(styrene)s
and they were discussed in terms of the differences in the symmetry of the pendant
group [101, 109].
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Fig. 1.14 Variation of the
preferential adsorption
coefficient λ with the solvent
composition for 2,4-DMP,
2,5 – DMP, and 3,5 – DMP in
the mixture THF/water.
(From ref. [109])

The preferential adsorption behavior of poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP) in binary
solvent containing aromatic components has been also studied [110]. In this case,
it was concerned with the influence of the chemical structure of different binary
solvents in the preferential adsorption of this polymer. 2 – propanol – cumene, 2 –
propanol – mesitylene, 2 – propanol – p-xylene, 2 – propanol – ethylbenzene and
2 – propanol – toluene. Figure 1.15 shows the variation of � with the solvent com-
position. In both cases aromatic components are adsorbed in the range 0 to ≈40%,
but the amount of adsorbed molecules is rather different for the two isomers. This
result could be explained in terms of steric hindrance due to the isopropyl groups of
cumene, which would be reflected in the lower � value.

Fig. 1.15 Dependence of the
preferential adsorption
parameter � on mixed solvent
composition for the ternary
system. (. . ..):
PVP-2-propanol-cumene
and (-):
PVP-2-propanol-mesitylene
for three fraction studied: (•)
Mw = 360.000; (�)
Mw = 40.000 and (X)
Mw = 10.000. (From
ref. [110])
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Fig. 1.16 Dependence of the
preferential adsorption
parameter � on mixed solvent
composition in the ternary
system (•):
PVP-2-propanol-toluene; (o):
PVP-2-propanol-
ethylbenzene and (�):
PVP-2-propanol-p-xylene for
the PVP fraction:
Mw = 360.000. (From
ref. [110])
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The variation of the preferential adsorption coefficient � with the solvent com-
position for three mixtures is shown in Fig. 1.16. As in the above cases aromatic
components are preferentially adsorbed at low compositions, but, p-xylene is more
adsorbed than ethylbenzene or toluene.

The results have shown that changes in two parameters which characterize the
mixed solvent influence the aromatic compound preferential adsorption by the
polymer.

In order to explain the experimental behavior found of � for PVP in the different
mixtures, the polarizability was taken into account because of the methyl groups
substituents of the aromatic ring. It is possible to find changes in the nature of the
interactions between the polar solute, 2 – propanol, and the aromatic component in
the binary mixtures and that these changes affect the � values. The importance of
dipole – induced dipole interactions and steric factors in the formation of a molecu-
lar complex between a polar component and a non – polar aromatic solvent has been
emphasized on the basis of NMR studies [111, 112]. The molecular interactions in
binary liquid mixtures have also been studied on the basis of viscosity measure-
ments. The viscosity data have also been used by Yadava et al. [113, 114] to obtain
a value for the interchange energy (Wvisc) [115] This parameter can be estimated by
the equation:

ln 
12 = x1 ln 
1 + x2 ln 
2 + x1x2d1 (1.60)

suggested by Grunberg [116] In this equation 
1 and 
2 are the viscosities and x1

and x2 the mole fractions of the component 1 and 2 respectively. 
12 is the viscosity
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Table 1.7 Values of the preferential adsorption parameter � in mg of solvent g−1 of polymer at the
maximum adsorption (minimum in λ), molar volume of the solvent, d parameter and Wvisc for the
aromatic solvents. (From ref. [110])

Aromatic solvent
Molar volume32

(cm3 g−1 mol) λ (mg g−1)
d parameter at
∼50% mol

Wvisc Interchange
energy (J mol−1)

Toluene 106.85 1.12 −0.12 +60.7
Ethylbenzene 123.06 1.22
p-xylene 123.92 4.76 +0.24 −149.6
Mesitylene 140.00 4.67 +0.20 −134.5

of the solution. The constant d1 is proportional to W, where W is the interchange
energy.

Large negative values d- values for a binary mixtures with cyclohexane indicates
the existence of weak interactions due mainly to dispersion forces. Higher, positive
d-values for the mixtures prepared with p – xylene and mesitylene seem to be due
to enhanced dipole interactions on account of higher polarizability of the methyl
substituted benzenes (negative value for Wvisc).

It has been obtained a surprising result: namely, the � value is smaller for toluene
with a positive Wvisc than � values for p – xilene and mesitylene with a negative
Wvisc respectively, as is shown in Table 1.7.

According to Grumberg [116], it appears likely that Wvisc may be a close approx-
imation to the heat of mixing. Table 1.7 shows that the Wvisc values are proportional
to the � values. The large negative values of Wvisc for p – xylene and mesitylene in a
polar solvent can be taken as experimental evidence of an effective enthalpic effect
in these binary systems relative to toluene – 2 – propanol system, which influence
the value of the preferential adsorption coefficient �.

Table 1.7 shows the values of the preferential adsorption coefficient �, in mg
(mg/g); the molar volumes of the aromatic solvents; d – parameters and the values
of the interchange energy (Wvisc) of the aromatic solvents – 2 – propanol mixtures.

The parameters d, Wvisc, and �, have been discussed and correlated well for these
systems [110].

1.6 Preferential Adsorption Phenomena: Thermodynamical
Description. Association Equilibria Theory

As it was noted before, Preferential or Selective Adsorption is a very common phe-
nomenon in ternary systems composed of a polymer and a binary solvent mixture.
There is a great variety of ternary systems that have been studied, mainly those
containing at least one polar component [97]. In many cases, specific interactions
between polar groups are important, and the formation of hydrogen bonds have to
be taken into account. This is the case, especially, when alcohols are components of
the systems.
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In systems with specific interactions random mixing cannot be assumed. Hence,
the thermodynamic theories traditionally used to interpret ternary system properties,
such as the Flory – Huggins formalism or the equation of state theory of Flory, are
expected not to apply to such systems.

For systems showing strong specific effects such as hydrogen bonding, Pouchly
et al. [117] have developed a theoretical framework that is based on the theory of
association equilibria [118, 119]. The existence of associated complexes formed by
association of individual molecules is explicitly recognized in such theory, and the
thermodynamic properties are derived from the equilibrium constants for associa-
tion. The theory of association equilibria was first fully developed and applied only
for the particular case in which one of the two liquids in the mixed solvent self –
associates and interacts specifically with the polymer while the other solvent is in-
ert [119]. Horta, Radić and Gargallo [120] have extended the theoretical treatment
to the case in which one of the liquids self – associates, interacts specifically with
the polymer, and also interacts specifically with the molecules of the other liquid.
This case is more general, and the theoretical results obtained for it include the pre-
vious case of one liquid being inert as a particular case [120]. This last theoretical
treatment was used to derive the amount of preferential adsorption for polymer –
mixed solvent systems in which one of the two liquids in the mixed solvent (B)
autoassociates and interacts specifically with the polymer and with the other liquid
(A). The model takes into account the constants for the association of one molecule
of B to one site in A and of one molecule of B to one site in the polymer and
also the corresponding constants for the multiple self - association of B for the
case where the first B molecule is associated either with A or with the polymer or
is free.

The theoretical results were applied to the systems poly(alkyl methacrylate)s.
Alkyl = Me, Et, iBu in the mixed solvent methanol (B) + 1,4-dioxane (A) [98].

Figure 1.17 shows the comparison of theory and experiment for preferential ad-
sorption coefficient � of poly(alkyl methacrylate)s in 1,4-dioxane-methanol.

A quantitative agreement was found between theory and the experimental re-
sults dealing with the dependence of the preferential adsorption coefficient � with
the composition, in the cases that were chosen as examples: Poly(alkyl methacry-
lates)/1, 4 – dioxane/methanol [120].

On the other hand, in this kind of systems, the experimental results have in-
dicated that the preferential adsorption is markedly influenced by the size of the
side groups attached to the polymer backbone, [120] as has been reported for other
related ternary systems [109, 121].

In fact, the adsorption of methanol diminishes as the size of the side group in-
creases and finally disappears when the lateral group is bulky enough.

It was also reported experimental results about the preferential adsorption of a
family of poly(dialkyl itaconates) [poly[1 – (alkoxycarbonyl) – 1 – [(alkoxycar-
bonyl) – methyl] ethylene] in 1,4 – dioxane/methanol. The chemical structures of
the polymers are shown Fig. 1.18 [122].

The dependence of the preferential adsorption coefficient �, for PDMI, PDEI,
PDPI, and PDBI in 1, 4-dioxane (A)/methanol (B) mixtures, as a function of
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Fig. 1.17 Comparison of theory and experiment for preferential adsorption coefficient, �, of
poly(alkyl methacrylate)s in 1,4-dioxane-methanol. (	BO = methanol volume fraction). Points:
Experimental results from ref. [6]. (◦) PMMA (alkyl = Me); (�) PEMA (Et); (�) PiBM (iBu).
Association equilibria theory. (2-A) Calculated with the parameter values shown in Table I and
numbered as 4–6, Curves: (a) PMMA; (b) PEMA, (c) PiBMA. (2-B) Calculated with the parameter
values shown in Table I and numbered as 10–12. Curves: (a) PMMA; (b) PEMMA; (c) PiBMa.
(From ref. [120])

the methanol fraction in the mixed solvent, uB0(uA0 = 1 − uBO), is shown in
Fig. 1.19.

As can be seen, at low uB0, methanol is preferentially adsorbed by the polymer,
and also in all the cases there is an inversion in solvation (� = 0).

A quantitative description of the variation of � and its dependence with the na-
ture of the side groups of the polymer in these systems was found by applying the
association equilibria theory.

Fig. 1.18 Poly(itaconates)
as compared to only
one carbonyl in
poly-(methacrylates).
(From ref. [122])
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Fig. 1.19 Variation of
preferential adsorption
coefficient, �, as function of
methanol volume fraction
	BO, for PDMI (◦), PDEI
(�), PDPI (�), and PDBI (•),
at 298 K. (From ref. [122])
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Figure 1.20 shows the results of � calculated with the association equilibria
theory using the parameter values derived from the theory. They give a very good
description of the experimental results [122].

Most of the unique properties exhibited by polymers are a result of the quasi-
unlimited number of spatial arrangements that long chains can assume [123]. The
knowledge of the energetic effects accompanying the changes from one configu-
ration to another, in correlation with the structural characteristics of the chains,
is paramount to interpret and predict the physical properties of polymeric materi-
als [124].

The thermodynamic state of a polymer- solvent system is completely determined,
as it was analized before, at fixed temperature and pressure by means of the interac-
tion parameter g. This g is defined through the noncombinatorial part of the Gibbs
mixing function, �GM. The more usual interaction parameter, �, is defined similarly
but through the solvent chemical potential, �	1, derived from �GM.

In ternary systems composed of one polymer and two liquids or of two polymers
and one solvent, the total Gibbs mixing function of the system can be written in
terms of the g interaction parameters of the corresponding binary pairs, according to
the Flory – Huggins formalism [11]. When studying polymers in mixed solvents, it
has been customary to introduce an additional interaction parameter, called ternary,
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Fig. 1.20 Comparison of
theory and experiment for the
preferential adsorption
coefficient, �, of poly(dialkyl
itaconates) in
1,4-dioxane/methanol
(	BO = methanol volume
fraction). Points:
experimental results for
PDMI (◦), (alkyl = Me);
PDEI (�) (Et); PDPI (�)
(nPr); PDBI (•) (nBu).
Curves: Association
equilibria theory calculated
with the set of parameter
values shown in Table II.
(From ref. [122])
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[125] gT. It has been the object of numerous investigations to attempt the prediction
of the total sorption and the preferential adsorption of polymers in mixed solvents
from the interaction parameters of the binary pairs and use the ternary parameter as
adjustable. This has shown that such a ternary parameter is of great importance [97].

In the same way that in a binary polymer–solvent system the interaction pa-
rameter g constitutes the complete thermodynamic description of the system and
predicting g is the test for any theoretical model, so in a ternary system the ternary
parameter can be viewed as describing the characteristics of the system and being
the goal for any interpretation of it.

However, a correct unequivocal determination of the ternary parameter has not
been possible up to now, due to the lack of g data for the binary systems.

The case of infinite dilution of the polymer is the one for which total and prefer-
ential sorption have been most extensively studied. In this dilute solution limit the
interpretation of the preferential adsorption coefficient, �, requires knowledge of the
g interpretation parameters at infinite dilution, g0, for the polymer in each one of the
pure liquids [9].

The lack of knowledge of g0 parameter values has led to different approxima-
tions, the crudest of them [125] being to substitute these parameters for their cor-
responding χ0

s , which implies the assumption that polymer – solvent interaction
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parameters are not dependent on polymer concentration, in clear contradiction with
overwhelming experimental evidence on the contrary [126]. To avoid such an ap-
proximation, it has been proposed to use the difference g13

◦ − lg23
◦ as adjustable

from the preferential adsorption data [9,127,128] jointly with the ternary parameter
gT.

However, for those binary polymer – solvent systems in which data of � as a
function of concentration are available, it is possible to obtain the g interaction pa-
rameters directly. With the g’s thus determined, it should be unnecessary to use any
approximation or adjustment of binary parameters in the study of ternary systems.
To provide values of g0 of binary polymer – solvent systems, Masegosa et al. [6]
have calculated g0 for 41 polymer – solvent systems for which data of � vs. concen-
tration were available in the literature. The values of g0 calculated are collected in
Table 1.2.

These values of g0 have been compared with those calculated from Flory theory.
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Chapter 2
Viscoelastic Behaviour of Polymers

Summary In this chapter, a discussion of the viscoelastic properties of selected
polymeric materials is performed. The basic concepts of viscoelasticity, dealing
with the fact that polymers above glass-transition temperature exhibit high entropic
elasticity, are described at beginner level. The analysis of stress-strain for some poly-
meric materials is shortly described. Dielectric and dynamic mechanical behavior
of aliphatic, cyclic saturated and aromatic substituted poly(methacrylate)s is well
explained. An interesting approach of the relaxational processes is presented under
the experience of the authors in these polymeric systems. The viscoelastic behavior
of poly(itaconate)s with mono- and disubstitutions and the effect of the substituents
and the functional groups is extensively discussed. The behavior of viscoelastic be-
havior of different poly(thiocarbonate)s is also analyzed.

Keywords Viscoelasticity · Glass transition temperature · Relaxational processes ·
Dielectric behavior · Dynamic mechanical behavior · Poly(methacrylate)s · Poly
(itaconate)s · Poly(thiocarbonate)s · Spacer groups · Side chains · Molecular motions

2.1 Introduction

Viscoelastic materials are those which exhibit both viscous and elastic characterists.
Viscoelasticity is also known as anelasticity, which is present in systems when un-
dergoing deformation. Viscous materials, like honey, polymer melt etc, resist shear
flow (shear flow is in a solid body, the gradient of a shear stress force through the
body) and strain, i.e. the deformation of materials caused by stress, is linearly with
time when a stress is applied [1–4]. Shear stress is a stress state where the stress is
parallel or tangencial to a face of the material, as opposed to normal stress when
the stress is perpendicular to the face. The variable used to denote shear stress is τ

which is defined as:

τ = VQ

It
(2.1)
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for shear stress in a beam where V is the shear force, Q is the first moment of area, t,
is the thickness in the material perpendicular to the shear and I is the second moment
of area of the cross section [1–4].

When an elastic material is stressed, there is an immediate strain response. The
classical representation of stress strain response in a perfectly elastic material is
schematically represented in Fig. 2.1.

As can be observed when the stress is removed the strain also returns to zero. In
a perfectly elastic material all the deformation is returned to the origin [3, 4]. If this
energy is not stored elastically then it would be dissipated as either heat or sound.
Tyre suqueal and the heat build-up in the sidewalls of care tyres are good examples
of such dissipation [2–4]. Another example is when a plastic beaker struck, emits
a dull note of short duration, which is quite different from the ringing note emitted
by a bell or a crystal wine glass [2,3]. This property of high mechanical damping is
another manifestation of viscoelasticity. It is a property that is frequently of value,
for instance in shock absorbers as McCrum et al pointed out [1]. In plastic structures
subject to forced oscillation, mechanical vibrations at the natural frequencies of the
structure do not easily build up due to the high damping capacity of the plastic. Ac-
cording to McCrum [1] a good example of this is the application of plastic materials
in sailing craft, particularly in hull construction. Vibration of the hull stimulated by
elements are rapidly damped.

Time

S
tr

es
s

Time

S
tr

ai
n

Fig. 2.1 Classical stress strain scheme for a perfectly elastic material. The material is deformed in
a proportion to the applied stress and returns to its original state when the stress is released
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If the material is linear and elastic then the applied stress � is directly propor-
tional to the strain �. Then for simple tension:

σ = Eε (2.2)

where σ is the stress, E is the elastic modulus of the material, known as Young’s
modulus, an is considered to be a property of the material, and ε is the stress that
occur under the given stress, similar to Hooke’s law. Polymers are the most impor-
tant viscoelastic systems. The typical experiment consider that if a weight is hanging
on a polymeric sample, the result is a lengthening of the polymer which produce a
difference on the length of the sample (�L). Therefore, the stress, �, can be defined
as strength by unit of area,

σ = F

A
(2.3)

and the strain of the sample ε, as lengthening by unity of original length

ε = �L

L
(2.4)

The mechanical characteristic of the material can be measured through the elastic
modulus, E, and the docility, D, through equation (2.5).

The viscous components can be modeled as dashpots such that the stress–strain
rate relationships which can be given as:

� = D� (2.5)

According with their definition the elastic modulus take into account the stress
necessary to produce an unitary lengthening and the docility the strain produced due
to the application of a unity stress [1–7].

As it was mentioned above mechanical properties of polymers are strongly
dependent on the temperature. Therefore, E and D, for a polymeric sample are
dependent on the temperature at which the experiment is performed. On the other
hand the mechanical properties of polymers are also dependent on time. Therefore
E and D are not constant at one temperature but evolve with time i.e. E(t), D(t) [7].

The complex relationship between the configurational distorsion produced by a
perturbation field in polymers and the Brownian motion that relaxes that distorsion
make it difficult to establish stress–strain relationships. In fact, the stress at that point
in the system depends not only on the actual deformation but also on the previous
history of the deformation of the material.

One important characteristics of polymeric materials is their viscoelastic behavior.
This means that polymer is elastic because after a strain due to the application of
a stress, it is capable to recovers. On the other hand, polymers are viscous because
their capability to creep after the strain. How can be explained this peculiar behavior
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which is observed on polymeric materials?. The application of a weight on a poly-
meric film or thread (fiber) produce a strain which not be constant but will have a
progressive variation on time. On release of the stress a molecular reorganization
take place and molecules slowly recover their former spatial arrangements and the
strain simultaneously return to zero. Due to the strain involve all the molecular
segments of the polymeric chain, the main influence on this behavior is the con-
catenation of the monomer units, what is known as “polymer effect” [1, 2].

It is important to quantify the dynamic viscoelastic properties of the materials.
Normally the analysis of these systems is performed using the frequency as the
variable, and the relationship between the dynamic parameters and the parameters
for step-function suppose the application of an oscillatory shear strain with angular
frequency � expressed as:

γ = γ0 sin ωt (2.6)

Due to the viscoelastic nature of the material the stress response, after the appli-
cation of the oscillatory shear strain, is also a sinusoidal but out of phase relative to
the strain what can be represented by equation (2.7) as

σ = σo sin (ωt + δ) (2.7)

where δ is the lag in the phase angle. This behavior can be observed by using the
classical vector representation of an alternating stress leading and alternating strain
by phase angle δ on Fig. 2.2.

The classical procedure for the analysis of stress strain parameters start from the
expansion of σ from equation (2.7) as follows:

σ = (σo cos δ) sin ωt + (σ0 sin δ) cos ωt (2.8)

therefore the stress consists of two components: one in phase with the strain
(σ0 cos δ); the other 90◦ out of phase (σ0 sin δ).

The relationship between stress and strain in this dynamic case can be defined by
writing

σ = γ0[G ′ sin ωt + G′′ cos ωt] (2.9)

Fig. 2.2 Vector
representation of an
alternating stress leading
and alternating strain by
phase angle δ. (From ref. [1])

σ = σ0 sin (ωt + δ)

δδ

δ

γ = γ0 sin ωt

ωt
ωt
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where

G ′ = σ0

γ0
cos δ (2.10)

and

G ′′ = σ0

γ0
sin δ (2.11)

The ratio G′′/G′ is the tangent of the of the phase angle δ which is defined as:

tan δ = G′′

G′ (2.12)

This is an important parameter to analyze the viscoelastic behavior of different
materials mainly in the case of polymeric materials where the dependence of tan δ

with the chemical structure of the polymeric materials give important information
about the relaxation processess that take place is these systems. tan� is commonly
used as a first experimental approach to obtain information about the viscoelastic
behavior of polymers as function of the frequency, where it is possible to reach
experimental information about the effect of the side chain structure of the polymers
on conformational and relaxational responses.

2.2 The Nature of Viscoelasticity

Polymers are viscoelestic at all temperatures. Nevertheless they are not simple elas-
tic solids and the effect of temperature on the response of viscoelastic systems to
the perturbation show a very interesting trend. At T = Tg the strain against time
remain approximately constant. As the temperature increases the variation of strain
with time increases in a square root shape which is larger the higher temperature.
See Fig. 2.3.

According to results reported in the literature [1–13] if the shear stress is canceled
out after steady-state conditions are reached, the time dependence of the recoverable
deformation [�r(t)−��(t)/
] is obtained where �(t) is the shear strain, � is the stress
and 
 is the viscosity (2.6). The higher temperature, the greater the unrecoverable
contribution to the shear deformation i.e. the viscous deformation. Figure 2.3 shows
the effect of temperature on the strain.

The state that it is possible to find a polymeric material is strongly dependent on
the chemical structure. In fact, depending on the nature of the chemical functional
groups inserted in the polymeric chain, is the thermal, mechanical and dielectric
behavior. Depending of the chemical structure of the main chain as well as of the
polymeric material is the general behavior of the polymer. Nevertheless, a polymer
can be change from one state to other with the variation of the temperature [1–14].
This is one of the most important thermodynamic variables to be taken into account
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a) b)

Fig. 2.3 (a) Variation of the strain with temperature and time.(b) Creep and recoverable strain.
(From ref. [5])

in the characterization and application of a polymeric material. As a general proce-
dure, polymers are characterized, in the solid state, by their thermal properties, such
as melting temperature, crystallization temperature, in the case of semi-crystalline
polymers, glass transition temperature (Tg), which is one of the most important
characteristic of the polymer due to the general amorphous character of the poly-
meric materials. Another structural aspect that should be considered in the general
behavior of polymers, are the molecular weight, the crystallinity degree, and the
branching degree of the polymer [1–7,15–20]. The majority of the polymeric mate-
rials used as industrial ones are obtained by radical polymerization, therefore, this
kind of materials are not only amorphous, but they have a wide molecular weight
distribution, what is determinant in the behavior of the polymer from different points
of view [7, 14]. For instance, glass transition temperature (Tg) is dependent on the
molecular weight of the polymer, mainly for low molecular weights [15–18]. On the
other hand the degree of crystallinity of the polymers, and the degree of branching
could be the responsible of the thermal behavior of the polymeric materials. As a
general comment, the mechanical behavior of polymers is hardly dependent on the
temperature [1–13, 21, 22].

Above the glass transition temperature, the response of these materials to a me-
chanical perturbation field involves several types of molecular motions. For example
the rearrangement of flexible chains may be very fast on the length scale of repeating
unit [5]. These motions imply some type of cooperativity in the conformational tran-
sitions that produce them. Cooperativity occurs even as the relaxation propagates
along the chains, involving a growing number of segments of the backbone as time
passes. At very long times disentanglement of the chain takes place, and the longest
relaxation time associated with this process shows a strong dependence on both the
molecular weight and the molecular architecture of the system. The disentanglement
process governs the flow of the system. As a consequence of the complexity of the
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molecular responses, polymer chains exhibit a wide distribution of relaxation times
that extend over several decades in the time or frequency domains. At short times
the response is mainly elastic, whereas at long times it is mainly viscous. The elastic
component of the deformation is of an entropic nature, and consequently it is time
dependent [5–9].

2.3 Molecular Theory

Polymers, because of their long chemical structure cohere as solids even when dis-
crete section of the chain are undergoing Brownian motions moving by diffusional
jump processes from place to place. This is the main difference between elastic
solids and polymers [1–7].

Elastic materials strain instantaneously when stretched and just as quickly re-
turn to their original state once the stress is removed. Viscoelastic materials have
elements of both of these properties and, as such, exhibit time dependent strain.
Whereas elasticity is usually the result of bond stretching along crystallographic
planes in an ordered solid, viscoelasticity is the result of the diffusion of atoms or
molecules inside of an amorphous material [3–6].

The viscoelastic properties are highly temperature-dependent so that the maxi-
mum temperature should be always specified and taken into account. Polymers at
room temperature behave by different ways i.e. hard solids, elastic liquids, rubbers,
etc [1, 7].

In order to know how is the variation of the mechanical properties of the polymers
with temperature it is necessary to know the time of the measurements. In fact, E
and D values obtained at different temperatures are comparable themselves if the
time considered for the experiment is the same. Therefore the comparison of the
experiments at different temperatures at the same time are isochrones [1–7, 15–20].

It is interesting to analyze the effect of the temperature on the elastic modulus.
The classical schematic representation of this behaviour is shown on Fig. 2.4:

At low temperatures (A zone) the polymer is found in the vitreous state. In this
state the polymer behave as a rigid solid with low capacity of motions and then
the “strain” is very low. To produce a small strain it is necessary a great stress.
Therefore in this zone only specific and local motions take place and the polymer
can be considered as undeformable. As the temperature increases (B zone) the glass
transition temperature, Tg, is reached and the motions of the different parts of the
polymers increases but is not enough to produce important strain. Under this condi-
tions the polymers behave as a rubber. If the temperature remain increasing (C zone)
the polymer behave as deformable and elastic rubber but the modulus is small. In
this zone the motions of the side chains and also of the main chain increases due to
the application of the strain.

If the amorphous polymer is not submitted to a strain the macromolecule take
a random coil conformation but when is submitted to a strain a rearrangement take
place and, a new structural order of the macromolecules with a stretch conformation
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Fig. 2.4 Classical
representation of General
Modulus–Temperature plots
showing the different steps
of the viscoelastic behavior
with the heating program
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is observed. These changes are strongly dependent on the nature of the functional
groups on the polymer. These functional groups are able to produce different effects
on the response of the polymer to different field force [21, 22].

Finally when the temperature increases several degree over the Tg (D zone) the
mobility of the molecules is larger and the application of the force produce a creep
of the chains relative to the other chains. This is the general behaviour of linear
amorphous polymers.

In the case of polymer networks there is not possibility of viscous flow irrespec-
tive of the increment on the temperature. The network when reach a temperature
higher than Tg, the modulus is like that for a rubber with a constant value (see
curves 3 and 4) in Fig. 2.5.

For linear polymers the elastic behavior is explained by the coil shape which
behave for this purpose similar to an entanglement. These entanglements acts as

Fig. 2.5 Variation of the
viscoelastic behavior of the
polymers due to croslinking,
crystallization or variation
of the molecular weight.
(From ref. [6])
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knots points in the net, these are not formal knots, but entanglements and strong
interaction among the chains take place. In the case of elastomeric polymers there
is no time dependence due to the fact that in these materials the interbreed have
permanent bonds. When the stress is applied the elastomer reach the equilibrium
strain which is determined by the knot density and when the strain stop the elastomer
return reversibly to their original dimensions. In the case of linear polymers with a
coil shape the bonds are physic unions [6, 7].

According to the change of strain rate versus stress the response of the mate-
rial can be categorized as linear, non-linear, or plastic. When linear response take
place the material is categorized as a Newtonian. When the material is considered
as Newtonian, the stress is linearly proportional to the strain rate. Then the material
exhibits a non-linear response to the strain rate, it is categorized as Non Newto-
nian material. There is also an interesting case where the viscosity decreases as the
shear/strain rate remains constant. This kind of materials are known as thixotropic
deformation is observed when the stress is independent of the strain rate [2, 3]. In
some cases viscoelastic materials behave as rubbers. In fact, in the case of many
polymers specially those with crosslinking, rubber elasticity is observed. In these
systems hysteresis, stress relaxation and creep take place.

Figure 2.5 represent in a squematically way different types of responses (�) to
change in strain rate.

The area under the plot Fig. 2.6 between both curves of the circle is a hysteresis
loop and represent the amount of energy lost, expressed as heat, in loading and
unloading cycle and can be represented by

∮
σdε where � is stress and � strain.

Some examples of viscoelastic materials include amorphous polymers, semicrys-
talline polymers, biopolymers, and metals at very high temperatures. Cracking oc-
curs when the strain is applied quickly and outside of the elastic limit [8].

A viscoelastic material is characterized by at least three phenomena: the presence
of hysteresis, which is observed on stress–strain curves, stress relaxation which take
place where step constant strain causes decreasing stress and creep occurs where
step constant stress causes increasing strain.

Fig. 2.6 Schematic
representation of
pseudoplastic (a) or dilatant
fluid (b) behavior of σ

against change in the strain
(d/dt). (From ref. [7]) ε

σ
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Fig. 2.7 Stress–Strain
response for a viscoelastic
material (Newtonian
behavior). (From ref. [7])

ε

σ

Viscoelastic materials has an elastic component and a viscous component as
shown in Fig. 2.7 [7]. The viscosity of a viscoelastic substance gives the substance a
strain rate dependent on time [3]. In the case of purely elastic materials no dissipa-
tion of energy is observed when a load is applied and then is removed [8]. However,
as Meyer et al. [3] pointed out, a viscoelastic substance loses energy when a load
is applied and then is removed. In the stress–strain curves, hysteresis is observed
within the area of the loop being equal to the energy lost during the loading cycle [3].
Since viscosity is the resistance to thermally activated plastic deformation, a viscous
material will lose energy through a loading cycle. Plastic deformation results in lost
energy, which is uncharacteristic of a purely elastic material’s reaction to a loading
cycle [8]. When plastic deformation take place, there is a lost of energy which is
uncharacteristic of a purely elastic material’s reaction to a loading cycle [3, 8].

Viscoelasticity can be considered as a molecular rearrangement when a stress–
strain process take place. In fact when a stress is applied to a polymer the chains
suffer a change on their positions which is known as creep.

Creep is the term used to describe the tendency of a material to move or to deform
permanently to relieve stresses. Material deformation occurs as a result of long term
exposure to levels of stress (physics) that are below the yield strength or ultimate
strength of the material. Creep is more severe in materials that are subjected to heat
for long periods and near melting point. Creep is often observed in glasses. Creep is
a monotonically increasing function of temperature.

The rate of this deformation is a function of the material properties, exposure
time, exposure temperature and the applied load (stress). Depending on the mag-
nitude of the applied stress and its duration, the deformation may become so large
that a component can no longer perform its function, for example, creep of a turbine
blade will cause the blade to contact the casing, resulting in the failure of the blade.
Creep is usually of concern to engineers and metallurgists when evaluating compo-
nents that operate under high stresses or high temperatures. Creep is not necessarily
a failure mode, but is instead a deformation mechanism. Moderate creep in concrete
is sometimes welcomed because it relieves tensile stresses that otherwise may have
led to cracking.
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Unlike brittle fracture, creep deformation does not occur suddenly upon the ap-
plication of stress. Instead, strain accumulates as a result of long-term stress. Creep
deformation is “time-dependent” deformation.

The temperature range in which creep deformation may occur differs in var-
ious materials. For example, Tungsten requires a temperature in the thousands
of degrees before creep deformation can occur while ice formations such as the
Antarctic ice cap will creep in freezing temperatures. Generally, the minimum
temperature required for creep deformation to occur is 30–40% of the melting
point for metals and 40–50% of melting point for ceramics. Virtually any material
will creep upon approaching its melting temperature. Since the minimum temper-
ature is relative to melting point, creep can be seen at relatively low temperatures
for some materials. Plastics and low-melting-temperature metals, including many
solders, creep at room temperature as can be seen marked in old lead hot-water
pipes. Planetary ice is often at a high temperature relative to its melting point, and
creeps [7].

Creep deformation is important not only in systems where high temperatures are
endured such as nuclear power plants, jet engines and heat exchangers, but also in
the design of many everyday objects. For example, metal paper clips are stronger
than plastic ones because plastics creep at room temperatures. Aging glass win-
dows are often erroneously used as an example of this phenomenon: creep would
only occur at temperatures above the glass transition temperature around 900◦F/

500◦C.
An example of an application involving creep deformation is the design of tung-

sten lightbulb filaments. Sagging of the filament coil between its supports increases
with time due to creep deformation caused by the weight of the filament itself.
If too much deformation occurs, the adjacent turns of the coil touch one another,
causing an electrical short and local overheating, which quickly leads to failure of
the filament. The coil geometry and supports are therefore designed to limit the
stresses caused by the weight of the filament, and a special tungsten alloy with
small amounts of oxygen trapped in the crystallite grain boundaries is used to slow
the rate of coble creep.

In steam turbine power plants, steam pipes carry super heated vapor under
high temperature (1050◦F/565.5◦C) and high pressure often at 3500 psiMPa or
greater. In a jet engine temperatures may reach to 1000◦C, which may initiate
creep deformation in a weak zone. For these reasons, it is crucial for public
and operational safety to understand creep deformation behavior of engineering
materials.

In the initial stage, known as primary creep, the strain rate is relatively high,
but slows with increasing strain. The strain rate eventually reaches a minimum and
becomes near-constant. This is known as secondary or steady-state creep. This stage
is the most understood. The characterized “creep strain rate”, typically refers to the
rate in this secondary stage. The stress dependence of this rate depends on the creep
mechanism. In tertiary creep, the strain-rate exponentially increases with strain
[1–9].
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2.3.1 The Mechanism of Creep Depends on Temperature and Stress

As Meyers el al. [3] point out, polymers remain as solid material even when these
parts of their chains are rearranging in order to accompany the stress, and as this
occurs, it creates a back stress in the material. When the back stress is of the same
magnitude as the applied stress, the material no longer creeps. When the original
stress is taken away, the accumulated back stresses will cause the polymer to re-
turn to its original form. The material creeps, which gives the prefix visco, and the
material fully recovers, which gives the suffix elasticity.

Viscoelastic materials can follow at least three different behaviors, i.e. linear vis-
coleasticity, nonlinear viscoelasticity and anelastic behaviour.

Linear viscosity is that when the function is splitted in both creep response and
load. All linear viscoelastic models can be represented by a classical Volterra equa-
tion connecting stress and strain [1–9]:

ε (t) = σ (t)

Einst,creep
+

t∫

0

K
(
t − t ′) σ

(
t ′) dt ′ (2.13)

or

σ (t) = Eins,relax ε (t) +
t∫

0

F
(
t − t ′) ε

(
t ′) dt ′ (2.14)

where t is the time, σ (t) is the stress, ε (t) is the strain, Einst,creep and Einst,relax are
instantaneous elastic moduli for creep and relaxation, K (t) is the creep and F (t) is
the relaxation function [8].

Linear Viscoelasticity is usually applicable only for small deformations [2, 3, 5,
23–25].

The analysis viscoelasticity performed by David Roylance [25] is a nice out-
line about the mechanical response of polymer materials. This author consider that
viscoelastic response is often used as a probe in polymer science, since it is sen-
sitive to the material’s chemistry and microstructure [25]. While not all polymers
are viscoelastic to any practical extent, even fewer are linearly viscoelastic [24, 25],
this theory provide a usable engineering approximation for many applications in
polymer and composites engineering. Even in instances requiring more elaborate
treatments, the linear viscoelastic theory is a useful starting point.

2.3.2 Molecular Mechanisms

When subjected to an applied stress, polymers may deform by either or both of two
fundamentally different atomistic mechanisms. The lengths and angles of the chem-
ical bonds connecting the atoms may distort, moving the atoms to new positions of
greater internal energy. This is a small motion and occurs very quickly, requiring
only ∼10 [−12] seconds [25].
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According to Roylance [25] if the polymer has sufficient molecular mobility,
larger-scale rearrangements of the atoms may also be possible. For instance, the
relatively facile rotation around backbone carbon-carbon single bonds can produce
large changes in the conformation of the molecule. Depending on the mobility, a
polymer molecule can extend itself in the direction of the applied stress, which
decreases its conformational entropy (the molecule is less disordered). Elastomers –
rubber- response almost wholly by this entropic mechanism, with little distortion of
their covalent bonds or change in their internal energy [25].

The combined first and second laws of thermodynamics state how an increment
of mechanical work (fdX = �W) done on the system can produce an increase in the
internal energy dE or a decrease in the entropy:

�W = dE − TdS (2.15)

Clearly, the relative importance of the entropic contribution increases with tem-
perature T, and this provide a convenient means of determining experimentally
whether the material’s stiffnessin in energenic or entropic origin. The retractive
force needed to hold a rubber band at fixed elongation will increase with increas-
ing temperature, as the increased thermal agitation will make the internal struc-
ture more vigorous in its natural attempts to restore randomness. But the retrac-
tive force in a stretched steel specimen- which shows little entropic elasticity-will
decrease with temperature, as thermal expansion will act to relieve the internal
stress [25].

As Roylance [25] pointed out, in contrast to the instantaneous nature of the ener-
getically controlles elasticity, the conformational or entropic changes are processed
whose rates are sensitive to the local molecular mobility. This mobility is influenced
by a variety of physical and chemical factors, such as molecular architecture, tem-
perature, or the presence of absorbed fluids which may swell the polymer. Often a
simple mental picture of “free volume”- roughly, the space available for molecular
segments to act cooperatively so as to carry out the motion or reaction in question-
is useful in intuiting these rates.

These rates of conformational change can often be described with reasonable
accuracy by Arrhenius-type expressions of the form:

v = e− E∓
RT (2.16)

where E∓ is the apparent activation energy of the process, R is the gas constant
and T the temperature. At temperatures much above the glass transition temperature
(Tg), the rates are so fast as to be essentially instantaneous, and the polymer acts
in a rubbery manner in which it exhibits large, instantaneous, and fully reversible
strain in response to an applied stress.

At temperatures less than Tg, the rates are so low as to be negligible. The chain
uncooling process is essentially “frozen out”, so the polymer is able to respond
only by bond stretching. Therefore at this point the material responds in a “glassy”
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manner, responding instantaneously and reversibly but being incapable of being
strained beyond a few percent before fracturing in a brittle way [25].

Following the Roylance [25] description of the viscoelastic phenomena, in the
range near Tg, the material is midway between the glassy and rubbery regimes. Its
response is a combination of viscous fluidity and elastic solidity, and this region
is termed “Leathery”, or, more technically, “viscoelastic”. The value of Tg, is an
important descriptor of polymer thermomechanical response, and is a fundamental
measure of the material’s propensity for mobility. Factors that enhance mobility,
such as absorbed diluents, expansive stress states, and lack of bulky molecular
groups, all tend to produce lower values of Tg. The transparent poly(vinylbutyral)
film used in automobile windshielld laminates is an example of material that is used
in the viscoelastic regime, as viscoelastic response can be a source of substantial
energy dissipation during impact [25].

At temperatures well below Tg, when entropic motions are frozen and only
elastic bond deformations are possible, polymers exhibit a relatively high modulus,
called the glassy modulus (Eg) which is on the order of 3 Gpa. As the temperature
is increased through Tg the stiffness drops dramatically, by perhaps two orders of
magnitude, to a value called rubbery modulus Er. In elastomers that have been per-
manently crosslinked by sulphur vulcanization or other means, the values of Er, is
determined primarily by the crosslink density; the kinetics theory of rubber elasticity
gives the relation as

σ = NRT

(
λ − 1

λ2

)
(2.17)

where σ is the stress, N is the crosslink density (mol/m3), and λ = L
L0

is the exten-
sion ratio [25].

Nonlinear viscoelasticity is when the function cannot be splitted. This behaviour
is observed when the deformations are large or if the material changes is properties
under deformations

Anelastic material is a special case of viscoelasticity in the sense that this kind
of materials do not fully recover its original state on the removal of load.

2.3.3 Dynamic Modulus

Viscoelasticity is studied using dynamic mechanical analysis. When we apply a
small oscillatory strain and measure the resulting stress. Purely elastic materials
have stress and strain in phase, so that the response of one caused by the other is
immediate. In purely viscous material the phase delay between stress and strain
reach 90 degree phase lag.

Viscoelastic materials exhibit behavior somewhere in the middle of these two
types of material, exhibiting some lag in strain [1, 5].

Following the classical treatments of the dynamic modulus G, it can be used to
represent the relations between the oscillating stress and strain:
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G = G ′ + iG ′′ (2.18)

where i = √−1; G ′ is the storage modulus and G′′ is the loss modulus:

G ′ = σ0

ε0
cos δ (2.19)

G ′′ = σ0

ε0
sin δ (2.20)

Where σ0 and ε0 are the amplitudes of stress and strain and � is the phase shift
between them [1, 5].

Viscoelastic materials, such as amorphous polymers, semicrystalline polymers,
and biopolymers, can be modeled in order to determine their stress or strain inter-
actions as well as their temporal dependencies. These models, which include the
Maxwell model, the Kelvin-Voigt model, and the Standard Linear Solid Model, are
used to predict a material’s response under different loading conditions. Viscoelastic
behavior is comprised of elastic and viscous components modeled as linear combi-
nations of springs and dashpots, respectively. Each model differs in the arrangement
of these elements, and all of these viscoelastic models can be equivalently modeled
as electrical circuits. The elastic modulus of a spring is analogous to a circuit’s
capacitance (in stores energy) and the viscosity of a dashpot to a circuit’s resistance
(it dissipate energy) [2, 3]. The elastic components, as previously mentioned, can
be modeled as springs of elastic constant E, given by equation (2.2) where σ is the
stress, E is the elastic modulus of the viscoelastic material and ε is the strain that
take place under the given stress. This can be considered similar to Hooke’s Law.
The viscous components can be modeled as dashpots such that the stress–strain rate
relationship can be given as:

σ = η
dε

dt
(2.21)

where σ is stress, η is the viscosity of the material and dε/dt is the time derivative
of strain.

The relationship between stress and strain can be simplified for specific stress
rates. For high stress states/short time periods, the time derivative components
of the stress–strain relationship dominate. A dashpots resists changes in length,
and in a high stress state it can be approximated as a rigid rod. Since a rigid
rod cannot be stretched past its original length, no strain is added to the system
[23–26].

Conversely, for low stress states/longer time periods, the time derivative
components are negligible and the dashpot can be effectively removed from the
system – an “open” circuit. As a result, only the spring connected in parallel to the
dashpot will contribute to the total strain in the system [23–26].
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There are several models to describe the viscoelastic behavior of different
materials. Maxwell model, Kelvin-Voigt model, Standard Linear Solid model and
Generalized Maxwell models are the most frequently applied.

The Maxwell model can be represented by a purely viscous damper and a purely
elastic spring connected in series, as shown in the diagram. The model can be rep-
resented by the following equation:

dεT otal

dt
= dεD

dt
+ dεS

dt
= σ

η
+ 1

E

dσ

dt
(2.22)

The model represents a liquid (able to have irreversible deformations) with
some additional reversible (elastic) deformations. If put under a constant strain, the
stresses gradually relax. When a material is put under a constant stress, the strain
has two components as per the Maxwell Model. First, an elastic component occurs
instantaneously, corresponding to the spring, and relaxes immediately upon release
of the stress. The second is a viscous component that grows with time as long as
the stress is applied. The Maxwell model predicts that stress decays exponentially
with time, which is accurate for most polymers. It is important to note limitations of
such a model, as it is unable to predict creep in materials based on a simple dashpot
and spring connected in series. The Maxwell model for creep or constant-stress
conditions postulates that strain will increase linearly with time. However, polymers
for the most part show the strain rate to be decreasing with time [23–26].

The Kelvin-Voigt model, also known as the Voigt model, consists of a Newtonian
damper and Hookean elastic spring connected in parallel, as shown in the picture.
It is used to explain the stress relaxation behaviors of polymers.

The constitutive relation is expressed as a linear first-order differential equation:

σ (t) = Eε(t) + η
dε(t)

dt
(2.23)

This model represents a solid undergoing reversible, viscoelastic strain. Upon
application of a constant stress, the material deforms at a decreasing rate, asymptot-
ically approaching the steady-state strain. When the stress is released, the material
gradually relaxes to its undeformed state. At constant stress (creep), the Model is
quite realistic as it predicts strain to tend to �/E as time continues to infinity. Similar
to the Maxwell model, the Kelvin-Voigt Model also has limitations. The model is
extremely good with modelling creep in materials, but with regards to relaxation the
model is much less accurate.

The Standard Linear Solid Model combines the Maxwell Model and a like Hook
spring in parallel. A viscous material is modeled as a spring and a dashpot in series
with each other, both of which other, both of which are in parallel with a lone spring.
For this model, the governing constitutive relation is:

dε

dt
=

E2

η

(
η

E2

dσ

dt
+ σ − E1ε

)

E1 + E2
(2.24)
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Therefore under a constant stress, the modeled material will instantaneously de-
form to some strain, which is the elastic portion of the strain, and after that it will
continue to deform and asynptotically approach a steady-state strain. This last por-
tion is the viscous part of the strain. Although the Standard Linear Solid Model is
more accurate than the Maxwell and Kelvin-Voigt models in predicting material re-
sponses, mathematically it returns inaccurate results for strain under specific loading
conditions and is rather difficult to calculate.

The Generalized Maxwell also known as the Maxwell-Weichert model is the
most general form of the models described above. It takes into account that relax-
ation does not occur at a single time, but at a distribution of times. Due to molecular
segments of different lengths with shorter ones contributing less than longer ones,
there is a varying time distribution. The Weichert model shows this by having as
many spring-dashpot Maxwell elements as are necessary to accurately represent the
distribution.

The effect of the temperature on the viscoelastic behavior is an important factor
to be taken into account in the analysis of viscoelastic materials when these are sub-
mitted to different field forces. The secondary bonds of a polymer constantly break
and reform due to thermal motion. Application of a stress favours some conforma-
tions over others, so the molecules of the polymer will gradually “flow” into the
favoured conformations over time. Because thermal motion is one factor contribut-
ing to the deformation of polymers, viscoelastic properties change with increasing
or decreasing temperature. In most cases, the creep modulus, defined as the ratio of
applied stress to the time-dependent strain, decreases with increasing temperature.
Generally an increase in temperature correlates to a logarithmic decrease in the time
required to impart equal strain under a constant stress. In other words, it takes less
energy to stretch a viscoelastic material an equal distance at a higher temperature
than it does at a lower temperature.

When subjected to a step constant stress, viscoelastic materials experience a
time-dependent increase in strain. This phenomenon is known as viscoelastic creep.

At a time t0, a viscoelastic material is loaded with a constant stress that is main-
tained for a sufficiently long time period. The material responds to the stress with a
strain that increases until the material ultimately fails. When the stress is maintained
for a shorter time period, the material undergoes an initial strain until a time t1, after
which the strain immediately decreases (discontinuity) then gradually decreases at
times t > t1 to a residual strain [2, 23–26].

Viscoelastic creep data can be presented by plotting the creep modulus (con-
stant applied stress divided by total strain at a particular time) as a function of
time [23–26]. Below its critical stress, the viscoelastic creep modulus is indepen-
dent of stress applied. A family of curves describing strain versus time response
to various applied stress may be represented by a single viscoelastic creep modu-
lus versus time curve if the applied stresses are below the material’s critical stress
value.

Viscoelastic creep is important when considering long-term structural design.
Given loading and temperature conditions, designers can choose materials that best
suit component lifetimes.
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Mechanical and viscoelastic behaviour of materials can be determined by dif-
ferent kind of instrumental techniques. Broadband viscoelastic spectroscopy (BVS)
and resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) are more commonly used to test vis-
coelastic behavior because they can be used above and below room temperatures
and are more specific to testing viscoelasticity. These two instruments employ a
damping mechanism at various frequencies and time ranges with no appeal to time-
temperature superposition. Using BVS and RUS to study the mechanical properties
of materials is important to understanding how a material exhibiting viscoelastic-
ity will perform.

2.4 Viscoelastic Properties of Poly(methacrylate)s

Poly(methacrylate)s are a very well known family of vinyl polymers which have the
general structures shown in Scheme 2.1:

CH2

O

O

CH3

n

R

Scheme 2.1 General structure of poly(methacrylate)s

where R can be a broad variety of organic and inorganic substituents. Therefore,
this is an interesting family of polymers in order to obtain materials with different
characteristics and different behaviors. This is an important aspect from viscoelastic
behavior, because it is possible to obtain a great variety of polymers with small
differences in their chemical structures and therefore to study the effect of the
side chain structure on the viscoelastic behavior of these kind of materials. This
is relevant because through the preparation of different families of polymers, the
comparison of the viscoelastic responses is a powerfull tool to know the origin of
the molecular motions responsibles of the fast relaxations processess that take place
when the material is submitted to different field forces. On the other hand, the small
differences in the chemical structures allow to know the influence of the fine struc-
ture on the response of polymer chains to perturbation fields [27]. By this way the
analysis of the viscoelastic responses of the polymeric materials can be performed
with some accurate approximation. There are several works dealing with the vis-
coelastic responses of poly(methacrylate)s containing a great variety of substituents
as side chains which are the responsible of the secondary relaxation processes. The
effect of the side chain structure on the viscoelastic responses of poly(methacrylate)s
have been exhaustively studied and a great amount of information is available about
these systems [27–65].

By this way in the case of poly(methacrylate)s it is necessary to split at least
two kinds of polymers; i.e. polymers containing aromatic and substituted aromatic
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groups and those containing aliphatic and substituted aliphatic groups. According to
the nature of the chemical structure of the side chain in this family of polymers the
viscoelastic response is rather different. For this reason the synthesis, characteriza-
tion and viscoelastic analysis of poly(methacrylate)s with small differences in the
chemical structure in the side chain are a powerfull tool to get information about the
origin of the molecular motions responsible of the relaxations processes observed in
these systems. Another aspect to be taken into account in the viscoelastic analysis
of this kind of materials is that the molecular responses allow to understand the
conformational behavior of the polymers and therefore to be able to know which
could be their behavior under the application of different force fields under certain
conditions. This kind of analysis are very important from technological point of
view because according to these results it could be possible to be able to manipulate
this materials for specific applications.

There are several works dealing with the dielectric and dynamomechanical
behavior of poly(methacrylate)s which can be splitted among those containing
aliphatic, saturated cyclic rings and aromatic substituents [27–65].

2.4.1 Poly(methacrylate)s Containing Aliphatic and Substituted
Aliphatic Side Chains

The dielectric and viscoelastic properties of poly(methacrylate)s have been ex-
tensively studied in the past decades [51–58]. As a general comment polymers
containing aliphatic side chains do not present important dielectric and mechan-
ical relaxations. Nevertheless some of these polymers show interesting responses
when they are submitted to different field forces. However, it is difficult to find
in the literature works in which viscoelastic and dielectric properties of a family
of polymers have been studied in a systematic and comparative way. One of the
scarce group of poly(methacrylate)s containing substituted aliphatic side chain are
poly(2-chloroethyl methacrylate) (P2CEM) and poly(3-chloropropyl methacrylate)
(P3CPM) which show important conductive and dipolar components in the dielec-
tric spectrum [40]. In this case, Pelissou et al. [40] have developed a special effort
to split conductive and dipolar components in the dielectric spectrum, improving
a procedure for this purpose. In this system the whole spectra, ε′ and ε′′ against
temperature is that represented in Fig. 2.8a for P2CEM and P3CPM. The viscoleas-
tic spectra, E ′ and imaginary one E ′′ at 1 Hz is shown in Fig. 2.8b. [40]. Three
relaxation phenomena are observed from dielectric and viscoelastic spectra. At high
temperature an α relaxation associated to the glass transition can be detected, which
is partially covered in the dielectric experiments by the increase of dielectric loss
ε′′ at high temperature attributed to conduction process. β and γ processes are also
observed. The position of the γ dielectric relaxation in these systems are in good
agreement with those reported by Mikhailov [53]. However the activation energies
calculated by Mikhailov [53] are significantly higher. Another aspect to be taken
into account in these systems is the analysis of the dielectric behavior at high tem-
peratures for P2CEM and P3CPM which is characterized by a strong increase of
dielectric loss ε′′ and permittivity ε′.
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Fig. 2.8 (a) Permittivity �′ and dielectric loss �′′ of PCEMA and PCPMA at 1 KHz against tem-
perature. (b) Storage E’ and los modulus E” of PCEMA and PCPMA at 1 Hz against temperature.
(From ref. [40])

An interesting method to describe the conductivity contribution can be performed
using the modulus M∗ defined as

M∗ = (
ε∗)−1

(2.24)

This is a procedure which was used successfully by Pathmanathan and Johari and
allow to calculate the real an imaginary part of electrical modulus and corresponding
spectra as shown in Fig. 2.9
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Fig. 2.9 Dielectric loss ε′′ and permittivity ε′ and dielectric modulus M ′ and M ′′ for PCPMA at
(X) 1, (�) 10, (♦) 100, (+) 1000 (�) 10000 Hz. (From ref. [40])

In these systems which are very simple from chemical point of view the vis-
coelastic responses are very complexes but what is the main contribution is the
splitting of the dipolar relaxations from those of conductive origin in the dielectric
spectra The striking consequence of this transformation is that M”(T) spectra exhibit
two families of peacks, attributed to conductive and dipolar relaxations which can
be analyzed following different procedures [40]

2.4.2 Poly(methacrylate)s Containing Saturated Cyclic Side Chains

2.4.2.1 Effect of the Spacer Group on Dynamic Mechanical
and Dielectric Absorptions

Polymers containing cyclic saturated side chains is a very interesting family of
polymers from dielectric and dynamomechanical point of view. These polymers
show several relaxation processes due to the conformational versatility and because
they are able to present several conformational states [27–33, 66, 67]. The chains
have a large number of degrees of freedom which can produce several molecular
motions. This structural fact, produces a great variety of transitions and relaxations
when the material is affected by mechanical or dielectric force fields. Moreover, the
flexibility of the saturated rings also allows to flipping-chair-to-chair –motions of the
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Scheme 2.2 Chemical structures of poly(cyclohexylalkyl methacrylate)s

cyclohexyl group [33]. These motions have been attributed as the responsible of the
molecular origin that produce rapid relaxation processes in dynamic mechanical as
well as dielectric measurements. From this interpretation, Heijboer [27–33] suggests
that the ostensible subglass absorption exhibited by the mechanical spectra of poly-
mers with cyclohexyl groups is produced by flipping motions of the ring. It is very
well known that the chair-to-chair motions in the cyclohexyl ring produces a me-
chanical relaxation at −80◦C at I Hz as reported by Heijboer [28]. A mechanism of
this type was also suggested to explain the subglass absorption appearing in the di-
electric relaxation spectrum of poly(2-chlorocyclohexylacrylate) (P2ClCHA) [66].
However, NMR studies [67] and molecular dynamic calculations [68] performed
on poly(2-chlorocyclohexyl isobutyrate), a model compound of P2ClCHA, show
that chair-to-chair transition on the cyclohexyl group could not be held the only re-
sponsible for the subglass absorption observed in the dielectric relaxation spectra of
the polymer at −80◦C (1 Hz) [48]. The most simple poly(methacrylate) containing
saturated cyclic side chain is poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate) (PCHM) which dielec-
tric and mechanical behavior have been described by Dı́az- Calleja et al. [29, 30].
PCHM shows a variety of absorptions due to the versatility of its structural moiety.
The effect of the flexible spacer groups on the dynamic mechanical and dielectric
behavior of polymers have been taken into account in order to gain confidence about
the molecular origin of the relaxations in this kind of materials. By this way it is
interesting to analyze the results dealing with polymers containing the cyclohexyl
group with aliphatic spacers with different lengths.

(a) Dynamic Mechanical Relaxational Behavior
Figure 2.10 shows the variation of storage and loss modulus for poly(cyclohexyl
methacrylate)s where different aliphatic spacer groups are inserted between the
cyclohexyl ring and the backbone, i.e. poly(cyclohexyl ethyl, propyl and buty
methacrylate)s (PCHEM, PCHPM and PCHBM. In this figure which is a good
example of the conformational versatility of the cyclohexyl groups, four relaxation
peaks can be observed. At low temperatures there are two relaxations known as
δ and γ , respectively. Another two relaxations are observed at high temperatures,
known as α and β, the first one correspond to the glass transition temperature. The
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Fig. 2.10 Storage modulus
and loss modulus for
PCHEM (•), PCHPM (�) and
PCHBM (�) at 10 Hz. (From
ref. [33])

β relaxation is observed as a shoulder of the α relaxation. This behavior preclude
the possibility to perform an exhaustive analysis of the β relaxation [33]. The δ and
γ relaxations are commonly deconvoluted for the Fuoss-Kirkwood [69] empirical
expression:

E =
∑

i=δ,γ

E′′′′Maxi sec h

(
mi

Ea

R

(
1

T
− 1

Tmax

))
(2.25)

Where Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, Tmax is the temperature
where E ′′ has a maximum value (Emax) and mis a parameter (0 < m ≤ 1) dealing
with the broadness of the peak. On the other hand the strength of the two relaxations
(�E) can be calculated using the equation:

�E = 2E′′ max

m
(2.26)

In the case of PCHEM and PCHPM the values of m parameter are compiled on
Tables 2.1 and 2.2. These values shows that the γ relaxation is broader than the δ

relaxation. This result is indicative that probably the γ relaxation involve a more
complex molecular motion than δ relaxation.
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Table 2.1 Parameters of Huoss-Kirkwood equation for � and � relaxations of PCHEM.
(From ref. [33])

f
(Hz)

E ′′
max δ

(GPa) mδ

Tmax δ

(K)
�Eδ

(GPa)
E ′′

max γ

(GPa) mγ

Tmax γ

(K)
�Eγ

(GPa)

30 0.142 0.20 139 1.42 0.080 0.37 221 0.43
10 0.139 0.20 135 1.39 0.083 0.33 213 0.51

3 0.132 0.20 134 1.31 0.081 0.44 198 0.37
1 0.128 0.18 131 1.44 0.082 0.50 192 0.33
0.3 0.127 0.17 128 1.52 0.087 0.48 186 0.37

Table 2.2 Parameters of Fuoss-Kirkwood equation for � and � relaxations of PCHPM.
(From ref. [33])

f
(Hz)

E ′′
max δ

(GPa) mδ

Tmax δ

(K)
�Eδ

(GPa)
E ′′

max γ

(GPa) mγ

Tmax γ

(K)
�Eγ

(GPa)

30 0.444 0.29 134 3.03 0.185 0.67 220 0.67
10 0.444 0.30 131 3.00 0.188 0.67 210 0.67

3 0.424 0.30 128 2.80 0.192 0.64 202 0.64
1 0.418 0.31 126 2.72 0.199 0.57 196 0.57
0.3 0.401 0.29 123 2.75 0.209 0.52 198 0.52

Table 2.3 Activation energy and tan �max (10 Hz) for � and � relaxations. (From ref. [33])

Polymer Eaδ (kcal mol−1) Eaγ (kcal mol−1) tan δmax δ tan δmax γ

PCHM1 11.3 0.081
PCHMM3 12.5 0.051
PCHEM 9.06 11.19 0.05 0.045
PCHPM 6.46 10.93 0.063 0.040
PCHBM 9.61 0.037

The activation energies for δ and γ relaxations for PCHEM, PCHPM and
PCHBM obtained from Arrhenius plots are summarized on Table 2.3. The results
compiled in this Table are very interesting in the sense that a decreasing of the
activation energy with increasing of the length of the spacer group is observed.

Therefore, the effect of the length of the spacer group play an important role in
the viscoleastic behavior of this family of polymers.

In this family of polymers, with saturated cyclic side chain the effect of the side
chain structure and also the effect of the spacer group on the viscoelastic behaviour
is clearly illustrated in Fig. 2.11a and b in which it is possible to observe the variation
of tan δ for five members of the series with temperature for δ and γ relaxations.

Clearly the maximum of tan δ value for the γ relaxation decreases as the length
of the spacer group increases. Instead, the maximum of the loss tangent of the δ

relaxataion increases as the length of the spacer group increases. δ relaxation is not
observed in the polymer without spacer group, i.e. poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate)
[28, 33]. This relaxation is attributed to another kind of motion of the cyclohexyl
ring like small rotations of the group as a whole around the bond containing the
connecting link. If the spacer is absent as in the case poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate),
those motions would be restrained. Therefore the spacer group participate in both
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Fig. 2.11 (a) Temperature dependence of the tan δ at 10 Hz for (−) PCHM (From ref. [28]), (�)
(From ref. [29]), (�) PCHEM, (X) PCHPM and (©) PCHBM. (b) Variation of the intensity of the
maximum of tan δ With the number of carbon atoms of the spacer group for the γ (�) and δ (�)
relaxations. (From ref. [33])

the δ and γ relaxations. These results are interesting demonstrations that the effect
and nature of the side chain of the polymers play an important role on the dynamic
mechanical and dielectric behaviour of the material [33].

(b) Dielectric relaxational behavior

The dielectric analysis of these systems show, that only one peak can be observed
corresponding to the dynamic glass transition. The sub-glass relaxations are very
small.

The α relaxation without the conductive contribution can be analyzed using the
Havriliak-Negami (HN) equation [70]:

ε∗ = ε∞ + ε0 − ε∞
(

1 + (
jωτ

)−
α

)−
β

(2.27)

where ε0 and ε∞ are the relaxed and unrelaxed permittivity, respectively, and
−
α and

−
β are two parameters related to the shape and skewness of the Cole-Cole plot. For
this system the HN parameters are summarized in Table 2.4.

Figure 2.12 represent the plot of log ε′′ against log ω where ε′′ and ω are the
conductive contribution and ω is the angular frequency.
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Table 2.4 Parameters of Havriliak-Negami equation (2.8) for � relaxation at indicated tempera-
ture. (From ref. [33])

Polymer T (◦C) ε∞ ε0 �̄ β̄ τ (s)

PCHEM 90 3.02 4.59 0.42 0.70 0.18
PCHEM 95 3.00 4.51 0.44 0.65 0.058
PCHPM 45 2.13 3.46 0.36 0.78 0.040
PCHBM 45 2.14 3.21 0.60 0.64 2.32 × 10−3

PCHBM 50 2.16 3.17 0.69 0.60 1.05 × 10−3

Fig. 2.12 Frequency
dependence of the dielectric
loss ε′′ for (�) PCHEM at
125◦C, (�) PCHPM at 100◦C
and (•) PCHBM at 90◦C. The
solid line indicate the
conductive contribution with
different slopes. (From
ref. [33])
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Here a different tendency for the slope in the conductivity contribution can be
observed.

The activation energy of the conductivity in theses systems is calculated using an
Arrhenius plot of log σ , the conductivity against T −1 shown in Fig. 2.13.

The values of the activation anergy in this case are 24.6, 18.1 and 25.8 kcal mol−1

for PCHEM, PCHPM and PCHBM respectively.

(c) Molecular dynamic simulation.
Another way to get information about the relaxational behavior of these materials
can be performed by dynamic mechanical calculations. In order to get information
about the origin of the secondary γ relaxation, molecular dynamic (MD) calcula-
tions over the repeating unit were performed. By this way considering the axial and
equatorial equilibrium on the cyclohexyl group and the interconversion of these two
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Fig. 2.13 Arrhenius plot for
conductivity of (�) PCHEM
(�)PCHPM and (•) PCHBM.
(From ref. [33])
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orientations is a matter of current interest. For instance at 5 ns the interconversion
between axial and equatorial orientation is not observed in for the MD trajecto-
ries. After the stabilization of the system it is possible to calculate the ratio of the
fractions of axial and equatorial conformations ( feq/ fax ) by using the Boltzman
equation:

�G = −RTLn
feq

fax
(2.28)

The
�G

R
value between these two conformations can be obtained by plotting

Ln
fax

feq
against T −1.

After calculation using molecular dynamic simulation at several temperatures it
is possible to know the effect of the length of the spacer group on the conformational
and viscoelastic behavior. Figure 2.14 shows the variation of �G/ R for the confor-
mational chair-to-chair flipping against the number of carbon atoms calculated for
the γ relaxation. Comparison of this plot with the experimental variation of tan�
vs n (the number of carbon atoms of the spacer group) one Fig. 2.14a, is in good
agreement. This comparison is achieved through the analysis of the variation of
the intensity of the maximum of tan δ for the γ relaxation (taken from Fig. 2.14b)

against
�G

R
. A linear correlation between values of

�G

R
and the experimental in-

tensity of tan� can be obtained, with an straight line shape with a correlation of
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Fig. 2.14 (a) Molecular dynamic simulation results of the variation of the free energy change
(�G/R) of the chair-to-chair conformational change against of the number of carbon atoms of the
spacer group. (b) Probability distribution of the torsional angle φ obtained at 1000 K for PCHMA
(•) and PCHBM (©). (From ref. [33])

0.982. Therefore, the free energy change against the number of carbon atoms in
the side chain is in excellent agreement with the experimental data which means
that the number of carbon atoms of the spacer group has an influence on the γ re-
laxation associated with the chair-to-chair conformational change in the cyclohexyl
group [33].
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Figure 2.14b shows the results of the probability distribution for the torsional
angle φ (see scheme in Fig. 2.14) obtained at 1000 K for PCHMA and PCHBMA
in order to stress the differences in the conformational behavior of the polymers
due to the presence of the spacer group. The areas under the peaks of each curve
represent the relative incidence of the two conformations allowed to the molecule
and thus permit the evaluation of the fractions fax and feq . According to these
results, when the side group of the polymer chain does not have a spacer group,
i.e., the cyclohexyl group is directly joined to the ester group, axial conformations
are preferred, but when the spacer group exists, equatorial conformations are pre-
ferred. This molecular dynamic approach is useful to explain in part the exper-
imental differences observed in tan�max for the γ relaxation in poly(cyclohexyl
methacrylate)s [33].

These results have been shown that the presence of four distinct mechanical re-
laxations for these three polymers analyzed, namely δ, γ, β and α in the temperature
range from −150 to 100◦C. The behavior of the α relaxation is similar to that re-
ported for polymers with analogous structures. [33]. The α and γ relaxations of
PCHEM and PCHPM have been characterized by Fuoss-Kirkwood equations. The
maximum of the loss factor in δ relaxation is lower and the relaxation is broader
than the γ relaxation. Therefore, the intensity of the δ is larger than the γ relax-
ation. Nevertheless, the height of the loss factor depends on the length of the spacer
group what would indicate that the spoacer group takes part on both the δ and γ

relaxations [33], (see Fig. 2.14b) obtained at 100 K for PCHMA and PCHBM in
order to stress the differences in the conformational behavior of the polymers due to
the presence of a spacer group. The areas under the peaks of each curve present the
relative incidence of the two conformations allowed to the molecule and thus permit
the evaluation of the fractions fax and feq . According to these results, when the side
chain does not have a spacer group, i.e., the cyclohexyl group is directly joined to
the ester group, axial conformational are preferred, but when the spacer group exists,
equatorial conformations are preferred. This molecular dynamic approach seems to
be useful to explain in part the experimental differences observed in tan� for the γ

relaxation in poly(cyclohexylalkyl methacrylate)s [33, 71].
In this system the α relaxation can be analyzed by the symmetric equation of

Fuoss-Kikwood and a new model which is similar to Havriliak- Negami equation
used in the analysis of dielectric spectroscopy. According to the Tg values calculated
for these systems, the free volume can be appropriately described by the free volume
theory. The analysis of these families of poly(methacrylate)s allow to understand in
a good way the effect of the structure and nature of the side chain on the viscoleastic
behavior of polymers [33].

2.4.2.2 Effect of Bulky Substituents on the Dynamic Mechanical
and Dielectric Absorptions

The effect of the side chain structure on the solution behavior as well as in
the solid state of vinyl polymers has been studied in the past for a number of
poly(methacrylate)s [72, 73, 76]. The conformational study of polymers containing
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aromatic, aliphatic and saturated cyclic side chains has demonstrated that the nature,
volume and chemical structure of the substituents notably influence the conforma-
tion and rigidity of the polymer chain [32, 77, 78]. The rigidity of the chain in these
kind of polymers depends, in a significant way, on the spatial volume of the side
groups and on their specific interactions [74, 75, 79, 80]. Polymers containing bulky

side chains show high characteristic ratios C∞, and rigidity coefficient
(

r2
0 /r2

0 f

)1/2
,

due to the steric hindrance to rotation of the main chain [32, 72, 81]. Owing to the
bulky side groups, these polymers also present high Tg values [77,81]. However, in
spite of this characteristic, the mobility of the side chain is large enough to produce
dielectric as well as mechanical activity [27, 29, 30, 32, 82, 83]. On the contrary
polymers containing cyclohexyl groups are able to show several conformational
states [27, 29, 30, 32, 82, 83]. These chains have a large number of degree of free-
dom, that produce several molecular motions. This structural fact produces a great
variety of transitions and relaxations when the material is affected by mechanical
and dielectric force fields [32].

The flexibility of the saturated ring also allows flipping (chair-to-chair) motions
of the cyclohexyl group which has been attributed as molecular origin that produce
rapid relaxation processes in dynamic mechanical and dielectric measurements [32].
It is well known that the chair-to-chair motions in the cyclohexyl ring produce a
mechanical relaxations at about −80◦C at I Hz, as reported by Heijboer [28]. In the
case of poly(cyclohexylmethyl methacrylate) and poly(cyclohexylethylmetacrylate)
(PCHEM) the dielectric and mechanical behavior presents a variety of absorp-
tions due to the versatility of their molecular moiety as it was mentioned above
[30,82–85]. The question is open in the sense that if the substitution of bulky groups
in the saturated rings inhibit or not this relaxational behavior in this framework,
polymers with ter-butyl groups as substituents of hydrogens in the cyclohexyl ring
are good candidates to analyze this effect. Two polymeric systems that represents
this analysis are poly(2-tert-butylcyclohexyl methacrylate) P2tBCHM and poly

P4tBCHM

n

( (
) )n

P2tBCHM

Scheme 2.3 Chemical structures of P4tBCHM and P2tBCHM. (From ref. [32])
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(4-ter-butylcyclohexyl methacrylate) P4tBCHM. Therefore the comparison of the
dielectric and dynamic mechanical behavior of poly(2-tert-butyl cycloheyl methacry-
late) (P2tBCHM) and poly(4-tert-butylcyclohexylmethacrylate) (P4tBCHM) See
(Scheme 2.3) [32]

(a) Dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior
Figures 2.15 and 2.16 show the storage and loss moduli for poly(2-tert-
butylcyclohexyl methacrylate) (P2tBCHM) and poly(4-tert butylcycloheyl
methacrylate) P4tBCHM) [32].

In these figures, it can be observed that the mechanical loss for P2TBCHM is
more complex than that for P4tBCHM, which as can be seen in Figs. 2.15 and
2.16 is relatively featureless except in the zone corresponding to the glass transition
temperature (Tg).

Both polymers show a strong relaxation at about 120◦C and 100◦C for as can
be seen in Figs. 2.15 and 2.16, for (P2tBCHM) and, (P4tBCHM) as Dı́az Calleja
et al. [32] have reported. Moreover P2tBCHM show a complex secondary relaxation
at about −80◦ and a remainder of the mechanical activity at about −20◦C and 30◦C
respectively [32] poly(4-tert butylcycloheyl methacrylate) (P4tBCHM) respectively.

Fig. 2.15 Storage modulus
(1 Hz) (�) and loss modulus
(1 Hz) (�); 10 Hz) (�) for
P2tBCHM22−6. (From
ref. [32])
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Fig. 2.16 Storage modulus
(1 Hz) (�) and loss modulus
(1 Hz) (�; (10 Hz) (�), for
P4tBCHM. (From ref. [32])
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Moreover P2tBCHM show a complex secondary relaxation at about −80◦C and a
remainder of the mechanical activity vat about −20◦C and 30◦C respectively. The
first of this remaining peaks has a counterpart in P4tBCHM. It is noteworthy that
the α relaxation associated with the dynamic glass transition temperature, in both
polymers seems to have structure, what is an important aspect to be taken into ac-
count in the analysis of the dynamic mechanical responses of these systems. In fact,
in both polymers the α relaxation is splitted in with increasing temperature and
frequency. At low temperatures and low frequencies in the α zone, only a single
peak is apparent [32]. However, with increasing frequency and temperature a new
peak appear that becomes dominant at higher temperatures.

(b) Dielectric relaxational behavior
Dielectric permittivity and loss for both polymers under study can be observed on
Figs. 2.17 and 2.18. In both figures a prominent peak corresponding to the dynamic
glass transition temperature can be observed, which at low frequencies is overlapped
by conductivity effects. Moreover, in both polymers a broad secondary peak is ob-
served at about −50◦C. This peak is more prominent in P2tBCHM which is in good
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Fig. 2.17 Dielectric
permittivity (100 Hz) (+),
(102 Hz) (�), (103 Hz) (�),
(104 Hz) (�), for P2tBCHM.
(From ref. [32])

agreement with mechanical measurements. It is possible to observe a remaining di-
electric activity in both polymers in the temperature range between 50◦C and 100◦C.
This remaining activity is enhanced by the conductivity in the case of P4tBCHM.

Figure 2.19 show an Arrhenius plot for the dielectric β relaxation for P2tBCHM
and P4tBCHM from which the activation energies (Ea) are obtained from the slope
of the straight lines. The values obtained are 38.6 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 for the mechanical
sub-Tg relaxation of P2tCHM and 46 ± 0.5 kJ mol−1 and 39.30.5 kJ mol−1 for the
dielectric sub-Tg relaxations for P2tBCHM and P4tBCHM respectively.

In the α zone, the conductivity contribution can be separated using a hopping
model [86] according to equation:

ε′′ = σ

ε0ωs
0.5 ≤ s ≤ 1 (2.29)
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Fig. 2.18 Dielectric
permittivity (100 Hz) (+) and
loss (10 Hz)(X), (102 Hz) (�),
(103 Hz) (�), (104 Hz) (�), for
P4tBCHM. (From ref. [32])
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where ω is the angular frequency, ε0 the permittivity of the vacuum and σ the con-
ductivity. The values obtained for each polymer are compiled in Table 2.5 where the
bimodal structure of the conductivity can be observed.

The activation energy of the conductivity can be obtained from a plot of Ln σ

against T−1 as shown in Fig. 2.20, where the presence of two zones presumably
associated to the different types of charge carriers are observed. The values of the
activation energy are 57 and 162 kJ mol−1 for P2tBCHM and 53 and 178 kJ mol−1

for P4tBCHM for low and high temperature zones, respectively.
Figures 2.21 and 2.22 are examples of the obtention of a clean α peak after

subtracting the conductivity. Afterwards it is possible to fit an empirical Havriliak-
Negami equation (87) to the experimental data following the usual procedure.

ε∗ = ε∞ + ε0 − ε∞
(1 + ( jωτ )α)β

α ≤ 1, αβ ≤ 1 (2.30)
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Fig. 2.19 Arrhenius plot for the β dielectric relaxation for P2tCHBM (�) and P4tBCHM (�).
(From ref. [32])

The parameters for P4tBCHM are summarized in Table 2.6
The temperature dependence of the α relaxation in the frequency domain can

be conveniently analyzed by means of the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman-Hesse (VFTH)
equation [88–90] which was empirically formulated as:

Table 2.5 s parameter of equation (2.29) to P2tBCHM and P4tBCHM. (From ref. [32])

P2tBCHM P4tBCHM

T (◦C) s σ0 (�−1 m−1) T (◦C) s σ0 (�−1 m−1)

220 0.9314 1.2819 × 10−9 220 0.8618 5.2353 × 10−10

200 0.827 1.8224 × 10−10 200 0.8909 8.6704 × 10−11

180 0.6819 2.879 × 10−11 180 0.6984 2.3288 × 10−11

160 0.6482 7.4858 × 10−12 160 0.6504 1.3581 × 10−11

140 0.6599 3.1589 × 10−12 140 0.6616 6.6656 × 10−12
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Fig. 2.20 Arrhenius plot for
the conductivity of
P2tBCHM (�) and P4CHBM
(�) showing the bimodal
structure in each case. (From
ref. [32])
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ln fmax = A′ − m ′

T − T∞
(2.31)

where T∞ is an empirical parameter related to the Kauzman temperature or the
temperature at which the conformational entropy is zero. According to the best fit
of the dielectric experimental results to equation (2.31) the values for T∞ are 381
and 373 K for P2tBCHM and P4tBCHM. The values of m ′ amounts to 2197 2186
for P2tBCHM and P4tBCHM respectively obtained from Fig. 2.23.

Poly(methacrylate)s containing saturated cyclic rings as side chains are a family
of polymers that gives a great amount of information about the relaxation processes
that take place when these polymers are submitted to different dielectric and me-
chanical force field.

Despite of the rigidity of both polymers under study and the high values ob-
served for the glass transition temperature, significant dielectric subglass activity
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Fig. 2.21 Loss permittivity in
the α relaxation zone, after
subtracting conductivity at
different frequencies: (10 Hz)
(X); (102 Hz) (�); (103 Hz)
(�); (104 Hz) (�); for
P2tBCHM. (From ref. [32])
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is present in both polymers. In fact, the tert-butyl butyl group is essentially lo-
cated in the equatorial position inhibiting the chair-to-chair motions but nor wholly
suppressing. This activity is more important in the case of P2tBCHM. The bond
that links a substituent in the 4-position to the ring retains its direction in space,
shifting parallel to itself during the transition, as pointed out by Heijboer [28].
However, a substituent in the 2-position is turned through an angle of 109◦ [28].
As a result, the dielectric effect of the remaining chair-to-chair transition should be
much larger for a substituent in 2-position than for one in the 4-position. On the
contrary, the mechanical sub-Tg activity is lower than the dielectric one. In the case
of P4tBCHM, there are not clearly defined sub-Tg peaks. This means that these
two polymers are more easily activated by electric force fields than by mechanical
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Fig. 2.22 Loss permittivity in
the α relaxation zone, after
subtracting conductivity at
different frequencies: (10 Hz)
(X); (102 Hz) (�); (103 Hz)
(�); (104 Hz) (�); for
P4tBCHM. (From ref. [32])
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ones. Owing to the fact that the only relevant dipolar group is ester in both poly-
mers, it can be concluded that in the molecular origin of the dielectric subglass
relaxation, some contribution of this group is the responsible of this relaxational
behavior. This contribution is more important in P2tBCHM than in P4tBCHM for
the reason given above. The mechanical subglass activity is also in good agreement
with the fact that higher mobility is found in the polymer with the substitution in the
2- position.

Table 2.6 Parameters of de Havriliak-Negami equation for P4tBCHM. (From ref. [32])

T (◦C) ε∞ �ε α β τ0

195 2.76 1.03 0.55 0.61 0.0032
190 2.77 1.07 0.53 0.60 0.0090
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Fig. 2.23 Vogel-Fulcher-
Tamman-Hesse plots
for P2tBCHM (�)
and P4tBCHM (�).
(From ref. [32])
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2.4.2.3 Effect of the Number of Members in the Saturated Rings

Poly(cycloheptyl methacrylate)s, Poly(cyclooctyl methacrylate)

(a) Dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior

Heijboer [28] has reported the dynamic mechanical properties of poly(methacrylate)s
with different size of the saturated ring as side chain. The γ relaxation in these
polymers is attributed to a conformational transition in the saturated ring. In the
case of poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate), the transition is between the two chair con-
formations in the cyclohexyl ring. However, this type of internal motion in hindered
by rather high intramolecular barriers, which can reach about 11 kcal mol−1.

Mechanical and dielectric behavior of poly(methacrylate)s with cyclohexyl
groups in the side chain have been reported as it was described above and the
viscoelastic information obtained from these polymeric systems is very broad and
give confidence about the molecular origin of the fast relaxation processes that take
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place in these systems. [30,32,36,48,82]. As it was described above these polymers
show a great variety of absorptions due to the versatility of their structural moieties.

Polymers with larger numbers of carbon atoms should present more relaxational
activity due to the increasing versatility of the ring [36]. It has been reported
that polymers containing rings with an odd number of carbon atoms show higher
relaxational activity at higher temperatures than the corresponding polymers with
even-membered rings [57].

The viscoelastic analysis of poly(cycloheptyl methacrylate) (PCHpM), poly
(cycloheptylmethyl methacrylate) (PCHpMM) and poly(cyclooctylmethacrylate)
(PCOcM) (see Scheme 2.4) is a good example of the relaxational behavior of poly-
mers containing saturated rings in the side chain.

Figures 2.24, 2.25 and 2.26 show the storage and loss tensile moduli for poly
(cycloheptyl methacrylate) (PCHpM), poly(cycloheptylmethyl mathacrylate) (PCH-
pMM) and poly(cyclooctylmethacrylate) (PCOcM), respectively.

The relaxation process associated with the dynamic glass transition, the α re-
laxation, and the β relaxation, as a shoulder of the α relaxation can be observed
in all these figures. At low temperatures another relaxation labeled as γ relaxation
can be observed. In the case of PCHpM, the maximum of the γ relaxation is well
away from the temperature range. Heijboer and Pineri [36, 57] have reported that
the maximum for this polymer is at about 100 K for 1 Hz. In the case of PCHpMM
and PCOcM, the γ relaxation can be observed which may be analyzed by using the
Fuoss-Kirkwood (F-K) equation:

CH2

O

O

CH3

nCH2

O

O

CH3

n

Poly(cycloheptyl methacrylate)
PCHpM

Poly(cycloheptyl methymeyhacrylate)
PCHpMM

CH2

O

O

CH3

n

Poly(cyclooctyl methacrylate)
PCOcM

Scheme 2.4 Chemical structures of PCHpM, PCHMM and PCOcM
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Fig. 2.24 Storage modulus
and loss modulus at (�)
10 Hz, and ( �) 1 Hz for
PCHpM. (From ref. [36])

E ′′ = E ′′
max sec h

[
m

Ea

R

(
1

T
− 1

Tmax

)]
(2.32)

where Ea is the activation energy, R the gas constant, Tmax is the temperature at
which ε′′ reaches to a maximum value (ε′′

max) and m is a parameter (0 < m ≤ 1)
which is related with the breadth of the peak. The strength of the relaxation (�E)
can be calculated by using the equation:

�E = 2E ′′
max

m
(2.33)

the parameters obtained at different frequencies are summarized in Tables 2.7
and 2.8.

The activation energy obtained from an Arrhenius plot are 9.0 kcal mol−1 for
PCHpMM and 10.4 kcal mol−1 for PCOcM [36]. Heijboer [28, 57] reported the
activation energy for poly(cyclopentyl methacrylate) (PCPM), poly(cyclohexyl
methacrylate) (PCHM), PCHpM and PCOcM as 3.1, 11.6, 6.2 and 10.6 kcal mol−1

respectively. From the earlier results it can be seen that polymers with odd-membered
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Fig. 2.25 Storage modulus at
(�) 10 Hz and ( �) 1 Hz for
PCHpMM. (From ref. [36])
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rings have a lower activation energy than the even-membered rings. However, an
opposite tendency is observed in the barrier opposing the motions in the sense that
the activation energy for polymers with odd membered ring increases with the com-
plexity of the ring while for polymers with even-membered rings decreases.

In the case of the seven-membered ring polymer (PCHpM), the insertion of a
methyl group as spacer increases the activation energy and give rise to the appear-
ance of a new peak in the experimental range of measurements which is located
between the seven and eight-membered ring poly(methacrylate)s. This means that
the insertion of a methyl spacer group have the opposite effect in this case than
for the six-membered ring polymers. In the same way this insertion tends to equal-
ize the activation energies of the PCHpMM and PCOcM what is a significative
result [36].

The dependence of the α relaxation in the frequency domain can be analyzed us-
ing the VFTH theory [88–90] as in the case of poly(t-butycyclohexyl methacrylate)s
described above, using equation (2.31). The values obtained for T∞ are 280, 232 and
253 K for PCHpM, PCHpMM and PCOcM respectively. It is possible to calculate
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Fig. 2.26 Storage modulus at
(�) 10 Hz and ( �) 1 Hz for
PCHOcM. (From ref. [36])
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the free volume at the gas transition temperature (Tg) according to the following
equation:

φ

B
= T − T∞

m′ (2.34)

where the relationship φ

B is the free volume at T and the values of m ′ and T∞ are the
parameters of the VFTH equation. The relative free volumes at Tg are 3.2, 3.2 and
3.3 for PCHpM, PCHpMM and PCOcM respectively, which are in agreement with
the free volume theory [36].

Table 2.7 Parameters of Fuoss-Kirkwood for γ relaxation of PCHpMM. (From ref. [36])

f (H Z ) E′′
max (G Pa) m Tmax (K ) �E (G Pa)

30 0.584 0.22 144 4.05
10 0.577 0.22 140 3.96
3 0.550 0.21 136 4.28
1 0.545 0.21 132 4.32
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Table 2.8 Parameters of Fuoss-Kirkwood for γ relaxation of PCOcM. (From ref. [36])

f (H Z ) E′′
max (G Pa) m Tmax (K ) �E (G Pa)

30 0.703 0.35 188 4.05
10 0.743 0.38 182 3.96
3 0.691 0.32 174 4.28
1 0.708 0.33 169 4.32
0.3 0.741 0.33 163 4.50

(b) Dielectric relaxational behavior
Figures 2.27, 2.28 and 2.29 represents the permittivity and dielectric loss for
PCHpM, PCHpMM and PCOcM respectively. In this case, only PCOcM a peak

0.1

1ε′ ε ″
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–150 –50 50

Temperature (°C)

150 250
0.001

0.01
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1

10

Fig. 2.27 Dielectric permittivity and loss for PCHpM at (�) 104 Hz, (�) 102 Hz, and (•) 1 Hz.
(From ref. [36])
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Fig. 2.28 Dielectric
permittivity and loss
for PCHpMM at (�) 104 Hz,
(�) 102 Hz, and (•) 1 Hz.
(From ref. [36])
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corresponding to the sub-glass relaxation is observed. Figure 2.30 show the Arrhe-
nius plot of γ, β and α relaxations for PCOcM. The activation energy for the γ and
β relaxations are 10.3 and 29.9 kcal mol−1.

As previously was analyzed, the γ relaxation can be analyzed by the symmetric
Fuoss-Kikwood equation [91]. It is interesting to note that below their glass transi-
tion PCHpM and CHPMM do not show significant dielectric activity in the range of
temperatures described [36].

In all the polymers under study, dipolar α relaxation appear to be overlapped
by spurious conductive effects. This is a common feature in many polymers at low
frequencies and temperatures above the glass transition [36]. The conductive and
blocking electrode contributions to the loss can be conveniently analyzed by several
theoretical procedures [92,93]. In these models two different processes for the space
charge relaxation are considered: one is due to the conduction of the free species
remaining in the polymer and the second is due to the blocking electrodes. The first,
the conductive phenomenon presumes the existence in the polymer of a number of
mobile charges that, in the absence of an electric field are in equilibrium. When
a field is applied, charges are then subjected to the combined influence of the field
and the thermal diffusion. The former tend to accumulate charges near the electrodes
(blocking electrodes), while the latter tends to oppose this charge accumulation.
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Fig. 2.29 Dielectric
permittivity and loss
for PCHOcM at (�) 104 Hz,
(�) 102 Hz, and (•) 1 Hz.
(From ref. [36])
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As a general comment on these systems, what is remarkable is the effect of the
parity of the number-membered saturated rings. On the other hand, the dielectric
as well as mechanical activity is larger in PCOcM in comparison with PCHpM and
PCHpMM. Another structural aspect to be taken into account in the viscoelastic be-
haviour of this family of poly(methacrylate)s is that the insertion of a spacer methy-
lene group enhance the mobility of the side chain giving rise to a new relaxation
process and/or a shifting of a pre-existing absorption outside of the experimental
range of measurements. Finally a significative differences between the conductive
parameters is a characteristic of these systems [36].

Poly(cyclobuty methacrylate)s

Dielectric relaxational behavior
As it was mentioned above, the response of polymers to perturbative dynamic force
field involve local motions at short times. These motions are reflected in secondary
relaxations commonly known as β, γ, δ etc. Figure 2.30 shows the Arrhenius plot of
dieletric α, β and δ relaxations for PCBuMM. At longer times, segmental motions
give rise to α relaxation corresponding to the glass-rubber transition and appear at
higher temperatures. At very low frequencies, the response to electric force-fields
displays the normal mode of relaxation which is strongly dependent on molecular
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Fig. 2.30 Arrhenius plot of dielectric relaxation (�) α relaxation (�) β relaxation and (•) γ relax-
ation. (From ref. [36])

weight. This phenomenon is only present in polymers with significant component
of their dipole moment along the local chain axis. Both glass-rubber and secondary
relaxations are independent of molecular weight but are also conditioned by the fine
structure of polymers. The rigidity of the polymer chain shifts the α relaxation to
lower frequencies at a fixed temperature [37]. The interest of study the dielectric
behavior of polymers having long side chains with terminal saturated side chains
is to the fact that these chains can have several conformational states which can
be affected by electric force-field, and therefore to obtain important information
about the molecular origin of the molecular motions responsible of the fast relax-
ation processes. According to Heijboer [28] and Dı́az Calleja et al. [36, 94] the
number of carbon atoms in the saturated cyclic side chain play an important role
on the relaxational behavior. Therefore, beside poly(methacrylate)s containing cy-
clopentyl, cyclohexyl, cycloheptyl and cyclooctyl rings, polymer with lower number
of carbon atoms like cyclobuty methacrylate (CBuM) (See Scheme 2.5) an deriva-
tives are a good contribution to the understanding of the viscoelastic behavior of
poly(methacrylate)s.

Figures 2.31 and 2.32 show the dielectric permittivity and loss for poly(cyclobutyl
methacrylate) (PCBuM) and poly(cyclobutylmethyl methacrylate) (see Scheme 2.5).
In these figures the α relaxation is associated to the glass transition temperature and
the β relaxation appear as a shoulder of the α relaxation.

As in the case of other polymers containing saturated cyclic side chains the
α relaxation is obscured by low-frequency conductive effects. Moreover in the
case of PCBuMM, dielectric activity is also observed. Therefore both polymers
show important conductivity contributions at high temperatures and low frequency.
The conductivity analysis in this case is also performed using the hopping model
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Scheme 2.5 Chemical structure of PCBuM and PCBuMM

following the procedure described above for (PtBCHM)s. By this way it is possible
to split the conductivity contribution from the dipolar ones. Figure 2.33 represent the
plot of log ε′′ versus log ω at temperatures above the glass transition. The activation
energy for the conductivity, calculated from an Arrhenius plot of Lnσ against T−1,

Fig. 2.31 Relative dielectric
permittivity and loss for
PCBuM (�) 2 × 104 Hz, ( �),
2 × 103 Hz, ♦2 × 102 Hz and
(�) 2 × 101. (From ref. [37])
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Fig. 2.32 Relative dielectric
permittivity and loss for
PCBuMM (•), 2 × 103 Hz,
♦ 2 × 102 Hz, (�) 2 × 101 and
(�) 2 × 10−1. (From ref. [37])
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is 32.5 kcalmol−1 for PCBuM. An abnormal change in the value of the s parameter,
and the conductivity with the temperature has been reported in PCBuMM [37] as
can be observed in Fig. 2.34. The parameter s in this figure varies strongly from 0.43
at 110◦C to 0.96 at about 170◦C. This change in the conductivity is attributed to a
different conductive effects depending on the temperature range of measurements
what is considered as characteristic of this kind of polymers. For this reason the
high-temperature data must be analyzed separatedly. The activation energy for the
two conductive phenomena are 24.0 and 63.3 kcal mol−1 for low and high tempera-
ture zones respectively.

The α relaxation analysis can be performed using the Havriliak-Negami model
[70]. The parameters corresponding to this analysis are summarized in Tables 2.9
and 2.10.

On the other hand, as in the analysis of the previous systems the temperature
dependence of the α relaxation follow the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman-Hesse (VFTH)
[88–90]. The T∞ values obtained are 337±5 and 274±5 for PBCHM and PBCHMM
respectively. By this way and using equation (2.31) the m ′ parameter obtained are
1579 and 1804 and the relative free volumes at Tg are 3.2 and 2.6% for PCBuM and
PCHBMM, respectively, in good agreement with the free volume theory.
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Fig. 2.33 Relative dielectric
spectrum(loss permittivity)
for PCBuMM. (�) 110◦C, (�)
120◦C, (�) 130◦C (•) 140◦C,
(X) 150◦C, (+) 160◦C and (∗)
170◦C. (From ref. [37])
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PCBuMM show dielectric activity at very low temperature, as seen in Fig. 2.35.
Two relaxation processes, called δ and γ can be observed, the last as a shoul-

der of the low temperature side of the β relaxation [37]. Assuming symmetry for
these two relaxations the analysis according to Fuoss-Kirkwood empirical equation
(2.35) can be performed as in previous systems [36, 37, 69]. Due to the presence
of the β relaxation an exhaustive analysis of this systems allow to obtain important
information about these relaxation processes.

For this reason in this system he deconvolution of the three relaxations is per-
formed using the addition of two Fuoss-Kirkwood [69] equations for δ and γ

relaxations and a power law for the low temperature side of the β relaxation as
follows

ε′′ = �
i=γ,δ

ε′′i
max sec h

[
mi Ea

R

(
1

T
− 1

Ti
max

)]
+ B × 10

A
T (2.35)

where Ea is the activation energy, R is the gas constant, Tmax is the tempera-
ture where ε′′ has a maximum value

(
ε′′

max

)
, m is a parameter (0 < m ≤ 1) that is
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Fig. 2.34 Arrhenius plot for
the conductivity (�) and s
parameter (�) of PCBuMM.
(From ref. [37])
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related to the broadness of the peak and A and B are two β relaxation parameters.
Figure 2.36 show the deconvolution for δ, λ and β relaxations at 1000 Hz [37].

In conclusion in these two polymeric systems, i.e. PCBuM and PCBuMM,
a prominent α relaxation is observed but overlapped by conductivity contribu-
tions. The effect of a spacer group as in other poly(methacrylate)s contribute to

Table 2.9 Parameters of the Havriliak-Negami equation for PCBuM. (From ref. [37])

T (◦C) εUα
�εα τα (S) ᾱ β̄

152 2.58 2.30 4.34×10−4 0.29 0.81
156 2.67 2.21 1.46×10−4 0.32 0.92

Table 2.10 Parameters of Havriliak-Negami equation for PCBuMM. (From ref. [37])

T (◦C) εUα
�εα τα (S) ᾱ β̄

75 2.32 1.77 3.06×10−2 0.36 0.72
80 2.35 1.67 0.58×10−2 0.39 0.80
85 2.36 1.58 0.19×10−2 0.43 0.82
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Fig. 2.35 Loss permittivity at low temperature for PCBuMM (�) 253 Hz, (�) 403 Hz, (�) 683 Hz,
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nius plot for the γ relaxation (�) and δ relaxation (�) for PCBuMM. (From ref. [37])

a decreasing of Tg from PCBuM to PCBuMM. The activation energies of the γ

relaxation are comparable to the flipping motions of cyclohexyl and cyclooctyl
polymers [32, 33, 36] and with other polymers containing cyclobutyl groups in the
side chain. According to the analysis of these two polymers it can be observed
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Fig. 2.36 Deconvolution of the δ, � and β relaxations at 1020 Hz for PCBuMM. (From ref. [37])
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Scheme 2.6 Poly(2-norbornyl methacrylate) (P2NBM), and poly(3-methyl-2-norbornyl methacry-
late) (P3M2NBM). (From ref. [35])

that the higher flexibility of methylcyclohexyl groups enhances dielectric activity
in comparison with polymers containing cyclobutyl groups. Polymers having even
saturated rings in the side-chain have more sub-glass dielectric activity than the odd
membered. However, the activity of cyclobutyl group is less than that in the case of
cyclohexyl [28] and cyclooctyl [36] substituent, and the relaxations are observed at
lower temperatures [37].

2.4.2.4 Poly(methacrylate)s Containing Norbornyl Groups

Dielectric relaxational behavior
Another interesting family of saturated cyclic poly(methacrylate)s are those con-
taining norbornyl groups which show a very interesting behavior from viscoelastic
point of view. Scheme 2.6 show these structures in which as the previous cases an
spacer group have been inserted in order to get confidence about the effect of small
structural changes on the viscoelastic responses.

Figures 2.37 and 2.38, show the isochronal curves of the permittivity and loss
factor for P2NBM and P3M2NBM as a function of temperature at fixed fre-
quencies. A prominent relaxation associated with the dynamic glass transition is
observed in both polymers. Clearly the effect of the methyl substitution in posi-
tion 3 of the norbornyl group is to decrease the temperature of this relaxational
process.

At low frequencies, conductive phenomena overlap the loss factor. Owing to
the fact that these conductive effects also affects the real part of the complex
permittivity, one can conclude that these effects are not only due to free charges
conduction but also a blocking electrode process is present. For instance, Fig. 2.39
shows the loss permittivity of P3M2NBM in the frequency domain at 105◦C. At this
temperature, secondary processes are absent in the range of frequencies shown in
this figure. In this case in order to remove the conductive effects be a straight line
with slope −1 in a double logarithmic plot of log ε′′ vs log f , is used. As in the pre-
vious cases the α relaxation can be analyzed using the Havriliak-Negami procedure
[35, 70].
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Fig. 2.37 Main Figure:
dielectric permittivity and
loss for P2NBM (�) 104 Hz,
(�) 102 Hz, (•) 1 Hz. Insert,
showing the low temperature
process: (�) 5 × 104 Hz, (�)
3 × 104 Hz, (x) 2 × 104 Hz,
(∗) 104 Hz, (•), 5 × 103 Hz
and (−) 2 × 103 Hz.
(From ref. [35])
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The results reported for these systems, indicate that the subglass relaxation in
P3M2NBM is indeed a broad and weak relaxational process [95]. The low strength
of the observed secondary processes in these systems, has been attributed to the
bulkiness of the side chain. In one case, the low strength of the secondary re-
laxation prevents the analysis of this peak in terms of an empirical relaxation.
The effect of the methyl substituent on the norbornyl ring is to lower the posi-
tion of the value of the peak of the α -relaxation about 50 K. Another effect that
can be observed in the low frequency side of the spectra in both polymers is the
conductive one.

2.4.3 Poly(methacrylate)s Containing Heterocyclic Side Groups

2.4.3.1 Poly(tetrahydropyranyl methacrylate)

(a) Dielectric relaxational behavior
Although molecular mobility is severely restricted below the glass transition temper-
ature, the dynamic glass transition temperature (main transition or, conventionally
-relaxation) in polymers as it have been described above, is usually accompanied
by subglass secondary relaxations labeled as β, γ, δ, relaxations. The glass tran-
sition at low temperatures is assumed to be caused by the cooperative motion of
many particles, while the secondary relaxations have a more localized molecular
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Fig. 2.38 Main Figure:
dielectric permittivity and
loss for P3M2NBM (�)
104 Hz, (�) 102 Hz, (•) 1 Hz.
Insert, showing the low
temperature process: (�)
5 × 104 Hz, (�) 3 × 104 Hz,
(x) 2 × 104 Hz, (∗) 104 Hz,
(•), 5 × 103 Hz, (+)
3 × 103 Hz, (−) 2 × 103 Hz
and (−) 103 Hz.
(From ref. [35])
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origin. The number of these secondary relaxations usually depends on the nature
of the side chain. Thus, polymers with side chains with large number of degrees
of freedom are susceptible to undergo several molecular motions, which are visu-
alized as a large number of secondary relaxation processes. Particularly, polymers
containing cyclohexyl side groups, as it was described above (see Scheme 2.7), are
characterized for displaying considerable dielectric and mechanical activity in the
glassy state [27, 28, 32, 45, 48, 51, 82, 83, 96–103]. Therefore, this kind of polymers
is specially suitable to study the lateral chain dynamics above and below the glass
transition temperature.

On the other hand the effect of small modifications of the side chain affect the
dielectric response what have been reported in other polymer systems containing
cyclohexyl groups [27]. In this case the substitution of carbon atoms by oxygen in
the cycloheyl ring affect the relaxational behavior of the resulting polymer.

(b) Molecular dynamic simulation
The dielectric and mechanical relaxations on poly(1,3-dioxan-5yl-methacrylate)
(PDMA) [104], show that this polymer present a variety of absorptions due to the
versatility of its structural moiety [105]. Recently this behavior have been studied by
molecular dynamic simulation using different methods and force fields [106–109].
These polymers are analyzed from molecular simulation using different ways but
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Fig. 2.39 Dielectric
permittivity (�) and loss (�)
for P3M2NBM in the
frequency domain at 105◦C.
The discontinuous
straightline represents the
conductive effects. Circular
black points (•) represent the
resulting loss curve after
subtraction showing the
dipolar α - relaxation. The
continuous line correspond to
the Havriliak-Negami curve
fit [35, 70]. (From ref. [35])
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Scheme 2.7 Schematic chemical structures of Poly(cylohexyl methacrylate) (PCHMA), Poly(4-
tetrahydropyranyl methacrylate) (P4THPMA) and poly(1,3-dioxan-5-yl-methacrylate) (PDMA).
(From ref. [38])

other procedures as ab initio molecular orbital calculations should also be useful for
the same purpose. It is interesting to analyze the conformational behavior of these
polymers from molecular simulation point of view. These systems were studied us-
ing a PC-MODEL, software [110], which is based on force field, called MMX that
is derived from MM2(P) [111].
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The use of this model compounds is advisable to simplify the calculations and the
corresponding interpretations and to get confidence about the relaxational behavior
of these systems which can be obtained in a similar way to those of other authors
[27,99–102,112–119]. This empirical field force includes intermolecular as well as
intramolecular contributions. The nonbonded energy function expresses interactions
between atoms that are not bonded to each other. It is splitted into a van der Waals
steric component and an electrostatic component, dealing with interactions between
charges and dipoles. In this analysis, the intramolecular energy function is splitted
into a connectivity term, the bond stretching function and flexibility terms, the angle
bending and the torsional functions, as well as cross-terms describing the coupling
of stretch–bend, bend-bend, and torsional–stretch interactions that are taken into
account. The Wilson (EO O P , umbrella out-of plane) term has also been included,
but their contribution to the global energy was small in all cases.

Figure 2.40 show the loss permittivity of P4THPMA where three subglass ab-
sorptions, labeled as δ, γ and β relaxations, centered at ∼140, ∼190, and ∼260 K at
1 Hz respectively, followed in the increasing order of temperatures by glass-rubber
process or α relaxation located at ∼420 K at the same frequency.

Fig. 2.40 Dependence of ε′′ with (a) temperature (at frequencies of 2.96×106, 1.32×106, 5.85×
105, 1.16×105, 5.14×104, 1.02×104, 4.51×103, 1.34×103, 5.94×102, 1.17×102, 5.52×101,
1.03 × 101, 4.58 × 100, 1.36 × 100, 4.02 × 10−1 Hz) and (b) frequency at temperatures from 418
to 543, step 5K) for P4THPMA. (From ref. [38])
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Fig. 2.41 Dependence
of log fmax with the inverse
of temperature in the range of
α (� P4THPMA), β (�
P4THPMA), γ (P4THPMA,
©PCHMA, PDMA) and δ

(♦PTHPMA) relaxations.
(From ref. [38])
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At high temperatures and low frequencies conductivity contribution are impor-
tant since the loss permittivity tends to increase continuously. Figure 2.41 show the
Arrhenius plot for the determination of the activation energy for the δ relaxation
which is about ∼28 kJ mol−1. This is a value very close to those reported for similar
structurally poly(methacrylate)s [28,29]. Increasing the temperature, a γ relaxation
is observed.

This process is partially overlapped with the next process, the β relaxation. To
analyze the loss permittivity in the subglass zone in a more detailed way, the fitting
of the loss factor permittivity by means of usual equations is a good way to get
confidence about this process [69]. Following procedures described above Fig. 2.42
represent the lost factor data and deconvolution in two Fuoss Kirwood [69] as func-
tion of temperature at 10.3 Hz for P4THPMA. In Fig. 2.43 show the γ and β relax-
ations that result from the application of the multiple nonlinear regression analysis
to the loss factor against temperature. The sum of the two calculated relaxations is
very close to that in the experimental curve.

Fig. 2.42 Lost factor data
(symbols) and their
deconvolution in two FK
functions (lines) as function
of temperature 10.3 Hz.
(From ref. [38])
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The evolution of the frequency of the maxima show a linear dependency with the
inverse temperature according to the expectations as shown in Fig. 2.41. The activa-
tion energies calculated from the Arrhenius plot for each process are
68.2 ± 0.6 kJ mol−1 for β relaxation and 48.0±0.3 kJ mol−1 for γ relaxation. These
values are very close to those found for structurally related to P4THPMA such a
PCHM [29, 30], PMCHMA [59], poly(2-chlorocyclohexyl methacrylate) [33] and
PDMA [104] (70–82 and 41–50 kJ mol−1 [38].

It is convenient to remember that the γ -relaxation in polymers containing cy-
clohexyl groups was assigned to the change in the conformational chair-to inverse
chair in the cyclohexyl group [28, 30, 51, 97–99, 104, 114, 120]. On the other hand,
the β relaxation in PMMA is attributed by several authors [114–120] to the partial
rotation of the lateral ester group as a whole coupled with some type of motions of
the main chain. By using 2D-NMR measurements, Spiess and coworkers [121] have
concluded that for PMMA and PEMA, the unusual main chain mobility below Tg is
coupled to the β relaxation process, which involves 180◦ flips of the carbonyl side
groups.

As usual, the relaxation strength of the subglass processes increases as the fre-
quency decreases. The relaxation strength of the γ relaxation in P4THPMA is close
to the corresponding to PCHMA [30] and significantly lower than that of the corre-
sponding to PDMA [38, 104].

As can be seen in this system at high temperatures and low frequencies, the α

relaxation is contaminated by conductivity contributions (combination of ionic con-
duction and interfacial polarization of ionic conduction and interfacial polarization
of electrodes), which are observed through the continuous increase of the loss per-
mittivity. This phenomenon suggests that conductivity contributions are dominant
over dipolar processes in this zone [38]. Using Havriliak-Negami procedure [70] is
possible to analyze the α relaxation. As a general result in these systems it is found
that the relaxation strength of the α process slightly decreases when the temperature
increases. The values obtained for this parameter are higher than that corresponding
to PCHMA [30] and poly(2-, 3-, and 4-methylcyclohexyl methacrylate)s [51], sug-
gesting that the mean square dipole moment of the polymer under study is higher
than that of PCHMA and PMCHMA. The substitution of one carbon for one more
polar group such as oxygen could be responsible of such an effect [88–90].

The temperature dependence of the α relaxation may be analyzed in the context
of the free volume theory by means of the Vogel-Fulcher Tamman-Hesse (VFTH)
[88–90] procedure. The temperature dependence of the α relaxation with the fre-
quency is shown in Fig. 2.43. The obtained value for the free volume is ∼3.1%:
this is a lower value than those reported for other related polymers. i.e. P2MCHMA
(∼3.6%, P3MCHMA (∼4%), P4MCHMA (∼5%) and PDMA (∼3%), but some-
what higher than that predicted by the free volume theory (2.5%) [122]. These
facts are probably due to the bulkiness of the side chain groups, which is higher
for P2MCHMA, P3MCHMA, P4MCHMA and PDMA in comparison with that of
PCHMA and P4THPMA.

A powerfull tool to provide an explanation of the molecular origin of the ob-
served secondary relaxation is molecular simulation technique, to elucidate the
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Fig. 2.43 Potential energy (kJ mol−1) profile for rotation of O-C bond for (φ1: − 180◦ to +180◦)
for one-unit model compounds of ( ) PCHMA, (©) P4THPMA and ( ) PDMA. (From ref. [38])

specific motions responsible of the observed secondary relaxation, the calculation
and comparison of the conformational barriers with the activation energies obtained
from dielectric measurements.

Scheme 2.8 shows the optimization geometry of the one-unit model compound
of P4THPMA.

The activation energy obtained by dielectric measurements for δ –process is
∼28 kJ mol−1. This value is close to that obtained for PCHMA [30, 38]. Therefore
the molecular origin of both relaxation processes should be related. This relaxation
is observed in cyclohexyl compounds at temperatures below the γ relaxation and,
several authors [125] have related this relaxation to the motions of cyclohexyl group
as a whole. In order to interpret the molecular origin of the δ -transition, calculations

Scheme 2.8 Optimized conformational geometry of the repeating unit of P4THPMA (From ref.
[38])
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confined to the rotation of the cyclohexyl ring around the O-C bond allow to get
confidence about this transition.

Figure 2.43, taken from ref. [38], show the potential energy profiles obtained for
the rotation of the O-C bond.

In this calculation the specified angle (φ1) is constrained to certain desired
values (in the range −180◦ and 180◦, step 5◦) and the remaining parts of the
molecule are allowed to move freely to minimize the energy. The energy barrier is
of ∼31 kJ mol−1. This value is close to that evaluated from dielectric measurements
(∼28 kJ mol−1) [38].

As temperature increases another relaxation processes labeled as γ -relaxation is
observed and is associated with the barrier hindering the chair-to-chair intercon-
version of the cyclohexyl group. It is known that the chair-to-chair interconver-
sion is a complex process produced by successive conformational changes within
the molecule [38]. When an isolated cyclohexyl ring undergoes internal rotations,
the chair-to-chair transition in the cyclohexyl ring follows the sequence given by
chair→half-chair→boat-half-chair→ chair. The half-chair is not stable because the
hydrogen atoms at the foot are eclipsed with those on the adjacent carbons, and
because of this fact, there is some angular strain. This angular strain occur because
the molecule is nearly planar and are destabilized by torsional strain. When the cy-
clohexyl ring is bounded to the polymer chain, the motion is something different to
that before mentioned in this case, the motions that produces the transition from one
chair form to another fixes the oxycarbonyl group to the main chain and therefore
this group remains nearly in the same position above and after the chair-to-chair
transition. The energy barrier in this case is calculated as the difference between
the energy of the less favorable conformation (the half-chair) and the more stable
conformation (chair). The energy barrier obtained with a simple model compound
of one unit, 46.1 kJ mol−1, is close to that evaluated by dielectric measurements,
48 kJ mol−1. Therefore the molecular mechanic calculations strongly support the
idea of intramolecular barrier for the γ relaxation associated with the chair-to-chair
interconversion of the cyclohexyl ring at the end of the side chain.

PTHPMA is a good example of the analysis of relaxational processes in poly-
mers containing saturated and substituted side rings, and, allow to an understanding
the origin of the molecular motions responsible of the fast relaxational complex
processes in these systems.

2.4.3.2 Poly(tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate)

Polymers containing heterocyclic rings in the side chain have good biocompatibil-
ity, and they have found numerous medical applications. They are potential can-
didates [64, 123–128], as well as in medical implants, as materials for cartilage
repairs [64, 129–133] and in other medical products [64]. In all these applications
the diffusion of water in the polymer matrix is of fundamental importance: it pres-
ence controls the properties of the swollen polymers [36, 123, 133–136]. The glass
transition temperature is lowered by the presence of adsorbed water in the rubbery
regions, resulting in a significant increase in the segmental mobility of the polymer
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chains. So, the diffusion of body fluids (water) allows the drug molecules to dif-
fuse out of the polymer. The water diffusion as well as the effect of the addition
of an antibiotic has been studied by Downes and coworkers [126, 127]. Braden and
coworkers [123–126, 131, 134, 136–138], have shown that homo and copolymers
containing tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate (PTHFM) are very promising biomate-
rials for use in the field of medicine and dentistry [64]. For dental applications this
polymer is used as comonomer with ethyl methacrylate, hydroxyethyl methacrylate
and bisphenolA-glycidyl methacrylate with up to 30% of THFM by weight. These
authors also shows [137] that PTHFM posses some unique characteristics with re-
spect to its biocompatibility and behavior in water. The water uptake is high (>70%)
and very slow (over three years) but the material remain rigid throughout the pro-
cess; that is, does not form a hydrogel [64, 123, 137]. It has a biological tolerance
by dental pulp [139] and is superior to other glassy poly(methacrylate)s in terms
of drug delivery [64]. Much effort has been devoted to studying the organization
and properties of water in this type of material, and its effect on their properties.
A variety of experimental techniques have been employed in order to clarify that
behavior [64].

Analogous poly(itaconate)s polymers like poly(ditetrahydrofurfuryl methacry-
late) have been also studied because there are at least two advantages in using ita-
conate acid based polymers over methacrylate acid derivatives: itaconic acid can be
obtained through fermentation from renewable, non petrochemical sources and the
toxicity of its derivatives is lower than for methacrylate derivatives [64, 140].

Because of the potential interest of these materials, Sanchis and coworkers [64]
shows that it is interesting to know the dielectric behavior of two heterocyclic
poly(methacrylate)s: PTHFM and poly(3-methyl tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate)
P3MTHFM, (see Scheme 2.9)and the comparison of the relaxation properties of
these two polymers.

As it have been demonstrated above, dielectric spectroscopy yields a wealth of
information on the different molecular motions and relaxations processes, which are
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Scheme 2.9 Schematic chemical structures of PTHFM and P3MTHFM. Between squares the
dipoles on the one-unit model on the two polymers evaluated using PM3 (converge limit 0.01)
for energy minimization and Molecular Mechanic (MM +) force field for molecular dynamic at
300 K. (From ref. [64])
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useful in order to understand the behavior of these material in biomedical applica-
tions [64].

(a) Dielectric relaxational behavior
Figure 2.44a, b show the dielectric loops at several frequencies in the full range of
temperatures. These figures show together with the α relaxation located at ∼340–
350 K at 100 Hz, conductive effects and two prominent subglass absorptions, labeled
as δ and γ -relaxations centered at ∼120 K and ∼160 K at 100 Hz respectively.
A shoulder reminiscent of the β relaxation can be observed close to the room tem-
perature. In this case as in other previously shown, it is evident that the α relaxation
cannot be easily observed due to the continuous increase of the loss permittivity.
This phenomenon, that is the continuous increase of the loss permittivity with in-
creasing temperatures, suggests that conductivity contributions are dominant in this
region over dipolar processes [64].

Figure 2.44c, d shows the dielectric relaxation spectra of PTHFM and P3MTHFM
taken from ref. [64]. In this case, it is possible to observe that loss permittivity
increases linearly with decreasing frequency, at low frequencies. At high temper-
atures, and for both polymers a linear behavior with slope close to minus one is
observed when data are represented in a log-log plot. Moreover a change in the slope
of the linear behavior is also observed in the case of PTHFM, at ∼100 Hz, and 423 K.
This anomalous dielectric behavior is also known as low frequency dispersion
(LFD). Its occurs primarily in dielectric materials with large densities of low mobil-
ity charge carriers [64,141]. This process is distinguished from dc-conductivity and
from electrode polarization effects, which is due to the interaction of sample with
the electrode interface, by the fact that in the frequency range where the relaxation
take place, the permittivity tend to be parallel to the imaginary permittivity.

According to these results, the conductivity and other possible contributions to
the loss permittivity are more pronounced for PTHFM than for P3THFM. This phe-
nomenon is associated to the residual water in the samples that cannot be removed
after drying in vacuo at room temperature. This is an important trouble in the ma-
nipulation of polymeric materials, because it is very difficult to eliminate water and
in the case of hydrophilic polymers the trouble is worst. These kind of materials are
hygroscopic and the dryness condition under the experiments are performed must
be strictly careful.

There are several works dealing with the behavior of polymers with similar struc-
tures in the sense that these materials are able to form clusters by reorganization
of dipolar groups. To form clusters some degree of freedom and chain mobility is
necessary. According to Riggs [136], there are at least to ways in which clustering
can occur that distinguish, PTHFM from the other poly(methacrylate)s: ring open-
ing of the tetrahydrofurfuryl ring or clustering of the actual tetrahydrofurfuryl ring
itself [64]. Therefore when PTHFM absorbs water, it form clusters probably asso-
ciated to reorganization of tetrahydrofurfuryl rings. Although the exact mechanism
for cluster formation is still unclear, reorientation of the rings could be involved in
the initial stage of cluster formation. Scheme 2.9 shows that the rings has a strong
molecular dipole associated with it. The dipole of the carbonyl bond is the largest
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one but it is in close proximity to the polymer backbone, so it will interfere with wa-
ter absorption. The oxygen of the tetrahydrofurfuryl ring is more readily available,
and enjoys a less conformationally restricted environment because of its ability to
rotate about the CH2 unit between the carbonyl group and the tetrahydrofurfuryl
group [64]. On the other hand in the case of P3THFM in which a methyl group is
inserted in position 3, could hinder the ring reorientation and should prevent cluster
formation. Scheme 2.9 Show the calculated dipoles of the polymers which demon-
strate that the dipole moment of the substituted polymer is higher in comparison
with the unsubstituted one [64].

The higher complexity of the dielectric spectra of PTHFM and P3MTHFM,
could be responsible for the presence of two mechanism of water sorption: (a)
the sorption of water by the polymer matrix and (b) clustering with tetrahydrofur-
furyl group. A cluster is defines as a group of hydrogen-bonded water molecules
giving rise to a network through which the proton transport take place [64]. Water
cluster systems have also been observed in many partially hydrated biological and
pharmaceutical systems [142–144]. On the other hand, Dissado and Hill [64, 145],
described the mechanism of this type of anomalous dielectric response, associated
to the presence of water, in terms of charge transport (proton hopping) both within
and between clusters os associated charge carriers, the percolation cluster model.

Sanchis and coworker [64] in order to insight something about this fact and in
order to get confidence about this phenomenon, have used the electric modulus
formalism [146], (M∗ = 1/ε∗) to represent the experimental data. The advantages
of this kind of representation are evident due to the better resolution observed for
dipolar and conductive processes. The imaginary part of M∗ as a function of fre-
quency at 423 K, for both polymers, is shown in Fig. 2.45. The curve corresponding
to PTHFM shows a complex behavior at low frequencies, which presumably is the
result of the superposition of the two conductive processes.

In addition, the half-widths of the loss modulus curve as a function of the fre-
quency are higher than that corresponding to the P3MTHFM. For the last polymer,

Fig. 2.45 Frequency
dependence of M” for
PTHFM (full symbol) and
P3MTHFM (open symbol) at
423 K. (From ref. [64])
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the half-width of the loss modulus is near 1.144, as corresponding to a process
governed by a single Debye peaks. Owing to the fact that pure conductive phenom-
ena, are usually well described by a single Debye peak, the higher values found
for the half-width of the process observed in PTHFM, suggest that more than one
conductive process are present.

In this case in order to characterize the dipolar and conductive contribution at
high temperatures, Sanchis and coworkers [64] have used the following equation:

ε′′(ω) = ε′′
cond (ω) + ε′′

dipolar(ω) (2.36)

Where ε′′
cond (ω) and ε′′

dipolar (ω), represent the conductive contribution to the loss
permittivity, ε′′

cond (ω), is given by [146–149]:

ε′′
cond (ω) =

(
σ

εvac · ω

)s

(2.37)

where σ is the conductivity, s ≤ 1, and εvac is the vacuum permittivity
(= 8.854 pFm−1).

As in the systems described above the α relaxation can be modeled by using the
classical Havriliak Negami [70, 87] procedure.

The s parameter following this procedure is found to be between ∼0.91 and
0.95 and the conductivity increases ×10−8 S cm−1. The activation energy, for this
conductive process, obtained from the Arrhenius plot was equal to 100.5 kJ mol−1

(1.04 eV). As usual, the dielectric strength of the α -relaxation �ε = ε0α − φ∞α ,
decreases when the temperature increases. The shape parameter for both parameters
are nearly temperature independent.

To give account for the second conductive process it is necessary to modify the
model, and therefore the conductive contribution to the loss permittivity in 2.47 can
be characterized by:

ε′′
cond (ω) =

(
α

εvac·ω
)s

+ r−
ν
2 · (ε0 − ε∞) · sin �θ (2.38)

Following this procedure it is possible to observe that the s parameter takes values
close to the unity and σ increases with increasing temperature from 3.62 × 10−12

to 6.11 × 10−11 S cm−1. The second conductive process is symmetric because the
ν parameter is as unit at all temperatures. This type of symmetric process have
been observed in different materials where the water is present [143, 150]. The ac-
tivation energy obtained from Arrhenius plots for these conductive processes are
118 kJ mol−1 (1.23 eV) and 61.5 kJ mol−1 (0.64 eV). The activation energies related
with the symmetric conductive process are similar to those observed in biological
materials where the presence of the water clusters had been demonstrated [64,151].
The magnitude of this activation energy be explained by the way in which the water
interacts with the amorphous matrix.

Figure 2.46 is an example of the frequency dependence of ε′′ for PTHFM at
393 K. The sum of the three calculate processes, continuous line, is very close to
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Fig. 2.46 Frequency
dependence of ε′′ for PTHFM
(open symbol) at 393 K.
Global fit (−), contributions
of dipolar relaxation curve
(–), and conductive processes
(. . ..) and (-.-) resulting fit.
(From ref. [64])
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the experimental data, open symbol. In this figure [64] broken lines represent the
result of the according to equations (2.36) and (2.38). Despite of the complexity of
the experimental spectra, the deconvolution represented in Fig. 2.46 is a convenient
approach to interpret the behavior of this polymer.

It is possible to observe that the dielectric strength of PTHFM is slightly lower
than P3THFM. This suggests that the mean square dipole moment is lower in
PTHFM, than for P3THFM.

The temperature dependence of the α relaxation analyzed using the Vogel-
Fulcher Tamman-Hesse (VFTH) equation (2.31) [88–90]. The temperature depen-
dence with the frequency of the α relaxation is shown in Fig. 2.47

Values of the free volume are 3.19% and 3.76% for PTHFM and P3MTHFM
respectively. These values are similar to those commonly reported for amorphous
polymers [122].

Fig. 2.47 Dependence of
log fmax with the inverse of
temperature in the range of
α, γ and α relaxations for
PTHFM (full symbols) and
P3MTHFM (open symbols).
(From ref. [64])
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The analysis in the subglass region allow to fit the loss factor permittivity by em-
pirical equations. As in systems previously analyzed a reliable model to represent
secondary relaxation is that of Fuoss-Kirkwood [9]. Assuming that the two over-
lapped contributions for δ and γ relaxation are additive Sanchis and coworkers [64]
have proposed the following equation:

ε′′ = �
i=γ,δ

ε′′
max,i · sech (mi · x) with x = Ln

f

fmax,i
(2.39)

where mi is an empirical parameter lying in the interval 0 < m ≤ 1, fmax is the
frequency associated with the maximum of the isotherms. The m parameter defines
the broadness of the relaxation in such a way that the higher m is, the narrower the
distribution. Particularly for a Debye type relaxation, m = 1. Figure 2.48 taken from
ref. [64], show an example of the fitting, where, the frequency dependence of ε′′ at
168 K P3MTHFM. The mγ and mδ values increase with increasing temperature. The
low values obtained for these parameters are indicative of the distributed character
of the processes. Another interpretation of these results is associated with the fact
that the strength of the subglass relaxation for PTHFM and P3MTHFM show a
weak temperature dependence. In fact, slight increase with decreasing temperature
is observed in Fig. 2.47. Clearly the inclusion of a methylene group in the ring
reduce the dielectric strength of the γ relaxation, and slightly increases the dielec-
tric strength of the δ process. The activation energies obtained from the Arrhenius

Fig. 2.48 Deconvolution of
dielectric loss in the
frequency domain for
P3MTHFM at 168 K. Open
circles represent the
experimental losss factor,
dashed lines the
deconcolution processes, and
continues lines represent the
sum of both deconvolutes
processes.(From ref. [64])
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plots represented in Fig. 2.47, in this case are 21.2 ± 0.2 kJ mol−1 for δ relaxation,
39.6 ± 0.9 kJ mol−1 for γ relaxation for PTHFM and 27.0 ± 0.4 kJ mol−1 for δ

relaxation, 44.1 ± 0.8 kJ mol−1 for γ relaxation in P3MTHFM. According to these
results the activation energy for these relaxations in PTHFM and P3MTHFM is
scarcely affected by the substitution of one hydrogen with a CH3- in tetrahydro-
furfuryl ring. Nevertheless the, activation energy of the δ -relaxation is appreciably
affected by such substitution [64].

(b) Molecular Mechanics simulations
The interpretation of the molecular origin of the observed secondary relaxations as
in the previous cases can be simulated by molecular dynamic simulations. This can
be performed by comparison of the conformational energies barriers with the activa-
tion energies (Ea) obtained from dielectric measurements [64]. Scheme 2.10 repre-
sents the optimized geometry of a one-unit model (monomer) compound of the two
polymers, calculated by using the force field MMX is represented in Scheme 2.10.
From DRS experiments, the activation energy values for PTHFM is ∼21 kJ mol−1,
and ∼27 kJ mol−1 for P3MTHFM for the δ process. These values are very close to
those obtained by MM calculations i.e. 19 and 21 kJ mol−1, when de dihedral angle
(φ1) is constrained to certain desired values in the range −180◦ and 180◦, step 5◦,
and the remaining parts of the molecule are allowed to move freely to minimize
the energy. In the same way when the dihedral angle (φ1) is constrained, energy
barriers of ∼36 kJ mol−1 for PTHFM and ∼41 kJ mol−1 for P3MTHFM. As can
been reported these values are very close to those obtained DRS experiments. i.e.
∼40 and ∼41 kJ mol−1. respectively.

Scheme 2.10 Optimized conformational geometry of the repeating unit of PTHFM and
P3MTHFM
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According to the results shown for this polymer, it is possible to confirm the
hypothesis of Riggs et al. [129] concerning the existence of two mechanisms of
water absorption. On the other hand it is interesting to note that the dielectric anal-
ysis of these polymers allow to know the importance of water sorption in this kind
of polymers what is very important from technological an medical point of view.
Therefore dielectric measurements on these kind of polymers result in a powerfull
tool to analyze the effect of water absorption on the polymeric matrix and then to
applications of these materials.

2.4.4 Poly(methacrylate)s Containing Aromatic Side Chains

2.4.4.1 Poly(dimethylphenyl methacrylate)s

(a) Dielectric relaxational behavior
Whereas it is well recognized that the most prominent relaxation in amorphous
polymers, the glass-rubber or α relaxation, is caused by long-range, generalized
and cooperative motions of the main chain [152] the exact nature of the secondary
relaxation taking place at temperatures below the glass transition temperature, where
long-range motions are frozen, is not well understood [153].

As the subglass relaxation or β process is related to reorientation of flexible
side groups in polymer chains, it was considered interesting to investigate a group
of synthetic poly(dimethyl substituted) polymers, such as poly(dimethylphenyl
methacrylate)s (see Scheme 2.11). In this way, it should be possible to obtain a
better understanding of the molecular origin of the relaxation process and to es-
timate the influence of the steric hindrance and dipole-dipole interactions relative
to the positions of the two methyl groups which both lie in a single plane 120◦ or
180◦ of the aryl ring. To improve the study of these systems, in this case another
experimental technique is used by Dı́az Calleja et al. [42] i.e. thermally stimulated
current (t.s.c.) measurements. Nevertheless conventional alternating current (a.c.)
dielectric techniques are also studied because when both techniques are used to-
gether, cover a wide frequency range [155]. t.s.c. is a highly sensitive technique

COOR
2,6 2,4 2,5 3,5

PDMP

R 677

n

CH3

H2C C

Scheme 2.11 Chemical structures of poly(dimethylpheyl methacrylate)s.Poly(2,6-dimethylphenyl
methacrylate) (P2,6DMFM), Poly(2,4-dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (P2,4DMFM), Poly(2,5-
dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (P2,5DMFM), Poly(3,5-dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (P3,
5DMFM). (From ref. [42])
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and gives reproducible results in terms of polymer transitions. The low equivalent
t.s.c. frequency (∼10−4 to 10−2 Hz) leads to enhanced resolutions of the different
relaxation processes, especially the β relaxation process. A thermal peak cleaning
of the t.s.c. global spectra is often used to study broad relaxation peaks as the low
temperature secondary relaxation peaks.

There are at least two ways to obtain information by t.s.c. The first is that for the
global spectra where the polymeric film is polarized by a static electric field at the
polarization temperature Tp and then quenching down to the freezing temperature.
With the field turned off and the sample short circuited the depolarization current
due to dipolar reorientation is measured as the temperature increases from T0 to the
final temperature Tf ≥ Tp.

The second way is to apply the polarization field during the following thermal
cycles.: maintain the sample at Tp, quenching to Tp − 10 ang for a while. The
field is the removed and the sample is quenched to a temperature T0 = Tp − 40.
The depolarization spectra due to a narrow distribution of relaxations the are then
measured upon heating a certain rate above Tp [42].

The global t.s.c. is a convoluted spectrum of all dielectrically active relaxations
excited between Tp and T0. The relaxation time τ (T ) is related to the measured
depolarization current iT by:

τ (T )
P (T)

i (T)
=

T∫
T0

i (T) d

i (T ) t
(2.40)

Where T0 is the initial temperature of the depolarization scan. It is assumed that
the relaxation time constant τ is related to the barrier height or apparent activation
energy Ea in the Arrhenius equation.

The second method of analyzing the thermally cleaned spectrum uses the Eyring
equation:

f = kT

2πh
exp

(−�H �=/RT
)

exp
(
�S �=/RT

)
(2.41)

where k is Boltzmann`s constant, h is Plankcs’s constant and �H �= and �S �= are the
Eyring activated states of enthalpy and entropy, respectively [42].

The imaginary part of the dielectric constant ε′′ at 1 Hz is plotted against T in
Figs. 2.49 and 2.50 shows the global t.s.c.multiplot for PDMPM. The t.s.c depolar-
ization current is analogous to a conventional dielectric loss signal with an equiv-
alent frequency of the order of 10−3 Hz. Therefore, the shape of each spectrum is
similar, except for the very high temperature peaks in t.s.c. thermograms which do
not appear in dielectric a.c. spectra. They are due to free charges and are called ρ

peaks.
The low temperature zone correspond to the β relaxation; the absorption is weak

and is extended over a large span of temperatures. The β process is suggested to be
associated with the motions of the entire side chain groups [156–158].
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Fig. 2.49 Dielectric loss factor at 1 Hz: (�) 2,6-PDMPM; (©) 3,5-PDMPM; (�) 2,5-PDMP; (�)
2,4 PDMPM. (From ref. [41])

The spectra show prominent absorption at high temperature with high and sharp
peaks attributed to the glass-rubber transition. The last peak in t.s.c. spectra corre-
spond to the conductivity of the material; these are the so called ρ peaks and are
present at high temperature.
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Fig. 2.50 Full t.s.c spectra the four polymers i.e. (a) 2,6-PDMPM, at 167◦C; (b) 2,4-PDMPM at
109◦C (c) 3,5-PDMPM at 106◦C; (d) 2,5-PDMPM at 111◦C. (From ref. [41])
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It is interesting to note that 2,6 substitution on the aromatic ring leads to very high
steric hindrance [42,158]. The 2,6-PDMP α -temperature zone is detected higher by
about 50◦C when compared with the other polymers of this group. Differences of
only 3 or 4◦C in the temperature zone are observed among 2,4-PDMP, 3,5-PDMP
and 2,5-PDMP. The main characteristic of 2,5-PDMP is that the dipoles introduced
with the methyl substituent cancel each other because they diverge in direction bt
180◦, consequently interaction with the -COO group dipole is absent.

The α zone of this polymer lies at the lower temperatures, what is attributed
to the lack of dipole-dipole interaction what make easier the segmented mobility.
Concerning the β relaxation, 3,5-PDMP present the most important absorption and
2,5-PDMP have the weakest process in the glass system.

Complex dielectric plane plots for 2,6-PDMP, 2,4-PDMP, 3,5-PDMP, 2,5-PDMP,
are shown in Fig. 2.51. (taken from ref. [42]). In this case the experimental arc is
obtained by shifting the isothermal curves of ε′ and ε′′ in frequency by application of
the time-temperature superposition principle, effecting a horizontal and eventually
a vertical shift of each one. This is made possible by the relaxed and unrelaxed
permittivities (ε0 and ε∞) being nearly temperature independent. In all cases, the
α absorption is represented by skewed arcs which approach the abcissa in the high
frequency region through a straight line. As in the previous systems curves have
been fitted using the Havriliak-Negami [70] empirical equation (2.30) and by the
biparabolic equation [159–162].

ε∗(w) = ε0ε∞
⌊

1 + δ ( jwτ )−k + ( jwτ )−h
⌋

ε0 − ε∞ + ε∞
[
1 + δ ( jwτ )−k + ( jwτ )−h

] (2.42)
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Fig. 2.51 Cole-Cole plots for the polymers studied (+) experimental data; (�) Havriliak-Negami
model; (•) biparabolic model. References temperatures: (a) 2,6-PDMPM, 167◦C; (b) 2,4-PDMPM,
109◦C; (c) 3,5-PDMPM, 106◦C; (d) 2,5-PDMPM, 111◦C. (From ref. [42])
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The mechanical counterpart of this equation comes from a theory of the non-
elastic deformations developed from a molecular mobility model. The parameters
δ, h and k have precise physical meanings, taking into account the effectiveness of
correlation effects exhibited during the molecular motions involved in the process.

From the comparison of the three arcs, shown in Fig. 2.51, the biparabolic equa-
tion fits the experimental data better than the Havriliak – Negami equation (2.28),
even though the two models give good results. The polymer 2,6-PDMP has the
weakest intensity (ε0 − ε∞), meaning that its process of α relaxation involve fewer
dipoles than the others. This is consistent with the fact that the glass transition is
higher at higher temperature. The molecular chains must pass through high po-
tential barriers, so they have many difficulties to overcome in reorienting their
dipoles. 2,5-PDMP has the highest value of ε0 − ε∞ and the smallest α zone of
temperatures.

Obviously in the limit of low and high frequencies the parameters of the two
models determine the frequency dependence of the dielectric loss in the α relaxation
[162, 163].

Therefore they are related by a mathematical equation: at very high frequencies
(w → ∞)k = β(1 − α) and at very low frequencies (w → 0), k = (1 − α).

k and β (1 − α) values depend on the polymer behavior in the range of high
frequencies for the α relaxation i.e. inducing the easiest and fastest coopèrative
motions. On the other hand, h and 1 − α depend on slower movements, higher tem-
peratures, lower frequencies. Therefore, the quantitative values of these parameters
give information about these emotions in proportion to the global α process.

As in the cases previously mentioned, the α processes are assigned to the cooper-
ative motions around Tg. Because of these motions the α process can follow a WLF
behavior for the shift factor αT of the isothermal curves ε′′.

The values for φg , the free volume at the glass transition temperature, are slightly
different from the predicted theoretical value (0.0252 ± 0.005). 2,6-PDMP is the
polymer with the highest value of φg , and this value decreases with temperature
owing to reduced molecular motions. Since the chains of 2,6-PDMP are the slow-
est, the volume set at the glass transition temperature should be the highest .The
value for 2,5-PDMPis quite high especially when is compared with the value of
3,5.-PDMP. The chains of the former are faster and the free volume of the latter is
larger as a result of the two substitutions at positions 3 and 5. The α′ -relaxation
process is attributed to the micro-Brownian motions of the main chain, involving
long cooperative motions. These cooperative motions are a succession of correla-
tive movements in the whole structure which depends on the configuration that the
chains take at each instant and on the available volume.

The main-chain mobility depends slightly on the ease of the lateral group motion,
so the respective positions of the methyl groups influence this mobility because of
their important steric volume [157].

Stronger steric hindrance results from ortho substitution : the phenyl groups are
highly restricted to rotation, and therefore the structure becomes inflexible and the
chains cannot change configuration easily. This is the case for 2,6-PDMP with the
methylgroups in both available ortho positions [42].
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The β zone extend over a large temperature range. This is a characteristic of a
secondary process which involve local motions of the lateral groups [155]. They are
more diversified movements with a large spectrum of relaxation times. Therefore,
thermal cleaning of the t.s.c. global spectra is used to study the broad relaxation
peaks of the low temperature secondary relaxation [42]. This is effective because it
allows one to excite only the specific transition of interest [155].

Figure 2.52 shows the thermally cleaned spectrum for 2,6-PDMP. Each peak
corresponds to a window of polarization of 10◦C and to an extremely narrow
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Fig. 2.52 (a) Partial depolarization according to Tables 2.11 and 2.12 and experimental for details
(b) relaxation maps analysis of 2,6-PDMP. (From ref. [41])
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Table 2.11 Arrhenius parameters for the polymers studied at the polarization temperature Tp and
the temperature at the maximum of each peak Tm. (From ref. [42])

Polymer Tp (◦C) Tm (◦C) log τ Ea (kcal mol−1)

2,6-PDMP −30.0 −20.5 −5.052 8.69
−20.0 −9.6 −5.398 9.48
−10.0 0.8 −5.605 10.13

0.0 12.6 −5.976 11.11
10.0 14.0 −6.222 11.88
20.0 34.4 −6.341 12.46
30.0 43.4 −6.868 13.61
40.0 53.1 −6.821 13.99
50.0 62.7 −6.472 13.85
60.0 73.1 −6.859 14.90

2,4-PDMP −40.0 −29.0 −6.084 9.48
−30.0 −19.7 −6.532 10.39
−20.0 −9.5 −6.532 10.82
−10.0 0.6 −7.661 12.67

0.0 11.8 −7.772 13.37
10.0 23.3 −7.234 13.18
20.0 33.6 −9.056 16.20

3,5-PDMP −40.0 −26.4 −6.645 10.25
−30.0 −17.2 −6.634 10.66
−20.0 −6.3 −7.017 11.59
−10.0 2.9 −6.578 11.42

10.0 23.6 −6.573 12.34
20.0 33.5 −6.916 13.27

2,5-PDMP −40.0 −27.8 −7.142 10.73
−30.0 −19.9 −8.600 12.74
−20.0 −9.8 −7.236 11.66
−10.0 0.1 −8.133 13.25

0.0 9.7 −7.818 13.30
10.0 20.8 −8.605 14.95

relaxation time distribution. The plot of ln τ against 1/T resulting from each
peak integration allow one to determine the activation parameters of the process.
Values of these parameters are shown in Tables 2.11 and 2.12 for the polymers
studied.

Ea is related to �H �= by Ea = �H�= + RT . The value of RT is of the order of
0.5 kcal mol−1 at normal temperatures and is only a small contribution. That is why
the values of Ea and �H �= are so close. These two parameters represent the energy
barrier that the chain must pass through during their movements. The values are in
agreement with a secondary relaxation but too high for only local and independent
motions of the local groups [122].

The activation entropy correspond to the density fluctuations of the material dur-
ing the relaxation process [122, 163, 165].

The initial hypothesis is that the β -relaxation process of the PDMP involved
local and independent motions of the side chains, taking into account the broadness
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Table 2.12 Thermodynamic parameters. (From ref. [42])

Polymer Tp (◦C) Tm (◦C) �H (kcal mol−1) �S (cal deg−1 mol−1) �G (kcal mol−1)

2,6-PDMP −30.0 −20.5 7.8545 −37.0033 16.8463
−20.0 −9.6 8.5041 −35.5008 17.5858
−10.0 0.8 9.1987 −34.6278 18.3059

0.0 12.6 10.1249 −33.0353 19.1435
10.0 24.0 10.8413 −31.9776 19.8910
20.0 34.4 11.3825 −31.5165 20.6168
30.0 43.4 12.4747 −29.1250 21.2998
40.0 53.1 12.8066 −29.4276 22.0175
50.0 62.7 12.6668 −31.0938 22.7101
50.0 73.1 13.6452 −29.3783 23.4282

2,4-PDMP −40.0 −29.0 8.6521 −32.2871 18.1750
−30.0 −19.7 9.5056 −30.2150 16.8479
−20.0 −9.5 9.9120 −30.2856 17.5743
−10.0 0.6 11.6532 −25.1976 18.2801

0.0 11.8 12.3045 −24.7909 19.0724
10.0 23.3 12.0812 −27.3532 19.8221
20.0 33.6 14.9727 −19.0848 20.5646

3,5-PDMP −40.0 −26.4 9.3836 −29.6625 16.2949
−30.0 −17.2 9.7383 −29.8055 16.9810
−20.0 −6.3 10.6185 −28.1440 17.7391
−10.0 2.9 10.4520 −30.2201 18.3998

10.0 23.6 11.2616 −30.4200 19.8706
20.0 33.5 12.1385 −28.9303 20.6151

2,5-PDMP −40.0 −27.8 9.8439 −27.4097 16.2303
−30.0 −19.9 11.7423 −20.8484 18.8079
−20.0 −9.8 10.7118 −27.0967 17.5672
−10.0 0.1 12.2191 −24.5973 18.9446

0.0 9.7 12.2295 −24.5973 18.9446
10.0 20.8 13.8095 −21.0038 19.7536

of the spectra and the distributions of the values for the activation parameters. The
motions are much more complicated that intermolecular and intramolecular motions
occur. A change in conformation or lateral rotation does not occur without a corre-
lated motion of that part of the main chain close to the side group or without a change
of conformation of a neighbouring lateral group. These intermolecular hindrances to
reorientations contribute to the energy barriers and lengthen of the relaxation time.
The two methyl groups have an influence on the flexibility of the lateral groups and
on the free volume of the glassy structure.

In the case of 3,5 substitution, the excluded volume from the rotation of the
disubstituted phenyl is large leading to an increased free volume. The local mo-
tions thus becomes easier in the glassy state. On the contrary, the 2,5 substitu-
tion, for which the net effect of the steric hindrance, the overall bulkiness of the
substituents and absence of dipole-dipole interaction result in a higher segmental
mobility, has not an important available free volume in the glassy structure. The
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first local movements cannot begin easily at low temperature and the β relaxation is
nonexitent.

The secondary process depends on the broadness of the motions and the non-
equilibrium of the polymer during the polarization. Indeed 2,6 PDMP, whose
molecules are the lowest, present a weak β process. The relaxation involve few
dipoles with small motions. Moreover, the chains are closer to their equilibrium
state than the chains of the other polymers and the energy barrier is lower because
the activation parameters are lower.

The molecular mechanism of this secondary relaxation is not well understood
but the important source is thought to be reorientation associated with flexible side
chains [153, 162, 163]. The movements involved at low temperatures are local but
depend on the variation of the packing in the glass about individual reorientating
groups. Therefore, there is a cooperativity in the movements and the correlation
increases with temperature [163, 164].

(b) Dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior
As it has been described previously, dynamic mechanical behavior and viscoelas-
tic relaxation in polymers are closely related to their chemical structure. It is very
well known that poly(phenylmethacrylate) (PPHM) does not show significative vis-
coelastic activity below Tg. On the other hand the presence of –CH2 spacer groups
as in cases previously mentioned, for saturated side chain rings containing poly-
mers, promotes a larger molecular mobility giving rise at least at two viscoelastic
relaxion, like in poly(benzyl methacrylate)s (PBzM) but with low intensity [29].
Likewise in these systems the glass transition temperature diminishes about 50◦C,
relative to that of poly(phenyl methacrylate) (PPHM) [29]. Dielectric studies rela-
tive to these systems show that beside [30, 42] the viscoelastic responses of these
poly(methacrylate)s [42] present two slightly dielectric absorptions below Tg. Be-
sides the above considerations relative to secondary relaxations, it is also important
to analyze the influence of the substituents in the side group on the glass transition
temperature. As it was mentioned above, when the flexibility of the side chain in-
creases, the Tg values diminishes. Therefore, the effect of the side chain structure
on the viscoelastic bevahior of these aromatic polymers is an interesting aspect to
be taken into account, particularly in the case of isomer polymeric materials, i.e.
polymers containing aromatic side chains with substitutions with the same group
but in different positions of the aromatic ring. Poly(dimethyl phenyl methecrylate)s
is an example of these kind of chemical structures.

Figure 2.53 show the real part of the dynamic modulus and loss tangent at 1 Hz
for poly(2,6-dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (2,6PDMP), poly(2,4-dimethylphenyl
methacrylate) (2,4PDMP), poly(2,5-dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (2,5PDMP) and
poly(3,5 dimethylphenyl methacrylate) (3,5PDMP). Its is possible to observe that
2,6PDMP is the polymer which show the higher Tg value and 2,5PDMP the lower
what can be summarized in the next Table 2.13. (From ref. [41]).

Another fact to take into account is that there is no dipole-dipole interaction be-
tween both methylene groups due to the antiparalell position of them. For this reason
it is possible to think that the glass transition temperature of 2,5 PDMP should be
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Fig. 2.53 Dependence of the
storage modulus and loss
tangent with temperature for
2,4PDMP (�), 2,5-PDMP(�),
2,6 PDMP(•) and
3,5-PDMO(
). (From
ref. [41])
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lower because of the higher mobility [41]. These arguments are in good agreement
with the results shown in Table 2.14. In the vitreous zone there is some viscoelastic
activity around −40◦C and 20◦C.

It is noteworthy the comparison with monosubstituted poly(phenyl acrylate)
(PPhA) containing chlorine in the aromatic ring, it has been observed [154] intensive
subglassmechanical absorption which have been attributed to the whole rotation of
the side group. As the side of the chlorine group is similar to that of the methyl
group, it should be expected the same relaxations in the corresponding monmethyl
substituted poly(phenyl acrylate)s and also poly(dimethylphenyl) derivatives. On
the contrary in the case of poly(alkylphenyl methacrylate)s the absence of that ab-
sorption should be attributed to the restriction to molecular mobility due to the α

methyl group in poly(methacrylate) chains. In fact, it is very well known [28, 152]

Table 2.13 Dependence of the temperature of the maximum in tan δ at 1 Hz for the α relaxation
as function of the position of the methyl substituents for 2,4 PDMP, 2,5 PDMP, 2,6 PDMP and
3,5PDMP. (From ref. [41])

Polymer T/◦C

2,4 pdmp 121
2,5 PDMP 108
2,6 PDMP 167
3,5 PDMP 127
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Table 2.14 Summary of the dielectric results for poly(2,4-difluorobenzyl methacrylate)
(P24DFBM), poly(2,5-difluorobenzyl methacrylate) (P25DFBM), and poly(2,6-difluorobenzyl
methacrylate) (P26DFBM). (From ref. [31])

Polymer dε/dw 2n dn/dw 〈μ2〉/x, D2

P24DFBM 1.38 0.09 2.50
P25DFBM 1.09 0.12 1.92
P26DFBM 2.65 0.10 5.00

that the α methyl groups in these systems not only increases considerably the glass
transition temperature, but they also reduce the mobility of the groups which would
be the responsible of the relaxation associated to the Tg.

According to the results dealing with poly(benzyl methacrylate)s [29] it is clear
that the absence of methyl substituents on the phenyl ring and the presence of a
–CH2 spacer group increases the molecular mobility, showing two secondary relax-
ation. Nevertheless they are not enough to compensate the large steric hindrance due
to the α -methyl group.

2.4.4.2 Poly(difluorobenzylyl methacrylate)s

There exist enormous interest in the study of fluorinated polymers with the fluorine
atoms either attached to the main chain or located in the side chains, mainly from
industrial point of view [166]. The cause of this interest lies in the resistance of
most of these polymers to acids and alkalis and their insolubility in common organic
solvents [167]. Moreover, fluorine atoms provide excellent dielectric properties and
weatherability, low coefficient of friction, and chemical inertness to polymers. Be-
cause of the high polarity of the fluorine atoms, small modifications on the structure
arising from the location of these atoms in the chains give rise to important dif-
ferences in the dielectric relaxational behavior of fluorinated polymers [31]. These
polymers are of interest due to their inherent properties such as hydrophobicity, low
surface tension and so forth, and also for the unique structure frequently generated
and the properties arising from the ordering of the side chains [31, 168–170]. As a
consequence of the useful physical properties of fluorinated polymers, material of
this kind are being used for industrial applications [31, 160].

The relaxational behavior of fluorinated polymer is an interesting example for
the analysis of subglass relaxation characterized by an Arrhenius type tempera-
ture dependence of the relaxation times and broad distribution of relaxation times
[171, 172]. The relaxation response is dependent on the experimental probe, and
for a critical interpretation of the dynamics of molecular chains it is necessary in
addition to the use of different problems, experimental data on polymer chains in
which the response is sensitive to conformational changes of determined bonds.
This analysis was performed by Dı́az-Calleja and coworkers [31] using difluori-
nated phenyl isomers of poly(benzyl methacrylate)s (PBM), specifically, poly(2,4-
difluorobenzyl methacrylate) (P24DFBM), poly(2,5-difluorobenzyl methacrylate)
(P25DFBM) and poly(26PDFBM). A sketch of the repeating unit of P24DFBM
is shown in Scheme 2.12.
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Scheme 2.12 Sketch of the repeating unit of poly(2,4-difluorobenzyl methacrylate) (P24DFBM).
(From ref. [31])

Due to the high polarity of these polymers the location of the fluorine atoms in the
aromatic ring play an important role on the molecular motions below glass-rubber
transition. For this reason the knowledge of the mean square dipole moment per
repeating unit, 〈μ2〉/x , which is calculated by means of the Guggenheim- Smith
equation [173–175]:

〈μ2〉
x

= 27kB M0T

2πρNA (ε1 − 2)2

(
dε

dw
− 2n

dn

dw

)
(2.43)

where kB and NA are, respectively, the Boltzman constant and Avogadro’s number,
M0 is the molecular weight of the repeating unit, and ρ and ε1 are, respectively, the
density and the dielectric permittivity of the solvent.

Values of dε/dw and 2n dn/dw for the fluorinated polymers are shown in
Table 2.14

It is interesting to note that the term dε/dw for P26DFBM, which is propor-
tional to the total polarization of the chains, is nearly two times the values of this
quantity for the other polymers. As expected, the term 2n1dn/dw, proportional to
the electronic polarization, is in comparison with dε/dw only slightly dependent
on the chemical structure. The polarity of the polymers, expressed in terms of the
mean-square dipole moment per repeating unit, is very sensitive to the location of
the fluorine atoms in the aromatic ring, as it was mentioned above. This can be seen
also in Table 2.14 according to the values of 〈μ2〉/x .

Dielectric relaxational behavior
The variation of the dielectric loss with temperature at different frequencies for
P26DFBM is shown in Fig. 2.54 at low frequencies, the isochrones exhibit a well
defined subglass γ absorption followed in order of high temperature for the β pro-
cess that overlaps with the low temperature side of the glass-rubber relaxation. The
γ relaxation is poorly defined for P24DFBM as can be seen in Fig. 2.55 where
the values of ε′′ at 100 Hz, are plotted against temperature for the three fluorinated
polymers. The isochrones present a prominent glass-rubber, or α relaxation, that
in the case of P26DFBM is masked by conductivity contributions at frequencies
below 10 Hz. This behavior is also observed in other systems previously reported.
The intensity of the α relaxation of P26DFBM, measured in terms of the height
of the peak, is about three times that of the glass-rubber relaxation of P24DFBM
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(
ε′′) as a function of temperature for P24DFBM at several

frequencies: (�) 105, (©) 104, (�) 103, (X) 102, (�) 101, (•) 100, and (♦)10−1 Hz. (From ref. [31])

and P25DFBM. The relaxation maps corresponding to these polymers are shown in
Fig. 2.56.

The glass-rubber relaxation are located in the mechanical spectra, at 1 Hz in the
vicinity of the respective calorimetric glass-transition temperatures. The intensity
of the α peak for P24DFBM, expressed in terms of the height of the loss peak, is
slightly higher than the intensities of the peaks corresponding to P25DFBM and
P26DFBM.

The molecular origin in polymers with flexible polar groups is generally at-
tributed to motions of these groups [176]. The fact that the γ relaxation is poorly
defined in P25DFBM where the two Car—F dipoles of the phenyl groups can-
cel out suggests that this relaxation in P24DFBM and P26DFBM is associated to
the motions of the CH2–Car bonds in the side groups. The overlapping of the β

and α relaxations are indicative that motions in the whole side groups may in-

Fig. 2.55 Comparative plots
showing the dielectric loss ε′′

against temperature, at
100 Hz, for (�) P24DFBM,
(©) P25DFBM and
(♦)P26DFBM.
(From ref. [31])
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Fig. 2.56 Arrhenius plots for
the α dielectric relaxation of
(�) P24DFBM, (�)
P25DFBM and (♦)
P26DFBM and the γ

processes of (©) P24DFBM,
and (•) P26DFBM.
(From ref. [31])
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tervene in the development of the former process. These motions coupled with
the micro-Brownian motions of the main chain, surely also intervene in the α

relaxations.
The fact that the three polymers behave on a rather different way despite their

structural similarities may be explained by analyzing the conformational and dipolar
properties of the model compound of the repeating units. Molecules like 2,4-, 2,5-,
and 2,6-difluorobenzyl 2,2-dimethyl propionates (2,4, 2,5 and 2,6 DFP) have been
employed for the conformational analysis [31]. Scheme 2.13 Is a representation of
the model molecules.

Charges assigned to every atom are employed both to compute the Coulombic
term of conformational energies and the molecular dipole moment. Nevertheless,
arrows in Scheme 2.13 represent main contributions to the molecular dipole mo-
ment arising from the ester group and the Car—F bonds which are used only for
qualitative analysis [31] The molecular calculation strategy is performed following
common procedures for this purpose and the appropriate computational packages
[31, 177–179]. A great amount of conformations for each molecule is obtained by

rotation over the CO—CH2Car (φ1) and OCH2—CarCar (φ2) bonds.

CH3

CH3 CH3

C

O H H F

F

O φ1

φ2

μes

μCF

μCF

C C

Scheme 2.13 Rough sketch of the molecule 2,4-difluorobenzyl 2,2-dimethylpropionate (2,4-DFP)
used as model compound for the repeating unit of the corresponding polymer. Rotations over CO—
CH2Car (φ1) and OCH2—Car Car (φ2) bonds are drawn in their planar trans conformation which
is represented by φ1 = φ2 = 180◦. Arrows represent main contributions to the molecular dipole
moment, arising from the ester group and the Car—F bonds. These contributions are indicated only
for illustrative purposes, since actual calculations of dipole moments were performed with partial
charges assigned to every atom of the molecule. (From ref. [31])
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Fig. 2.57 The distribution of probabilities, computed at 25◦C for the conformations of 2,4-DFP
obtained by rotation of φ1 and φ2 angles. (From ref. [31])

The results of this procedure indicate that the three molecules are quite similar
as far as the conformational freedom is concerned. For instance, conformational
partition functions evaluated by Diaz Calleja et al. [31] amount to 68.3, 70.6 and
61.5, respectively, for 2,4-, 2,5-, and 2,6-DFP molecules at 25◦C. The distribution
of probabilities, computed at 25◦C for the conformations of 2,4-DFP obtained by
rotation of φ1 and φ2 angles are represented in Fig. 2.57.

The results give four areas of high probability plus a crest obtained with any
value of φ2 provided that φ1 ≈ 180◦ indicating that the phenyl ring is almost freely
rotating when the whole ester group is in the planar trans conformation. On the
contrary, the probability becomes rather low, i.e. the energy is high, when φ1 ≈ 01

regardless of the value of φ2 or, in other words the cis conformation of the CO—
CH2Car bond are forbidden. Although the conformational characteristics of these
three molecules are quite alike, their dipole moments are rather different, as can be
seen in Table 2.15.

Therefore the comparison of the dielectric spectra of P25DFBM with those of
P24DFBM and P26DFBM leads to conclude that the motions about the Car—CH2

bonds are involved in the development of the subglass γ relaxation. The overlap-
ping of the α and the β relaxations that partially or totally mask the latter process

Table 2.15 Summary of the dipolar results obtained for 2,4-, 2,5-, and 2,6-DFP Molecules.
(From ref. [31])

Molecule μmin, D μmax, D 〈μ2〉, D2 〈μ2〉1/2, D

2,4-DFP 0.31 3.66 6.05 2.46
2,5-DFP 1.29 3.09 3.35 1.83
2,6-DFP 0.35 4.47 4.40 2.10

Averaged values were computed at 25◦C.
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suggests that motions occurring in the whole side chain presumably intervene in the
β relaxation.

The dielectric relaxation strength of the polymers follows the same trends as the
mean-square dipole moments per repeating unit. Thus P26DFBM and P25DFBM
which have the higher and lower values of 〈μ2〉/x , 5.00 and 1.92 D2 at 25◦C,
respectively.

The fact that the glass-transition temperature of the high polarity P26DFBM and
P25DFBM, in spite of the similarity of the flexibility of the three polymers, hints to
dipolar intermolecular intermolecular interactions as responsible for the differences
observed between the Tg’s of the phenyl difluorinated. On the other hand Molecular
Mechanics give a good account of the differences observed in the polarity of the
three polymers containing fluorinated phenyl moieties assuming that the side groups
are in planar or nearly planar conformation.

2.4.4.3 Poly(dichlorobenzyl methacrylate)s

Another interesting family is that of poly(monochlorobenzylmethacrylate)s (PM-
ClBM and poly(dichlorobenzylmethacrylate)s (PDClBM). Scheme 2.14 Show the
chemical structures of these polymers. The dielectric relaxational behavior of these
polymers, studied by determining the components of the complex dielectric permit-
tivity ε∗ . Two relaxation processes, labelled as α and β relaxations, can be observed
in Fig. 2.58. Both relaxations are associated, as in all the previous systems, to the
glass transition temperature α and β as a shoulder of the main relaxation. As in pre-
vious systems, at low frequencies and high temperatures a conductive contribution
can be observed. To split α and β relaxations the dielectric loss ε′′ is described using
the Hopping model [39, 86]:

ε′′ = σ

εωS
(2.44)

where σ is the conductivity, ε is dielectric permittivity of the vacuum, ω is the angu-
lar frequency and s is a parameter to be determined. In this case ionic conductivity
predominates over partial blocking phenomena.

The activation energy as in previous systems is analyzed using an Arrhenius
type plot like that represented in Fig. 2.59 [39]. Following the strategy reported by
Dı́az Calleja et al. [39] it can be concluded β that relaxation behavior of PMCBM
and PDCBM is complex and in general these polymers show two main relaxations
associated to the dynamic glass transition temperature and a diffuse relaxation. Ac-
cording to the results reported in ref. [39], the relative position of the chlorine atoms
in the benzyl ring influences directly the position and the strength of the secondary
relaxation. This results is indicative that the benzyl ring take part on the β relaxation
and the relative position of the chlorine atoms determines the glass transition tem-
perature. The mechanical measurements shown in Fig. 2.60, of PDCBM confirm
these results [39].
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Scheme 2.14 Chemical structures of PMCBM and PDCBM. (From ref. [39])

The mean-square dipole moment depends on the relative position of the chlorine
atom. The mean-square dipole moment for P3MCBM and P2,4DCBM are similar,
and the same is true for P4MCBM and P3,5DCBM. As the dipole moment is re-
lated to the relaxation strength by means of the Onsager-Fröhlic-Kirkwood equation
(OFK) [181, 182] the α and β relaxations using this equation show a rough esti-
mation of the of the combination factor for the combined α and β relaxations. The
results show that the correlation factors with those obtained in solution for polymers
with similar structure, suggests that the intramolecular correlations are dominant in
these systems.
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Fig. 2.58 Dielectric permittivity (solid) and loss (open), (triangle) 104 Hz, (circle) 102 Hz, (square)
100 Hz. (a) P2MCBM, (b) P3MCBM, (c) P4MCBM, (d) P2,3 DCBM, (e) P2,4DCBM, (f)
P2,5DCBM, (g) P2,6DCBM, (h) P3,4DCBM, and (i) P3,5DCBM. (From ref. [39])
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Fig. 2.59 Arrhenius plots for PMCBM and PDCBM. (From ref. [39])

Fig. 2.60 Storage and loss moduluss for (a) P2,3DCBM, (b) P2,4DCBM, (c) P2,5DCBM,
(d) P2,6DCBM. (From ref. [39])
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2.5 Viscoelastic Properties of Poly(itaconate)s

Itaconic acid is a bifunctional monomer obtained by the fermentation process using
Aspergilius itaconicus and Aspergilius terreus fungi [182, 183].

Esterification of itaconic acid is a very interesting way to obtain monomers that
present an attractive array of possible structural variations. Mono and diesterifica-
tion of itaconic acid can be carried out, obtaining monomers and polymers having
either one or two of the carboxyl groups esterified in each monomer. Monoesters
can also be selectively esterified in order to obtain diesters with two different side
groups, specifically methyl-alkyl-diesters can be obtained [182, 183]. Mono and di-
esterification of itaconic acid can be carried out, obtaining monomers and polymers
having either one or two of the carboxyl group esterified in each monomer. Mo-
noesters can also be selective esterified in order to obtain diester with two different
side groups, specifically methyl-alkyl diesters [184].

The variation of the nature of the ester group, depending on mono and diesters
derivatives provides several different polymer series with very interesting properties
[183–196].

Polymerization of these monomers is commonly achieved by radical polymeriza-
tion in solution and/or in bulk. Poly(monoitaconate)s may be considered as typical
comblike-polymers depending on the length of the side chain in the case of aliphatic
derivatives [191, 192].

The effect of the length of the side chain and the presence of the carboxylic
group have been taken into account to explain the particular conformational behav-
ior of some of these poly(itaconate)s [191, 192]. The effect of the length of the side
group and the presence of the carboxylic group are the responsible of the particular
conformational behavior of some poly(monoitaconate)s [191, 192]. On the other
hand poly(di-n-alkyl itaconate)s obtained from diester of itaconic acid and lower
unbranched alcohols, show important changes in both solution and the solid state
properties [182–185].

The chemical versatility of this family of polymers represent an interesting field
to analyze the dynamic-mechanical and dielectric analysis of polymers. The fact
that is possible to obtain polymers with mono and disubstitution is a good way to be
able to know which is the effect of the variation of the fine chemical structure on the
viscoelastic responses of these materials. In fact, mono and disubstituted structures
should be interesting in order to analyze the effect of the side chain structure on the
relaxational behavior of these systems, and of course, to get confidence about the
origin of the molecular motions responsible of the conformational changes that take
place in these systems. By this way it is possible to obtain important information
about the relaxation processes that can be observed in substituted vinyl polymers.
The thermal stability, dielectric, dilute solution behavior, poly(electrolyte)s and ion
exchange behavior, biological and ati-tumor behavior and response to high –energy
radiation, viscoelastic properties of members of several series of poly(itaconate)s
and copolymers containing itaconate units has been assessed by several authors
[197–200, 200–237].
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2.5.1 Poly(itaconate)s Containing Aliphatic and Substituted
Aliphatic Side Chains

The viscoelastic behavior of poly(mono-n-octylitaconate) (PMOI) and poly(mono-
β n-decyl itaconate) (PMDI) (see Scheme 2.15) shows three relaxations peaks
between −120 and 140◦C and a prominent subglass relaxation is observed near
−60◦C. In this system a slight viscoleastic activity labeled as β ′ is observed at
room temperature and then a high temperature peak (α) probably related to the glass
transition temperature as can be observed in Figs. 2.61 and 2.62. This is a behav-
ior similar to that observed for amorphous polymers [237]. A similar viscoelastic
response is observed in both polymers. A weak relaxation phenomenon is present
near room temperature. The activation energies can be obtained using the typical
Arrhenius plot of Ln fm vs T−1 which in both systems are 25 kcal mol−1. These
values are obtained from the plots shown in Fig. 2.63.

In these systems, it is interesting to note that they show two new relaxations
at higher temperatures than those for the former dielectric measurements in PMOI
and PMDI. One of them can be assigned to the classical glass transition in both
polymers. By using different theoretical procedures, the curves for the loss mod-
ulus in the relaxation zones can be fitted and then interpreted. Figure 2.63 show
an Arrhenius like plot which represent this behavior. The viscoleastic behavior of
these systems is appropriately described using the classical fitting procedures used
for similar systems and described previously [69].

According to the results shown for these polymers, the effect of the side chain
structure on the viscoelastic and thermal behavior, play an important role. The effect
of the carboxylic group by one hand and the length of the hydrophobic side chain
on the other, are the driving forces responsible of the relaxational behavior in this
family of poly(itaconate)s.

The effect of the side chain structure on the relaxational behavior of poly
(itaconate)s was studied by Dı́az Calleja and coworkers [238] in a family of
poly(di-n-alkyl and diisoalkylitaconate)s. Specifically in poly(dimethyl itaconate)
(PDMI), poly(diethylitaconate) (PDEI), poly(di-n-propyl itaconate) (PDPI), poly
(di-n-butylitaconate) (PDIBI), poly(diisopropylitaconate) (PDIPI) and poly
(diisobutylitaconate) (PDIBI). These systems show three dielectric relaxation pro-
cesses, labelled as α, β and γ . Nevertheless, in some polymers a poor resolution of

COOH

x = 6 PMOI
x = 8 PMDI

COO

(H2C

(CH2)x

CH2

CH3

C)n

Scheme 2.15 Chemical structure of poly(monoitaconate)s. (From ref. [237])
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Fig. 2.61 Storage and loss
moduli for PMOI as a
function of temperature at 0.1
(•), (X) and 10 (�) Hz.
(From ref. [237])
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the peaks is observed at low temperature. The mechanical behavior follows a similar
behavior.

Figure 2.64. represents the storage modulus and the loss tangent at 1 Hz, for
PDMI, PDEI, PDPI and PDBI as a function of temperature. Clearly the relaxation
associated to the glass transition (Tg) is observed together with the effect of the
length of the side chain on the relaxation process. The values of the temperature
for tan δmax for the four polymers are 95◦C, 71◦C, 58◦C and 30◦C respectively.
These values can be correlated with the corresponding values for the four first
poly(meyhacrylate)s of the series (105, 74, 34, 18◦C). Figure 2.65, show that the
effect of the decrease of Tg with the side chain is more sensitive in the case of
poly(methacrylate)s than in the case of poly(itaconate)s. It is indicative that in spite
of the double esterification the puckering effect is more important in the case of
poly(itaconate)s than in poly(methacrylate)s.

At low temperatures, cannot be detected viscoelastic activity defined in terms
of loss tangent. Using the modulus E” Fig. 2.66 the results are better. Nevertheless
the resolution remain weak although is higher than that reported by Cowie et al.
[239–241].
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Fig. 2.62 Storage and loss moduli for PMDI as a function of temperature at 0.1(•), 1 (X) and 10
(�). (From ref. [237])

For polymers containing branched side chains Fig. 2.67 show the variation of the
modulus E’, E” and the loss tangent for PDIPI and PDIBI in the temperature range
under study. Two relaxations can be observed where the most prominent is the α

relaxation associated to the glass transition as in the systems previously reported. Tg
increases as the volume of the side chain increases. This result is in good agreement
with that observed for the corresponding family of poly(methacrylate)s [242].

The results corresponding to dielectric relaxation measurements are more explicit
than the mechanical ones. Figure 2.68 shows the data corresponding to ε′ and tan δ

for the four first members of the series of poly(itaconate)s.
The dielectric spectrum for polymers with bulky side chains are shown in

Fig. 2.69 for PDIPI and PDIBI. In these cases beside the prominent α relaxations it
is possible to observe conductive contributions at low frequencies and high temper-
atures. A relaxation map is summarized in Fig. 2.70.
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Fig. 2.63 Log aT against T−1

for the β relaxation of
PMOI(•) and PMDI(©).
(From ref. [237])
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The resolution of the peaks corresponding to the dielectric relaxations is better
when the dielectric loss modulus formalism is used.

Figures 2.71 and 2.72 show conductivity contributions perhaps also overlapped
by interfacial effects which are present for the peak at higher temperatures than
that of the α relaxations. However there is not a clear correlation between the po-
sition of the peak and the length or shape of the side groups in these polymers.

Fig. 2.64 Storage and loss
tangent for (•), PDMI, (X)
PDEI(©) and (
) PDBI as a
function of the temperature at
1 Hz. (From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.65 Dependence of the
maxima of tan δ (1 Hz) on the
n-alkyl length.
(From ref. [238])
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That is an evidence of the spurious character of the contribution that can be at-
tributed to free charges coming from impurities or the remainder of the solvent or
initiator.

Figure 2.73 shows the plots for mechanical tan δ for PMMA, PDMI and PMMI.
The first and third for comparison with the second. According to these results the β

Fig. 2.66 Loss modulus for
the same polymers under the
same conditions as in
Figure 2.4: (•) PDMI, (X)
PDEI, (©) PDPI, (
) PDBI.
(From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.67 Storage, loss modulus and loss tangent for (•) PIPI, and (©) PIBI as a function of the
temperature at 1 Hz. (From ref. [238])

relaxation in PMMA persists in PDMI. This is the result of a more restricted motion
than in the former or is probably overlapped by the α relaxation present in PDMI at
lower temperatures than in PMMA.

The γ relaxation could be due to coordinated motions of the ester and acid
groups. The dielectric results in terms of M” are shown in Fig. 2.74.

As a general comment about these systems, the molecular motions which would
bw responsible for the sub. Tg relaxations in PDIPI and PDIBI can be due to the
side chain where the spacer group –CH2- is present, because there is no indication
of the β relaxation that is associated with motions of the carboxyalkyl group directly
joined to the main chain. This relaxation is always present, near room temperature.
The values of the activation energies are in good agreement with the position of the
peaks.

The presence of relaxations at very low temperatures such at that observed
in Fig. 2.68 for PDPI and PDBI is in good agreement with that observed for
poly(methacrylate)s [57].

Finally the δ relaxation in PDMI is found at lower temperatures than in PDPI.
The long sequence of –CH2- of the n-alkyl side groups give rise to a variety of
degrees of freedom that can be the responsible for the relaxations observed. The
potential barrier opposed in this case should be only intramolecular. Nevertheless
the cooperativity due to the oxycarbonyl group cannot be disregarded in the motions
which gives rise to the absorption. Motions in which more than one group play some
role cannot be disregarded [238].
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Fig. 2.68 Permittivity and loss tangent for Storage, loss modulus and loss tangent for (•)PDMI,
(©) PDEI, (∇) PDPI, (
) PDBI. The variation of tan δ at lower temperatures for PDPI and PDBI
is also shown at the bottom. Symbols are the same as those of the main figure. (From ref. [238])

2.5.2 Dielectric Relaxational Behavior

Poly(mono-cyclohexylitaconate) (PMCHI) (see Scheme 2.16) is a polymer that
present several interesting characteristis. By one hand is a polymer containing a
cyclohexyl group what, as it was discussed in previous sections, is a chemical struc-
ture that provide several relaxational responses due to the conformational versatility
of the saturated cyclic side chain.

The dielectric behavior of PMCHI was studied by Dı́az Calleja et al. [210] at
variable frequency in the audio zone and second, by thermal stimulated depolariza-
tion. Because of the high conductivity of the samples, there is a hidden dielectric
relaxation that can be detected by using the macroscopic dynamic polarizability α∗

defined in terms of the dielectric complex permittivity ε∗ by means of the equation:

α∗ = ε∗ − 1

ε∗ + 2
(2.45)
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Fig. 2.69 Permittivity and
loss tangent for (•) PDPI and
(©) PDBI. (From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.70 Dielectric relaxation map, ln f vs T−1 showing α, β, γ and δ relaxational zones in the
range of frequency and temperature studied: (•) PDMI, (©) PDEI, (∇) PDPI, (
) PDBI, (⊗)
PDIBI. PDIPI is omitted for clarity of the figure. (From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.71 Dielectric loss
moduli for PDMI (•), PDEI
(X), PDPI (∇), and PDBI
(
)as function of
temperature. (From
ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.72 Dielectric loss
moduli for PIPI (©) and PIBI
(•) as function of temperature
at 1 Hz. (From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.73 Comparison of the
mechanical loss tangent for
PMMA (•), PDMI (©), and
PMMA (�)at 1 Hz as a
function of temperature.
(From ref. [238])
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Fig. 2.74 Dielectric loss
moduli for the same polymers
as in Fig. 2.13, as function of
the temperature at 1 Hz:
PMMA (∇), PDMI (•),
PMMI (X). (From ref. [238])
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Scheme 2.16 Chemical structure of poly(monocyclohexyl itaconate). (From ref. [210])

where ε∗ is the complex permittivity.
The transformation performed by this equation is a good way for the analysis of

the dielectric relaxations in the zone of high temperatures and low frequencies of
the spectrum.

Figure 2.75, shows the real and imaginary part of the dielectric permittivity at
three characteristic frequencies two relaxation processes are clearly observed, one
of them at low temperatures and the other al slightly lower room temperature. The
second phenomenon is followed by an increasing of the loss due to conductivity,
specially at low frequencies. Figure 2.76, shows the thermodepolarization spectra
at two measurement conditions. The results in terms of tan δ(= ε′′/ε′) are shown in
Fig. 2.77, which reveals for the audio-frequency measurements a γ ′ relaxation pro-
cess with an activation energy of 9 kcal mol−1 calculated by means of the Arrhenius
equation from Ln υm vs T−1 where υm is the frequency of the maxima in tan δ. This
relaxation (β) is overlapped by the next relaxation which is progressively broad-
ening with increasing frequency. This behavior is similar to that found for other
poly(monoitaconate)s [243–245].

At the same time, the activation energy calculated from the maxima in tan δ

increases from 28 to approximately 56 kcal mol−1. This effect together with the
asymmetric shape of the curves would indicate the presence of two sub relaxations,
β1 and β2 in the increasing temperature sense.

The high conductivity observed at low frequencies would overlap the existence
of another new relaxation (Fig. 2.78) what is very similar to that found for transfer
complexes [243, 244] in which some of them have a pronounced semiconductor
character. In this kind of compounds, the observation of dielectric relaxations over
room temperature is inhibited by the high conductivity observed. To avoid this prob-
lem and to detect the conductivity effect, it is possible to use the complex polariz-
ability α∗ defined by equation [182]. The transformation defined by equation (2.45),
has been applied with good results in the case of dielectric relaxation peaks in terms
of α′′ or tan δα .
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Fig. 2.75 ε′ (top) and ε′′

(bottom) for PMCHI (•)
1 kHz; (X)10 kHz; (◦)
100 kHz. (From ref. [210])
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The variation of tan δα (referred to the polarizability α) as function of temperature
is shown in Fig. 2.79. The activation energy value for this relaxation, calculated
according to an Arrhenius equation for the five maxima, is 16 kcal mol−1. This is a
small value for a glass transition temperature, but not too much considering that in
this case a small part of the macromolecule is activated from the dielectric point of
view at higher temperatures than that of the β relaxation.

By comparing both series of results it is possible to conclude that the TSDC spec-
trum is notably more detailed, because it correspond to lower frequencies due to the
greater splitting of the relaxation peaks. However both types of measurements can
be considered as complementary. The technique used in charge-transfer complexes
has been shown to be useful also in the case of polymers with high conductivity at
high temperatures.

2.5.3 Dynamic Mechanical Relaxational Behavior

Figure 2.80 shows three main relaxations at different temperatures which are la-
beled as γ, β and α relaxations. The γ relaxation is attributed to the motions of
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Fig. 2.76 Themally
stimulated depolarization
currents (TSDC). Top: (X);
Tmax = 90◦C; Tp = 50◦C;
E = 200 V/mm. Bottom: (X):
Tmax = 70◦C; Tp = 20◦C;
E = 150 V/mm. Arrows
denote the polarization
temperatures. (From
ref. [210])
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Fig. 2.77 Variation of tan δ

as function of temperature for
PMCHI. Top: representation
of the β relaxation:
(•)0.2 kHz; (X) 0.5 kHz; (�)
1 kHz; (
) 2 kHz; (♦)
100 kHz. Middle: tanδe for
PMCHI at (•) 1, (X) 10, and
(◦) 100 kHz in the complete
range of measurements.
Bottom: Representation of the
γ relaxation: (�) 0.5 kHz; (•)
1 kHz; (◦) 2 kHz. (From
ref. [210])
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Fig. 2.78 Variation of tan��

as function of the frequency
for PMCHI: (•) 71◦C; (X)
80◦C; (◦) 88◦C; (♦) 95◦C;
(
) 100◦C. (From ref. [210])
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the cyclohexyl group, specifically to the chair-to-chair flipping of the ring; and the
β relaxation to the rotation of the side carboxylic groups. In this case a mechani-
cal model to analyze the α relaxation consider an isotropic continuum containing
spherical isotropic non-interacting particles. The peaks shown in Fig. 2.80, are
labeled as α, β and γ .

The γ relaxation at very low temperatures is a narrow mechanical absorption
with an activation energy of 13 kcal mol−1.

At higher temperatures a new relaxation process appears. In this case the drop
in the storage modulus is higher, by nearly a decade, and from this point of view
this mechanical absorption has characteristic intermediate between an absorption
associated with a Tg and a secondary relaxation.

In the high temperature tail of the β relaxation and as a shoulder, there is evi-
dence of a new relaxation which can be seen clearly at higher frequencies. As it was
previously reported, dielectric measurements carried out on the same polymer show
evidence of a new relaxation which cannot be observed directly, because of the high
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Fig. 2.79 Variation of tan δα

(referred to the polarizability
α) as function of temperature:
(•) 71◦C; (X) 80◦C; (◦) 88◦C;
(
) 95◦C; (∇)100◦C. (From
ref. [210])
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conductivity in the high-temperature zone of the spectrum. In order to make this
phenomenon evident, a transformation from dielectric permittivity to polarizability
has been demonstrated by Dı́az Calleja et al. [209] to be a useful for this purposes.
Mechanical relaxation measurements seem to be more clear in this respect [209]
and a shoulder is observed in this case.

As a general comment about the dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior of
this polymer, the results are consistent with dielectric data [210] and with the fact
that no glass transition phenomenon is observed, at least in the range of temperature
studied. This is striking in an amorphous polymer. It is likely that the residual part
of the molecule mechanically active above the temperature of the β relaxation is
only a small one, and this is the reason for the low loss observed in the α zone.

2.5.4 Dielectric Relaxational Behavior of Poly(diitaconate)s

Poly(dicyclohexyl itaconate)s

Polymers derived from itaconic acid show several relaxations below room temper-
ature [245]. When these polymers contain cyclohexyl groups in the side chain like
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Fig. 2.80 Storage (upper
curves) and loss (lower
curves) moduli of PMCHM
at three frequencies: (•) 0.1,
(X) 1, (◦) 10 Hz. (From
ref. [210])
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Scheme 2.17 Chemical structure of poly(dicyclohexylitaconate) (PDCHI). (From ref. [245])

poly(dicyclohexylitaconate) shown in Scheme 2.17, a prominent relaxation at about
−75◦C.

This is a typical relaxation for this kind of polymers [246, 247] and it has been
attributed to the chair-to-chair conformational transition of the cyclohexyl ring like
in the cases of poly(cycloheyl methacrylate)s.
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The dynamic loss modulus for PDCHI is shown in Fig. 2.81 where two relaxation
processes can be observed at −75◦C and −18◦C at 1 Hz. which are labelled as γ

and β.
From an Arrhenius type plot like that of Fig. 2.82 the activation energies for these

processes are obtained an the values are 14.6 and 57.0 kcal mol−1. these results give
some idea about the differences in sizes of groups involved in the relaxation.

To obtain information about both relaxations, the Eyring equation, from the the-
ory of absolute reaction rates, for the dependence of the frequency of an absorption
peak on temperature has been used:

f = kT

2πh
exp

(
−�G

RT

)
(2.46)

where k and h are the Boltzmann and Plank constants R is the gas constant and �G
is the Gibbs free energy of the barrier to the relaxation process. Therefore from the
classical relation:

�G = �H − T�S (2.47)

7.107
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5.107

3.107

107

–100 –80 –60 –40
Temperature (°C)

–20 0 20

Fig. 2.81 Dynamic loss modulus at (•) 0.3 Hz; (◦) 1 Hz; (
) 10 Hz. (From ref. [246])
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Fig. 2.82 Dielectric permittivity and loss for PDCBI (�) 5×104 Hz, (�) 5×103 Hz, (�) 5×102 Hz,
(©) 5×101 Hz, and (
) 5×100 Hz. (From ref. [60])

It is possible to obtain:

ln f = ln
k

2πh
+ �S

R
− �H

RT
(2.48)

The experimental results show that the activation entalphy of the β relaxation
is for times that of the γ relaxation and the activation entropy is ten times greater.
Starkweather has described the secondary relaxation a simple or complex accord-
ing to the value of the activation entropy. In general there is low cooperativity in
the former relative to the latter. Motions of small groups at cryogenic temperatures
are examples of the first type of relaxation while some β relaxations involving the
participation of the main chain are representative of the second.
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poly(diitaconate)s Containing Different Cyclic Side Chains

The dielectric relaxational behavior of several poly(diitaconate)s containing cyclic
rings in the side chain (see Scheme 2.18) show different behaviors at low tempera-
tures depending on the chemical structure of the polymers.

Figures 2.82, 2.83, and 2.84 illustrate the dielectric permittivity and loss for PD-
CBI, PDCHpI and PDCOI at different frequencies. The α relaxation associated to
the glass transition is clearly observed in these Figures. The β relaxation is also
observed as a shoulder in the low temperature side of the α relaxation. Moreover,
γ and δ relaxations are also present depending on the structure of the polymer.
Particularly, for PDCHpI only a weak subglass activity is observed in the low range
of temperatures.

According to the results reported in these works, polymer with even-membered
rings display more prominent relaxational activity than those with odd-membered
rings.

Assuming that the subglass dielectric activity observed in these poly(diitaconate)s
have a similar origin than that observed in mechanical measurements by Heijboer
[28] the results for these systems are in good agreement with those previously
reported.

CH2 C

COO

COO

CH2

n
CH2 C

COO

CH2

COO

n

CH2 C

COO

CH2

COO

n

PDCpHpl PDCOI

PDCBI

I

Scheme 2.18 Chemical structures of poly(dicyclo butyl, heptyl and octyl itaconate)s. (From
ref. [60])
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Fig. 2.83 Dielectric
permittivity and loss for
PDCHpI (�) 5×104 Hz, (�)
5×102 Hz, and (©) 5×101.
(From ref. [60])
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In the case of PDCHI, measurements at lower temperatures allow to visualize
more clearly the δ relaxation as shown in Fig. 2.85. In this case a new relaxational
process appears, which is labeled as γ relaxation.

γ and δ relaxations are attributed to the motions in the four-membered ring, with-
out excluding the possibility of some type of cooperation of the ester group. There-
fore it is possible to speculate that the butterfly motions inside the four-membered
ring are involved in these two processes.

The γ relaxation for PDCOI can be analyzed using the classical procedures.
According to previous research [28], the eight-membered ring has a prominent
γ mechanical loss that is higher than the six, ten-, and twelve-membered ring
analogues. A large number of conformations is possible for cyclooctane ring.
Two of the following groups of these conformations are particularly important:
the boat-to-chair family and the corona family, to which also belong the chair-
to-chair and twisted chair-to-chair conformations. The mechanical loss peak is
attributed [28] to some type of boat-to-chair inversion or boat-to-chair to twist
chair-to-chair interconversion. Moreover, the activation energy of the mechani-
cal γ relaxation of poly(cyclooctyl methacrylate) is 44.3 kJ mol−1 which is very
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Fig. 2.84 Dielectric
permittivity and loss for
PDCOI (�) 3×102 Hz, (©)
3×101 Hz, and (
)
3×100 Hz. (From ref. [60])
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close to the result obtained for the dielectric γ relaxation of PDCOI. For this
reason it is possible to conclude that the conformational transition inside the
cyclooctane ring are responsible for the γ -dielectric relaxation of
PDCOcI.

A β relaxation is observed as a shoulder of the α relaxation in all the polymers
under study in this section. This type of β relaxation is commonly attributed to
rotational motions of the lateral chain as a whole as in poly (alkyl methacrylates)
[34–40, 60, 61].

2.6 Viscoelastic Properties of Poly(thiocarbonate)s

As a general example of another systems that show interesting responses from
relaxational point of view, condensation polymers like poly(carbonate)s and poly
(thiocarbonate)s are a new group of polymers to be analyzed. Poly(thiocarbonate)s
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Fig. 2.85 Loss permittivity at low temperature for PDCBI: δ and γ relaxations (�) 620 Hz, (�)
1820 Hz, (�)2610 Hz, (X) 3750 Hz, and (•) 12.000 Hz. (From ref. [60])

(PTC) is a family of polymers whose thermal properties, Tg, unperturbed dimen-
sions and partial specific volumes has been reported [248–252]. The dielectric prop-
erties of these polymers were recently studied [253–256]. Relaxational studies on
poly(thiocarbonate)s are scarce, but on the contrary there is much information about
relaxation processes of the analogues poly(carbonate)s (PC). Therefore the study of
PTC is an interesting approach to get confidence about the motions responsible of
the relaxational behavior of these polymers.

One of the first PTC studied from relaxational point of view was poly[2,2-
propane-bis-(4-phenylthiocarbonate)] [257]. The chemical structure of PTC is simi-
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lar to that of PC, (see Scheme 2.19) therefore the starting hypothesis is to assign the
origin of the molecular motions to these polymers in a similar way to that of PC’s.

The dielectric relaxation properties of poly[2,2-propane-bis-(4-phenylthiocarbo-
nate)] have been studied by Diaz Calleja et al. [257] and the crystallinity of the sam-
ples is considered as a trouble which can be eliminated by quenching. The degree of
crystallinity of the polymers is determined by differential scanning calorimetry in
order to investigate the effect of crystallinity on the dielectric behavior. The degra-
dation of the polymer began before the glass transition temperature Tg. The dielec-
tric spectrum is complex showing several relaxation phenomena. With increasing
temperature a γ relaxation is observed at −100◦C (5 kHz). The activation energy
obtained from an Arrhenius plot of lnf vs T−1 is 6 kcal mol−1. At 160◦C the α

relaxation associated to the glass transition temperature (Tg) is clearly detected.
The comparison of the dielectric behavior of these polymers with those of PCs is a
good way to understand the origin of the molecular motions of these polymes.

Important contributions to the effect of the substituents in the carbon atom
between both phenyl rings i.e. the interphenylic carbon atom was reported by
Sundararajan [258–260], Bicerano and Clark [261,262], as well as Hutnik and Suter
[263, 264]. Diaz Calleja et al. [265] have reported the dielectric relaxational behav-
ior of a family of poly(thiocarbonate)s with the basic chemical structure shown in
Scheme 2.19.

The variation of tanδ with temperature at 1 kHz for the six poly(thiocarbonate)s
is represented in Fig. 2.86. In all cases a prominent relaxation associated to the
glass transition temperature labelled as α -relaxation is observed in Figure PT-1. A
secondary relaxation which covers a range of about hundred degrees and which by
comparison with the results reported for PCs is labeled as γ relaxation. Between
80◦C and 100◦C a slightly dielectric activity is observed (β zone) and at −120◦C
another relaxation labelled as δ relaxation for polymers 4,5 and 6.

As a general conclusion, poly(thiocarbonate) behaves in a similar way to poly-
(carbonate)s in particular a γ relaxation appears in the same range of temperatures
in both type of polymers.

C O C
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Polymer 1 2 3 4 5 6

R H –CH3

–CH3 –CH2–CH–(CH3)2

–CH3 –CH3

CH3
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Scheme 2.19 Chemical structures of poly(thiocarbonate)s. (From ref. [258])
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Fig. 2.86 Dielectric loss tangent as function of temperature at 1 kHz for the six polymers of
Scheme 2.19. (From ref [258]) ◦, 1; •, 2; �, 3; � 4; 
, 5; �,6. (From ref. [258])

As Diaz Calleja pointed out [258], physical aging also affects the dielectric prop-
erties between room and higher and lower temperatures. Conductivity contributions
to the loss permittivity are observed in nearly all the polymers under study.
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Chapter 3
Physicochemical Aspects of Polymer
at Interfaces

Summary A discussion of the behavior of polymers at interfaces where the
Langmuir monolayers and Langmuir–Blodgett films are studied. Amphiphilic poly-
mers at the air–water interface are studied through the Langmuir technique. The
study and discussion of surface pressure-area isotherms for different polymers are
performed by using a surface film balance and the results obtained from this tech-
nique are analyzed in terms of the shape of the isotherms. The collapse pressure for
different systems is discussed in terms of the chemical structure of the polymer. The
adsorption of polymers by spreading and from solution is also discussed. Wetting
of solids by a liquid described in terms of the equilibrium contact angle �. At the
appropriate interfacial tensions in the equilibrium the forces acting are analyzed
using the Young’s equation.

Keywords Interface · Langmuir monolayer · Adsorption process · Spreading
solvent · Surface tension · Surface isotherm · Langmuir–Blodgett film · Collapse
pressure · Amphiphilic polymer

3.1 Introduction

The forces acting between two surfaces in contact or near – contact determine the
behavior of a wide spectrum of physical properties. These can include friction, lu-
brication, the flow properties of particulate dispersions, and, in particular, the ad-
sorption and adhesion phenomena, the stability of colloidal system [1, 2] and the
ability to form Langmuir monolayer at the air – water interface.

Polymers at interfaces are an important part of a large number of polymeric
technological applications. The orientation, specific interactions, and higher order
structures of amphiphilic molecules at a quasi two- dimensional plane form the basis
of a variety of interesting phenomena [3–6]. Scheme 3.1 shows a schematic repre-
sentation of this behavior.

The location of a molecule at the interface between two immiscible fluids may
lead to a variety of organizational and dynamic interfacial behavior dependent on the
relatively of the components of the chemical structure of the molecule in each of the

L. Gargallo, D. Radić, Physicochemical Behavior and Supramolecular Organization
of Polymers, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-9372-2 3,
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(a) short amphiphilic molecules

(b) long amphiphilic molecules

Scheme 3.1 Shows the squematic representation of the orientation of one short and long am-
phiphilic molecule under different conditions. (From ref. [5])

phases, two solvents or one solvent and air. In the extreme case, the molecule could
detach completely from the interface and disperse into one or both liquid phases
as individual molecule or aggregates. When the molecule is a macromolecule or a
polymer, the interactions between polymers adsorbed onto surface are important in
many processes.

For example, it is believed that polysaccharides incorporated into the membrane
of a cell are responsible for the cell adhering onto a surface, and, in different area,
polymers adsorbed onto surfaces play an important role in stabilizing industrial col-
loidal dispersions such as paints and inks.

It is from a “colloid” point of view that experiments have been performed to
understand the behavior of polymers at interfaces [7].

There are very important phenomena originated when a polymer is on one in-
terface or close to one interface. Such phenomena include adsorption, adhesion,
monolayer formation, coating and colloidal stabilization. In the majority of cir-
cumstances a polymer adsorbed onto colloidal particles will increase the stability
of a dispersion [8]. The essential feature of polymer or “steric” stabilization is
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Fig. 3.1 Schematic
representation for steric
stabilization. (From ref. [8])

that the adsorbed polymer keeps the core of the particles sufficiently far apart so
that the attractive van der Waals’ interactions between the particles are not strong
enough to cause aggregation. Figure 3.1 shows a schematic representation for a
steric stabilization.

A polymer molecule may also simultaneously adsorb onto both surface, hence
causing flocculation by polymer-bridging mechanism [8]. Figure 3.2 shown this
behavior.

Many other applications of polymers involve their use in multiple phases, such as
composites, reinforced rubbers and adhesives. Consequently, the interaction of the
polymer and the other phase plays an important role in the physical properties of
the system. The properties of polymers at interfaces have been reviewed [1, 8–11].
A number of techniques have been used to study the structure of polymers at inter-
faces such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).

Conventionally, the surface energetic properties of solids in general, are assumed
to be independent of the environment (polar and nonpolar) in which they are im-
mersed. However, Holly and Refojo [12], taking into account contact angle and
hysteresis experiments have concluded that hydrogel surfaces changed their polarity
according to the nature of the environment. Such surface modification phenomena
have been investigated by employing the ESCA method [13, 14], surface acidity
titration [15], contact angle, hysteresis [12,16] and dynamic contact angle measure-
ments [17,18]. Environmentally induced changes in the surface structure have been
observed in those polymers which have relatively mobile surface layers and contain
polar moieties. The polarity is in some cases incorporated by surface modification
techniques, such as plasma treatment [19, 20], chemical oxidation [21], grafting
hydrophilic polymers onto hydrophobic polymers [22–24]. Lee et al. [25] have fol-
lowed the surface modification behavior of polymers of different hydrophilicities
and rigidities by dynamic contact angle measurements and they have evaluated the
time scale of their restructuring. Numerous methods of polymer surface modifi-
cation have already been discussed in the literature [26–28]. One method which
have paid considerable attention in the literature is the modification of polymer

Fig. 3.2 Schematic
representation for the
mechanism of
polymer-bridging
flocculation. (From ref. [8])
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surfaces by plasma treatment. This allows the very rapid chemical modification of
the top few monolayers of material. Two other common methods of polymer surface
modification are ozone treatment [29] and corona discharge [30]. The surface and
interface properties of polymers depend on both the processing conditions used, and
the chemical compositions of the polymer. The surface properties can change in an
unpredictable way due to contamination, weathering and migration of additives or
groups. Alternatively, the surface can be deliberately changed by chemical reactions,
electric discharges, plasma and ion beams and chemical or physical etching. The
thickness of the surface layer affected by these changes will vary in significative
form [31].

The question of polymers or and other polymers such proteins adsorb reversibly
or not has been also a controversial subject. There has been a widespread belief
that adsorption of polymers or proteins at the air – water interface is irreversible.
This is based mainly on two observations. One is that protein molecules change
from a globular shape in solution to an unfolded state at an interface. However,
it is very well known from polymer chemistry that large molecules change their
configuration when they move from one energy environment to another. The surface
is a very different environment from the bulk solution. The change to an extended
configuration in which the protein molecule lowers the free energy of the system by
maximizing contact of nonpolar side chains with the nonpolar phase, within steric
limitations, is understandable [32].

The other observation is that polymers or proteins, although highly soluble in
aqueous solution, are found to be insoluble at the surface in the sense that compres-
sion to surface pressures of about 20 mNm−1 does not usually result in detectable
losses of monolayer. Despite this, desorption measurements have been reported by
a number of workers [33–35]. Some results show that the desorption of proteins
can be measured under suitable conditions and does not support the view that pro-
tein adsorption is an irreversible process. In general, as the molecular weight of
the protein increases, the rate of desorption at a given surface pressure decreases
markedly [7]. The conclusion is that the polymers or proteins of higher molecular
weight require high surface pressures (>30 mNm−1) for significant rates to be mea-
sured. Thus observations on macromolecules which showed little or no desorption
when compressed to pressures of 20–25 mNm−1, although valid, do not necessarily
signify irreversibility.

With the increasing interest in ultrathin organic films for applications as elec-
tronic and electrooptical devices and as models for biological membranes, the Lang-
muir – Blodgett (LB) technique has received considerable attention [36–38]. One
of the advantages of using the Langmuir – Blodgett technique (LB) is that films
of desired structures with thicknesses controlled at the molecular level can be ob-
tained. Initially, research primarily focused on mono and multilayers of low molec-
ular weight molecules. However, these films suffer from thermal and mechanical
instability and are sensitive toward environmental attack. Because to their superior
stability, LB films of polymers are nowadays studied for their application in optical
and electronic devices.
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3.2 Langmuir Monolayers and Langmuir-Blodgett Films

Studies on polymer monolayers spread at air – water interface to characterize their
physical properties, as surface pressure, �, surface potential, �V, surface viscosity,

S, and surface rigidity [39, 40] have been reported abundantly.

These properties have been measured as a function of the surface area, A, which
can be expressed as square Angstroms per monomer unit, Å or in many cases, for
convenience, by square meters per milligram of a polymer, . However, over the
last two decades a great deal of data have been accumulated on the monolayer for-
mation (Langmuir monolayer) of preformed polymers on water and their spreading
behavior [41–43].

Polymer monolayers on the aqueous subphase are studied using the Langmuir
technique as is shown in Scheme 3.2.

Surface pressure-area (� − A) isotherms are obtained normally using a surface
film balance. In those works, extrapolated area and collapse pressure determined
from the surface pressure – area curves have been usually interpreted and compared
with projected area of a monomeric unit by taking into account of chemical structure
of the polymers.

Figure 3.3 shows as an example, the surface pressure-area per repeating unit
(�−A) isotherms of Langmuir monolayers obtaining by spreading of poly(N-vinyl-
2-pyrrolidone) (PVP) on aqueous Na2SO4 subphase, for both molecular weights and
several temperatures [44].

For both high and low molecular weights, there is a temperature dependence. It
is also clear from these Figures that the critical surface pressure values (�C) de-
pend markedly on temperature. The collapse state is characterized by the collapse
pressure or critical surface pressure (�C). This surface pressure can be defined as
the maximum pressure value that the monolayer can reach without expulsion or
rejection of the material in order to form a new tridimensional phase.

The collapse or critical pressure frequently is a highly controversial subject, but
in this collapse area, the compression of the monolayer is not possible without de-
stroying the monolayer.

Water surface tension

π = γ o – γ

Surface pression

Area (A)

P
re

ss
ur

e 
π

Monolayer surface
Pression

Air-water interface

H2O

Compression

Scheme 3.2 Spreading monolayer Langmuir technique
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Fig. 3.3 Surface pressure-area (� − A) isotherms for PVP with (a) MW = 3.65 × 105; (b) MW =
0.42 × 105 on a 0.55 M aqueous Na2SO4 solution subphase at three temperatures: 298, 303, and
318 K. (From ref. [44])

In Fig. 3.3a and b, it was possible to observe the maximum value of �C at the
different temperatures that the monolayer can reach. At higher temperatures, �C

increases, PVP exhibits a low critical solution temperature (LCST) in water [45].
The PVP in 0.55 M aqueous Na2SO4 exhibits a lower LCST at 301 K. For soluble
amphiphilic monolayers, such as those of PVP, when the temperature is changed
the loss of monolayer material must be considered due to the solubilization in the
subphase.

Different molecular areas of Langmuir monolayers can be determined. They can
be defined in three ways: A0 is the area per molecule extrapolated to zero differential
surface tension, Ac is the minimum area per molecule at the collapse point, at the
point in the � – A isotherms where the pressure is the maximum reversible pressure
(or “collapse pressure” �c); and Am is the area at the midpoint pressure �m =
0.5 �c.
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Table 3.1 Monolayer data from pressure-area (� – A) isotherms for Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb and IIc on water
subphase at 298 K. (From ref. [46])

on water subphase at 298 K

Polymer πc (mNm−1)
Ac, Å

2

experimental values Am, Å
2

Ao, Å
2

Ac, Å
2

estimated
values by MDS

Ia 53 6.5 15 23 6.4
Ib 54 8.1 17 24 9.2
IIa 47 10 25 33 11.1
IIb 47 12.5 32 41 12.2
IIc 55 7 18 27 6.1

Table 3.1 shows, as an example, the different molecular areas values that has
been reported for some poly(ester)s containing Si and Ge in the main chain [46].

The chemical structure of this type of poly(ester)s are shown in Schemes 3.3
and 3.4.

The structure and molecular orientation of the monolayers have been studied
taking in account the different conformations of the repeating unit in the collapse
area. Molecular Dynamic Simulation (MDS) has been also reported. The MDS un-

O

R

Ia : R = –C6H5; X = Si
Ib : R = –C6H5; X = Ge

O O

n

CCOX

R

Scheme 3.3 Poly(ester)s derived from diphenols containing silicon (Si) or germanium (Ge) and
terephtalic acid dichlorides. (from ref. [46]).
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IIa : R = –C6H5 ; Y = X = Si

; Y = X = Ge

; Y = X = Ge

IIb : R = –C6H5

IIc : R = –CH3

Scheme 3.4 Poly(ester)s containing two heteroatoms, Si or Ge in the main chain. (From ref. [46]).
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der periodic condition was made in order to describe the experimental area values
observed with the results shown in Table 3.1. The areas per molecule, Ac given
in Table 3.1 are consistent with the minimum size of the repeating unit of the
poly(ester)s estimated by MDS [46].

From the calculation of MDS it was possible to conclude that the polymers exist
in the zigzag form in the monolayer with the ester groups toward the water and
phenyl part toward the air. This organization can explain the largest areas for the
polymers IIa and IIb as summarized in Table 3.1. To calculate the interaction energy
of Ia, Ib, IIa, IIb and IIc, two conformations of each polymer segment fragment
were selected randomly from the data collection. These are initially placed so that
their center of mass coincides. One polymer fragment is then oriented at a random
angle relative to the polymer fragment and the center of mass the second fragment
is translated along the a certain vector until it meets the van der Waals surface of
the first. This process was repeated to generate 100,000 polymer fragment pairs.
Then the interaction energy was calculated for each polymer fragment pair as it can
observed in Fig. 3.4.

Fig. 3.4 Molecular models of
the polymer-polymer
interaction for poly(ester)s
containing two Si atoms.
(From ref. [46])
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Table 3.2 Coulombic, van der Waals, and total interaction energy and data from molecular me-
chanics study. All the energies are in units of kcal/mol. (From ref. [46])

Polymers E(Coulombic) E(vdw) E(total)

Ia −5, 3 −22, 5 −21, 6
Ib −3, 1 −24, 3 −24, 9
IIa −5, 0 −22, 0 −21, 2
IIb −4, 5 −19, 6 −20, 5
IIc −4, 3 −21, 1 −20, 8

Table 3.2 shows the additive total interaction energy, the Coulombic, and the van
der Waals interaction energy values from the molecular mechanics study for each
polymer fragment.

The energy contribution from the MDS study was found mainly from the van
der Waals interaction, being less favorable for the poly (ester)s with one Si (Ia) than
with one Ge atom (Ib). These results have been in good agreement with the dis-
persion contribution to the total surface energy which was estimated by wettability
measurements [46].

As it has been remarked studies on polymer monolayers spread at the air –
water interface to characterize their surface behavior as a function of area, of

Fig. 3.5 Particle diameter
distribution of
monomolecular particles
obtained from various
molecular weight
polystyrenes. (From ref. [53])
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many polymers are very abundant [47–52] But, evidently, not all synthetic poly-
mers can form stable Langmuir monolayers. Fully nonpolar hydrocarbon – based
polymers such as poly(ethylene) and poly(styrene) cannot be spread on water be-
cause of the lack attractive interaction with a water surface. In the particular case of
poly(styrene), Kumaki [53] has reported results about the obtention of ultrafine par-
ticles, each containing a single poly(styrene) molecule by spreading dilute solutions
of poly(styrene) in benzene onto a water surface. For convenience these particles
were called “monomolecular particles”, but not monolayer.

Figure 3.5 shows the particle diameter distributions for the particles correspond-
ing to the observation by transmission electron microscopy. From these results a
clear molecular weight dependence of diameter distribution can be observed.

A polymer with different hydrophilic and hydrophobic parts are necessary for
monolayer formation on a water subphase, this corresponds to an amphiphilic poly-
mer, a type of polymers frequently used to prepare mono- and multilayers [54, 55].
This situation can be illustrated in Fig. 3.6, for a short molecule as stearic acid.

Some polymers with different hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts are summarized
in Scheme 3.5 (From ref. [23]).

Fig. 3.6 Molecular structure
of stearic acid. (From
ref. [56])
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Scheme 3.5 Poly(ethylene oxide)s of different molecular weight hydrophobically modified with
alkyl isocyanates of different length chain. (Fron ref. [23]).

This scheme shows the possible chemical structures obtained for poly (ethylene
oxide)s hydrophobically modified.

Poly(ethylene oxide)s of different molecular weight hydrophobically modified
with alkyl isocyanates of different length chain.

The surface isotherms obtained with these hydrophobic modified polymers were
interpreted in terms of hydrophobic and hydrophilic balance of the polymers.

From the surface pressure – area isotherms of these polymers, the surface param-
eters could be calculated. The areas per monomer unit projected to zero surface –
pressure, obtained from the linear variation of � with the surface concentration (A0)
in semidilute region [39] for the polymers, are summarized in Table 3.3.

The values obtained in all cases were very similar. Figure 3.7 shows this behavior.
But, according to Leiva et al. [23] the values occupied per repeat unit in adsorbed
monolayer (�) were larger than those of the spread monolayer.

Table 3.3 Area for monomer unit projected to zero surface pressure (A0) for PEO 1000 and
10.000 g/mol and their derivatives. (From ref. [23])

Polymer A0(Å
2
/m.n.)

PEO1 23 ± 2
PEO1-octyl 22 ± 2
PEO1-dodecyl 21 ± 2
PEO1-octadecyl 22 ± 2
PEO2 32 ± 2
PEO2-octyl 30 ± 2
PEO2-dodecyl 35 ± 2
PEO2-octadecyl 33 ± 2
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Fig. 3.7 Show the Lanmuir
isotherms where the surface
concentration was expressed
as area per repeat unit
(Å2/r.u.) and show graphic
determination of A0 for
PEO2 and PEO1-octadecyl.
(From ref. [23])
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Table 3.4 summarizes the adsorption parameters obtained from adsorption
isotherms of PEO and their derivatives. ∞ and � are the limiting excess surface
concentration and the area covered per monomer unit respectively. In the same Table
are also summarized the pC20 and �G0 values. pC20 is a convenient estimation of the
efficiency of adsorption and is defined as the negative logarithm of the concentration
of surfactant in the bulk phase required to produce a 20 mNm−1 reduction in the
surface or interfacial tension of the solvent (− log C(� � = 20) = pC20). �G0

ads is
the classical free energy change on adsorption at infinite dilution.

It is very interesting the adsorption behavior of poly (ethylene oxide) from water
solution to the air – water interface. This adsorption was considerably enhanced by
a hydrophobic group placed at ends of the molecules.

Figure 3.8 shows the squematic representation of this adsorption process.

Table 3.4 Adsorption parameters obtained from adsorption isotherms of the PEO 1000 g/mol, their
derivatives, and PEO 10,000 g/mol (From ref. [23])

Polymer Γ ∞ (mol/m2) σ (m2/m.u.) σ (Å
2
/r.u.) pC20 �G0

ads (kJ/mol)

PEO1 1.28 × 10−6 1.30 × 10−18 124.7 – –
PEO1-octyl 4.96 × 10−6 3.35 × 10−19 33.5 2.2 −26.5
PEO1-dodecyl 4.19 × 10−6 3.96 × 10−19 39.6 2.2 −27.2
PEO1-octadecyl 4.54 × 10−6 3.66 × 10−19 36.6 2.0 −25.7
PEO2 1.52 × 10−6 1.10 × 10−18 109.5 – –
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Fig. 3.8 Schematic representation of (a) PEO chain adsorbed at the air-water interface. (b) sin-
gle end capped PEO chain adsorbed at the air-water interface, and (c) double end capped chain
adsorbed at the air-water interface. (From ref. [23])

To analyze the surface activity of one component, the minimum surface tension
(�min) can be calculated as:

�min = �s − �max (3.1)

where here, �max is the maximum surface pressures and �s is the surface tension of
the subphase. Relative limiting area (Ao) and relative lift off area (A1) are quantities
which indicate molecular packing and interaction of molecules in the monolayer.

The relative limiting area is determined by extrapoling the final steep linear re-
gion of the isotherm at end compression to the % area axis. The relative lift off area
is obtained by extrapolating the area at which an increase in surface pressure from
the baseline value is observed to the % area axis.

Another surface parameter of interest is the hysteresis area (�G), which is indica-
tive of energy trapped in a monolayer. The hysteresis area is the difference between
the free energy of compression and free energy of expansion which is calculated
from the area under corresponding surface pressure – area isotherms.

The two dimensional compressibility (Cs) of the monolayer is calculated as

Cs = (1/A) (dA/d�), (3.2)

Where d�/dA is the slope of the surface pressure – area isotherm and A is the
relative area of the film. Cs will decrease with the amount of surface active material
present and will be less for more condensed films [57].

By comparing the extrapolated area to zero surface – pressure from the surface
pressure – area (� – A) isotherms with projected area of a monomer unit from
molecular models of the polymer segments, it is possible to obtain information on
molecular orientation and packing of these polymer monolayers.

However, as Ringard-Lefebvre et al. [58] have noted, such comparisons are only
valid if the assumption that polymer molecules which in bulk solution form tightly
bound three-dimensional coils could, during the spreading process from organic sol-
vents onto aqueous subphase, extend to cover the available area with every polymer
segment on surface layer.

In the polymer monolayer spread at the air – water interface, the surface concen-
tration can be regulated easily by compression or expansion of the monolayer. It is
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Fig. 3.9 Static
compressibility modulus
� = d�/d ln , at 25◦C,
calculated from the � vs ,
curve. The dashed lines
indicate the limits of the
dilute (D), semidilute (SD),
and concentrated regimes
(C). (From ref. [59])

possible to make an analogy between the intervals of superficial concentration and
the regimes of concentrations of solutions frequently used in polymeric science.

Figure 3.9 shows a squematic representation of the different regimen of surface
concentrations.

By this analogy, the extrapolated area to zero surface pressure and the collapse
pressure responds to phenomena that happen in the concentrated region (in two
dimensions) [59,60]. In the semidilute concentration region, surface pressure obeys
to power law of the surface concentration and is independent on the molecular
weight. In this concentration regime, that is, in moderately concentrated solution,
the polymer chain partially interpenetrate each other. According to the scaling con-
cepts, [61,62] the surface pressure in the semidilute region varies with the superficial
concentration according to the follow expression [63]:

� = 2�/(2�−1) (3.3)

where  is the surface concentration in mg/m2 and � is the critical exponent of the
excluded volume.

At low concentration region, colligative properties such as surface pressure are
best described by a virial expansion of the surface concentration  [59, 64].

�/(RT) = 1/Mn + A2,2  + A2,3 2 + · · · . (3.4)

where R is the gas constant, T the absolute temperature, Mn the number average
molecular weight and A2,2 and A2,3 are the second and third virial coefficients at
two – dimensional space, respectively.
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Leiva et al. [65] have reported for poly(itaconates) monolayers the surface behav-
ior at the air – water interface at different surface concentrations. They have found
that for these type of polymers, the air – water interface at 298 K, is a bad solvent,
very close to the theta solvent. At the semidilute region concentration, the surface
pressure variation was expressed in terms of the scaling laws as a power function
of the surface concentration. According to equation (3.3), the log � vs log  plot
shows a linear variation with slope 2 �/(2 �-1).

Figure 3.10 shows this double logarithmic plot of � vs  for six polymers studied.
Table 3.5 summarizes the � values determined for the poly (itaconates) fam-

ily: Poly(monooctyl itaconate) (PMOI); Poly(monodecyl itaconate) (PMDI); Poly
(monododecyl iataconate) (PMDoI); Poly (methyldodecyl itaconate) (PMeDoI);
Poly(benzyl itaconate)(PMBzI) and the copolymer Monooctyl -alt- Maleic anhy-
dride (MOI-alt- MA).

For polymer chains in two dimensions in good solvents, the theoretical predic-
tions point to a � value narrowly centered in 0.75 [61]. Monte Carlo simulations
predicts a value of 0.753 [66], while by the matrix-transfer method a value of 0.7503
is predicted. In the case of theta condition the situation is not clear, the predictions
are less precise. Monte Carlo simulation [66] has suggested �� ≈ 0.51 while matrix-
transfer data suggest �� ≈ 0.55 [67].
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Table 3.5 � values obtained from the linear region of Log � log  plots shown in Fig. 3.10 (From
ref. [65])

Polymer � ± 0.01

PMOI 0.51
PMDI 0.51
PMDoI 0.52
PMeDoI 0.51
PMBzI 0.52
MOI-alt-MA 0.51

As it is possible to observe in Table 3.5, the values reported are very close to
0.51, which indicates proximity to the theta condition at the air – water interface for
all these poly(itaconates) derivatives.

It is very well known that different macromolecular arrangements may be in-
duced either by changing the nature of the subphase [44, 68, 69] or by changing
the spreading solvent [70]. However, only a few studies describing these effects on
polymer monolayer surface pressure behavior have been reported [71–73].

Maleev et al. [71] have been investigated the effect of different spreading solvents
on compressional behavior of four polymer monolayers: Poly(methyl acrylate),
poly(ethyl acrylate), poly (methyl methacrylate), poly (ethyl methacrylate). They
have shown that the compressional behavior of poly (methacrylate) monolayers is
affected by the nature of the solvent to a much higher degree than that of poly (acry-
late) monolayers. They have related this behavior to the polymer glass transition
temperature (Tg) and suggested that polymers having a Tg higher than the temper-
ature at which their monolayers are spread are essentially independent of compres-
sion configuration, this is the case of poly(methacrylate) monolayers. Conversely,
polymers which have Tg lower than the temperature at which their monolayers are
spread may form several kinds of arrangements resulting from intramacromolecular
chain rearrangements which occur on compression of these monolayers. This is the
case of poly (acrylate).

Baglioni et al. [72] showed that poly (� – methyl L – glutamate) may form a
monolayer in the � helice or � sheet conformation according to whether the spread-
ing solvent did or did not contain pyridine.

In general, there is little information available on how a change in spreading
conditions can affect the behavior of polymer monolayers at the air – water interface.

Important differences in the contour of poly (D,L- lactic acid) � – A isotherms
resulting from the type of organic solvent from which the polymer was spread over
the water subphase require explanation [58]. The � – A isotherms of poly (D,L-
lactic acid) monolayers spread from various solvents are shown in Fig. 3.11 [58].

The properties of poly(D, L-lactic acid) monolayers spread at the air – water
interface were also shown to be strongly dependent of the nature of the spreading
solvent. In this case, the monolayers spread from acetone and tetrahydrofuran exhib-
ited typical reversible collapse behavior in the compression – expansion cycle with
a quasi – plateau at large areas followed by a steep rise in the surface pressure at
small areas. Conversely, the monolayers spread from chloroform, dichloromethane,
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Fig. 3.11 Surface pressure (�)-area (A) isotherms for poly(D, L-lactic acid) monolayers spread
at the air/water interface 250 	g of polymer was spread from (1) acetone, (2) tetrahydrofuran, (3)
ethyl acetate, (4) dichloromethane, and (5) chloroform. Arrows indicate area (125 m2/g) at which
Langmuir-Blodgett sampling was performed. Compression rate 34.5 cm2/min, (From ref. [58])

and ethyl acetate displayed large hysteresis characteristic of irreversible collapse
and high surface pressures throughout the compression cycle [58].

Usually, the fabrication of a close – packed assembly of amphiphilic molecules
at an air – water interface by the Langmuir method requires suitable subphase con-
ditions related to the ionic species and its concentration, pH, temperature and addi-
tion of another complementary solutes. In the last case, to explore the feasibility of
enhancing the interactions of some amphiphilic polymers with water soluble poly-
mers at the air – water interface, it was studied the system of poly(monomethyl
itaconate) (PMMeI) as subphase stabilizer of maleic anhydride – alt – stearyl
methacrylate(MA-alt-StM) monolayers at the air – water interface.

Surface pressure [68] (�) vs. Area (A) (Å2 per repeating unit) isotherms were
measured for MA-alt-StM on water and on aqueous poly (monomethyl itaconate)
solutions at pH 3.0 and 7.0. Figure 3.12 shows these isotherms.

It has been observed that PMMeI modified considerably the shape of the MA-alt-
StM on water isotherms. The zero – pressure limiting area per repeating unit (ru),
A0, rose from 38 to 41 A2/ru.

Table 3.6 summarizes the characteristic � – A isotherm curves of MA – alt – StM
under different pH conditions.

At pH 3.0, the surface pressure along the MA – alt – StM isotherm on aque-
ous PMMeI as subphase was higher than that at pH 7.0 under otherwise identical
conditions. At pH 3.0, PMMeI stabilized the MA – alt – StM monolayers, pre-
sumably via hydrogen – bonding which is believed to result in an interpolymer
complex. The formation of the complex was supported in terms of Brewster Angle
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Fig. 3.12 The surface pressure-area isotherms of: (a) MA-alt-StM spread on subphase water solu-
tions at pH 3.0 (---) and pH 7.0 (–); (b) MA-alt-StM on subphase water-PMMeI solution at pH 3.0
(---) at pH 7.0 (–); a, b, c and d are points at which the BAM images are shown. (From ref. [68])

Microscopy images, which showed the monolayer to be more homogeneous, and by
FTIR spectra which adduced evidence for the occurrence of specific interactions.

Scheme 3.6 shows the chemical structure of the polymers studied. (From
ref. [68]).

The results from surface – pressure – area (� – A) have been explained by the fact
that the protonated carboxylic groups of PMMeI and the maleic anhydride groups
can be able to form an interpolymer complex at the air – water interface. The FTIR
spectra seem to indicate that the superior driving force for the complexation will
be hydrogen – bonding between the proton – donating carboxyl group of PMMeI
and the proton – accepting groups of the MA copolymer. The complex can also
be stabilized by hydrophobic interactions. This last conclusion has been supported
by the control experiment on surface behavior of PMMeI. The hydrophobicity of
PMMeI in water increases as the pH was decreased [68].

In the past decades, extensive studies have been performed to elucidate the
structures and intermolecular forces of two-dimensional arrays of molecules at the

Table 3.6 Characteristic � – A isotherm curves of MA-alt-StM under different pH conditions.
(From ref. [68])

Water subphase �0, mN · m−1 A0, Å
2 · monomer−1

PMMeI, pH 3.0 ∼ 70 41
PMMeI, pH 7.0 60 38
Pure water, pH 3.0 60 38
Pure water, pH 7.0 60 38
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Scheme 3.6 Maleic anhydride-alt-stearyl methacrylate (MA-alt-StM), poly(monomethyl ita-
conate) (PMMeI), poly(stearyl methacrylate) (PStM). (From ref. [68])

air-water interface. Particularly, there has been increasing interest in studying the
basic properties of functionalized polymers at interfaces and the surface energy of
the polymers [73–76]. The determination of the surface free energy of a polymer is
of interest in different fields such as adhesion [77] and adsorption [78]. Interactions
between polymer chains and interfaces (either liquid – solid or liquid – air) give rise
to changes in the conformational and thermodynamic behavior of the chains relative
to those in the bulk. The need for polymeric materials with amphiphilic properties
for specific applications has led to the development of chemical modifications of
some classical polymers [79].

In this context, poly(4-vinylpyridine)s quaternized with alkyl side – chains of
different lengths and differents quaternization degrees have been prepared [79–81].

These synthetic hydrophilic polymers hydrophobically modified can be good sys-
tems with which to try to establish relationships between chemical structure and in-
terfacial characteristics. It was determined the surface pressure – area
(� – A) isotherms at the air – water interface for poly(4-vinylpyridine) quaternized
as a function of the methylene group number of the alkyl lateral chains (n). The film
formation of these polymers on aqueous subphase at constant pH and ionic strength
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has been studied by the Langmuir technique. The � – A isotherms of poly(4-
vinylpyridine)s quaternized with four different alkyl chains (pentyl, hexyl, octyl and
decyl bromide) (P4VPC5Br), (P4VPC6Br), (P4VPC8Br) and (P4VPC10Br), respec-
tively, are shown in Fig. 3.13.

Depending on the length of the side-chain, the � – A isotherms show plateau
regions. The difference in compression depends on the length of the side-chain.
� – A isotherms of the octyl and decyl derivatives on pure water at pH 5.7 present
very similar profiles (Fig. 3.13 curves c and d). These monolayers are of the con-
densed type [79]. The pentyl derivative of P4VP gives a different shape: a plateau
region is not observed, and the collapse pressure is smaller (see Fig. 3.13 curve a).
The quaternization of poly(4-vinylpyridine) has significant effects on its adsorption
on aqueous surface. A critical methylene group number (CMG) [79] of the lateral
chain of poly(4-vinylpyridine) changes the isotherm of the polymer at the air-water
interface. Figure 3.13 shows this particular behavior.

The surface behavior of poly(4-vinylpyridine) quaternized with tetradecyl bro-
mide (P4VPC14) as function of the quaternization degree has been reported [81].
The percentage of vinylpyridine moieties quaternized was found to be 35–75%.
Surface pressure-area isotherms (� – A) at the air-water interface were determined.
The polymer monolayer have shown particular shapes at different quaternization
degrees. Figure 3.14 shows the (� – A) isotherms of P4VPC14.

Fig. 3.13 Surface
pressure-area isotherms
(� – A) of
poly(4-vinylpyridine)s
quaternized on subphase
water at pH 5.7; curve a,
P4VPC5Br; curve b,
P4VPC6Br, curve c,
P4VPC8Br, curve d,
P4VPC10Br. (From ref. [80])
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Fig. 3.14 Surface
pressure-area isotherms
(� – A) of
poly(4-vinylpyridine)
quaternized by tetradecyl
bromide as functions of the
percentage of quaternization.
Subphase water at pH 5.7.
(From ref. [81])
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In order to describe what happens in the molecular organization at smaller areas
and understand the process undergone by water molecules and counterions under
these conditions, it was also developed molecular modeling of a P4VPC14 mono-
layer with full quaternization. Two different surface areas were taken into account.
One would correspond to the limiting area A0 (34 Å2) and another to a larger area
(40 Å2) than the first one. When the compression is beginning to reach 40 Å2, the
lateral chains could be considered almost vertical at the air-water interface. (See
Fig. 3.15). The situation shown in Fig. 3.15 seems to favor hydrophobic interaction
between them.

According to the radial distribution function (RDF) calculation, the distance be-
tween a pyridine group and a Br- counterion should be about 4.7 Å (See Fig. 3.16).
When the compression progresses to reach the limiting area, different effects can be
seen: First, the side chains present a fair inclination relative to the pyridine group and
graphite surface (Fig. 3.15a). Second, the counterions should be close to the pyridine
group with respect to the more closed system (3.8 A) (Fig. 3.16). At the same time
the solvated counterions wet the aliphatic chains in a significant way (Fig. 3.15a)
because of the electrostatic potential produced when the pyridine groups are closed.

In conclusion, in this study [81] it has characterized the Langmuir films formed
from P4VPC14 with different quaternization degrees spreads on a pure water surface.

This type of polymers called polyelectrolytes are linear macromolecule chains
containing a large number of charged or chargeable groups which, in a polar sol-
vent like water, dissociate into charges associated to the polymer backbone and
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Fig. 3.15 Molecular model
of one monolayer of
P4VPC14 at air-water
interface under periodic
boundary conditions: (a)
34 Å2, almost collapse
pressure, and (b) 40 Å2.
(From ref. [81])

counter – ions dispersed in the solution. Charged macromolecules can be used to
construct ordered ultrathin solid films by the successive layers of alternating anionic
and cationic polymer coating – layer – by – layer deposition (soluble polyelec-
trolytes) – or by Langmuir – Blodgett technique (insoluble polyelectrolytes).

Most of the studies of insoluble polymer Langmuir monolayers have been de-
voted to neutral polymers, and less effort have been devoted to polymer monolayers
of polyelectrolytes.

Kawaguchi’s group [82,83] have pointed out that polymer monolayers of poly(n-
alkyl 4- vinylpiridinium) chains show a gas – liquid phase transition at surface pres-
sures below 1 N.m−1. As already mentioned, this behavior is different to that of
polymer monolayers of neutral and insoluble polymers.

More recently, Miranda et al. [81] have shown that this family of polyelectrolytes
also present a second surface phase transition at surface pressures that depend on the
quaternization degree and on the length of the alkyl side chain. Similar results have
been presented by Davis et al. [84].
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Fig. 3.16 Radial distribution
function (RDF) for one
monolayer in compression,
using as reference the
pyridine group in relation to
the distance of the counterion
Br− : (---) 4.7 Å, (. . .) 3.8 Å.
(From ref. [81])
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Phase transitions in surface pressure-area (� – A) isotherms of Langmuir mono-
layers of various film materials have been the subject of numerous investigations
[85, 86].

A characteristic plateau in which there is no or little change in surface pres-
sure upon monolayer compression has been observed with Langmuir monolayers
of model amphiphilic compounds such as long chain fatty acids, [85, 87] alkylam-
monium salts [88] or phospholipids [89]. Figure 3.17 is a good illustration of this
behavior. Such a plateau region, which usually disappears at higher subphase tem-
peratures, is attributed to the coexistence of either vapor/liquid phases at low surface
pressures, gas phase G in Fig. 3.17, or liquid expanded/liquid condensed phases at
high – pressure regions phases C and E in Fig. 3.17.

Fig. 3.17 Surface pressure
versus area per molecule
isotherm for a long-chain
organic compound. The
surface pressure and area are
in arbitrary units: [a.u].
(From ref. [38])
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The relationship between polymer structure and activity at the air – water inter-
face has been also investigated as a function of temperature for various hydrophobi-
cally – modified poly (N – isopropylacrylamides) (HM – PNIPAM) [90].

In order to examine the importance of several structural parameters, an un-
modified PNIPAM was used as a reference polymer. It is known that poly (N-
isopropylacrylamide) (PNIPAM) is a temperature – sensitive water – soluble poly-
mer [91]. Heating an aqueous solution of PNIPAM to a critical temperature (∼32◦)
results in a sharp phase separation, at which point the polymer conformation
changes from a hydrated coil to a globule with subsequent self – aggregation [92]. It
has been observed that on water surface, PNIPAM forms Langmuir monolayers and
undergoes also a similar reversible and reproducible phase transition [93]. There is a
very interesting behavior the thickness and density of PNIPAM monolayers increase
as the subphase temperature approaches the critical phase transition temperature.
Modifying PNIPAM with hydrophobic groups the hydrophobic – hydrophilic bal-
ance of the PNIPAM backbone was perturbed, and thus it was possible to modulate
the phase transition temperature as F. M. Winnik et al. have reported [94, 95].

The interfacial properties of HM – PNIPAM, including the formation and the
compression – expansion reversibility of the monolayers, at different subphase tem-
peratures were more recently studied by using the Langmuir film balance tech-
nique [90]. The stability and dynamic nature of the HM – PNIPAM monolayers
were also further studied by the time – dependent surface pressure measurements.
All results have suggested a compression – promoted temperature – and rate – de-
pendent conformational rearrangement of the polymer on the water surface. Increas-
ing the level of hydrophobic modifications progressively improved the monolayer
compressibility and stability, and reduced the hysteresis.

The dilational rheology behavior of polymer monolayers is a very interesting
aspect. If a polymer film is viewed as a macroscopy continuum medium, several
types of motion are possible [96]. As it has been explained by Monroy et al. [59], it
is possible to distinguish two main types: capillary (or out of plane) and dilational
(or in plane) [59, 60, 97]. The first one is a shear deformation, while for the second
one there are both a compression - dilatation motion and a shear motion. Since
dissipative effects do exist within the film, each of the motions consists of elastic
and viscous components. The elastic constant for the capillary motion is the surface
tension �, while for the second it is the dilatation elasticity �. The latter modulus
depends upon the stress applied to the monolayer. For a uniaxial stress (as it is the
case for capillary waves or for compression in a single barrier Langmuir trough) the
dilatational modulus is the sum of the compression and shear moduli [98]

�̃K = K + i � 
k, (3.5)

�̃ (�) = �k + �s = �R + i � K, (3.6)

Figure 3.18 shows different surface relaxation modes and the corresponding vis-
coelastic parameters [59].
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Fig. 3.18 Sketch of different
surface relaxation modes and
the corresponding
viscoelastic parameters.
(From ref. [59]) Elastic
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where � denotes the angular frequency and the � 
’s are the loss components of the
compression and shear motions. It is common to refer to � and � as the dilatational
elasticity and viscosity, respectively [59].

Shear viscosity has been the most intensively investigated property [99].
There are several experimental techniques suitable for studying �. Some of

them are: Relaxation after a sudden compression of the monolayer; Electrocapillary
waves; An oscillatory barrier; Light Scattering by thermally excited capillary waves.
The first two techniques are used in the low – frequency range, below 1 Hz. The last
one in the kilohertz range.

The dilatational rheology of the poly(vinylacetate) monolayer onto an aqueous
subphase has been studied between 1◦C and 25◦C by Monroy et al. [59]. These
authors have used the combination of several techniques. By this way, the explo-
ration of a broad frequency range was possible. The relaxation experiments have
shown multiexponential decay curves, whose complexity increases with decreasing
the temperature. A regularization technique has been used to obtain the relaxation
spectra from the relaxation curves and the dilatational viscoelastic parameters have
been calculated from the spectra. The shapes of the relaxation spectra agree with the
predictions of the theoretical model proposed by Noskov [100].

However, for the temperatures above 15◦C the agreement is not quantitative.
It is also important to remember that the kilohertz region has been explored by
the surface Light Scattering (SLS) technique. The results obtained are compatible
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with the existence of a single Maxwell mode, with a relaxation time that has an
Arrhenius – type temperature dependence. In the intermediate – frequency regime
(10 Hz to 2 kHz) a further Maxwell process was found. This behavior might be re-
lated to the adsorption – desorption dynamics of loops and tails out of the interfacial
plane [59].

It is very well known that the nature of the monolayer partially depends on the
strength of interfacial interactions with substrate molecules and that of polymer in-
tersegmental interactions. And it is normal to expect that the viscoelastic properties
of polymer monolayer are also dependent on these factors. The static and dynamic
properties of several different polymer monolayers at the air – water interface have
been examined with the surface quasi-elastic Light Scattering technique combined
with the static Wilhelmy plate method [101].

The polymers studied in order of increasing hydrophobicity were poly(ethylene
oxide) (PEO), poly(tetrahydrofuran) (PTHF), poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc), poly
(methyl acrilate) (PMA), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), and poly(tert-butyl
methacrylate) (PtBMA). Polymers of varying hydrophobicity are well-known to
form expanded and condensed – type monolayers. In this case Kawaguchi et al.
[101] have analysed the spectral data in terms of the dispersion equation for capil-
lary wave motion, and the dynamic longitudinal elasticity �́ and the corresponding
viscosity � of the monolayers as a function of surface concentration were deduced.
The static and dynamic elasticities were found to be the same over a majority of
the concentration range. For the expanded – type monolayers, �́ predominates over
� in determining the overall dynamic modulus �́∗. For the condensed monolayers,
PMMA and PtBMA, �́ and � contribute about equally to �́∗. The absolute magni-
tudes of �́ and � increased with increasing hydrophobicity, with PEO the least and
PtBMA the greatest [101].

Figure 3.19 shows the variation of the frequency shifts fS, a measure of the
propagation velocity of the capillary waves, as a function of surface concentra-
tion , which is the reciprocal A, for different polymers at a wavenumber k =
323 cm1.

Another interesting result found by Kawaguchi et al. [101] was that the elastici-
ties of PEO and PTHF are quite similar, however, � for PTHF is two to three times
larger. PEO is very expanded on the surface and the low � will be probably due to
a very low degree of cohesion. PVAc and PMA were almost identical relative to
the magnitudes of � and �, which were slightly larger than those for PTHF. Since
PMMA and PtBMA have presented the most significant viscous contribution to the
dynamic modulus, and this can be due to the large segment – segment cohesion in
the monolayer state while PEO will have the smallest segment – segment cohesion.
Another interesting comparison deals with the collapse of the expanded monolayers
which was monitored via � and � at high concentrations. PEO and PTHF are well
above their bulk glass transition point at 25◦C, while PVAc and PMA are close to
their glass transition point at this temperature. It may be that this is why it was pos-
sible see the large increase in � after monolayer collapse for PVAc and PMA, while
for the more liquid like polyether monolayers � does not change as the monolayer
collapses [101].
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Fig. 3.19 Plots of frequency
shift f versus surface
concentration  for six
polymer monolayers at a
scattering wavevector
k = 323 cm−1. (From
ref. [101])
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3.3 Amphiphilic Block Copolymer Behavior in Solution
and Interfaces

Amphiphilic block copolymers form an important class of polymeric materials
which have attracted considerable attention because of their outstanding solution
properties and a wide range of applications [102, 103]. These materials are very
interesting from the point of view of fundamental research, as they exhibit self –
assembling properties in the presence of a selective solvent or surface [104–106].
Surface micelles at the air – water interface, of different morphologies depending
on the balance between block sizes, have been identified by transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) for block polyelectrolytes
[107] and for nonionic diblock copolymers [108]. The term “surface micelle” is
used in the sense described by Langmuir [109]. However, this term is often used in
a wider sense and seems to refer to a number of different phenomena. In a more gen-
eral term “surface aggregate” it will be use here. Surface aggregation has been found
to be general for a number of block copolymers, including quaternized poly(4-
vinylpyridine) (P4VP), poly(tert-butyl acrylate) (PtBA) and poly(dimethylsiloxane)
(PDMS) [110, 111].
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Fig. 3.20 Nanoparticulate
drug delivery systems formed
by amphiphilic block
copolymers and their general
characteristics. (From
ref. [112])

Block Copolymers are macromolecules which are composed of blocks usu-
ally in linear as it shown in Fig. 3.20, where it is illustrated a classical block
copolymer. Main block copolymers are amphiphilic block copolymers having united
hydrophilic blocks to hydrophobic blocks. Amphiphilic block copolymer have
surfactant properties and form different kinds of associations, such as micelles,
nanospheres, nanocapsules and polymersomes This tipe of association can act like
excellent vehicles of several active principles. The composition, aggregate forma-
tion and the different applications of these materials have been reviewed [112].

Figure 3.20 also illustrates the nanoparticulate drug delivery systems formed by
amphiphilic block copolymers and their general characteristics.

One of the most fascinating properties of block copolymers is their ability to
self-assemble into ordered nanostructures not only in selective solvent and melts
but also at the interface and surface [113]. Self-assembly of amphiphilic or surface-
adsorbing block copolymers at the air-water interface can form two dimensional
monolayers on the nanometer scale order.

Amphiphilic block copolymers have attracted a great deal of attention in terms
of their ability to form nanoparticles. As normally one type of segment, is hy-
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drophobic and the other is hydrophilic, so the resulting macromolecule is composed
of regions which have opposite affinities for an aqueous solvent. These materials,
when intended for use in drug delivery, are generally composed of biocompatible,
biodegradable hydrophobic polymer blocks such as polyesters or poly(amino acids)
covalently bonded to a biocompatible hydrophilic block. The literature abounds
with studies using amphiphilic block copolymers of different compositions and
various methods of preparation that produce nanoparticles referred to as micelles,
nanospheres, core-shell nanoparticles, micelle-like nanoparticles, crew cut micelles,
nanocapsules and polymersomes.

There is aggregate formation if an amphiphilic block copolymer dissolves in a
liquid that acts as a good solvent for one of the blocks and a bad solvent for an-
other. Their macromolecules can be associate to form aggregates similar to those
surfactants obtained with low molecular mass.

Due to the unique structure of amphiphilic macromolecules they have a tendency
to accumulate at the boundary of two phases and thus they present a surfactant
properties. In aqueous solutions, amphiphilic macromolecules orientate themselves
so that the hydrophobic blocks are removed from the aqueous environment in or-
der to achieve a state of minimum free energy. As the concentration of macroam-
phiphile in solution is increased, the free energy of the system begins to rise due
to unfavourable interactions between water molecules and the hydrophobic region
of the macroamphiphile resulting in structuring of the surrounding water and a
subsequent decrease in entropy. At a specific and narrow concentration range of
macroamphiphile in solution, termed the critical micelle concentration (CMC), sev-
eral macroamphiphiles will self-assemble into colloidal-sized particles termed mi-
celles. The formation of micelles effectively removes the hydrophobic portion of
the macroamphiphile from solution minimizing unfavourable interactions between
the surrounding water molecules and the hydrophobic groups of the amphiphile.
Micelles typically have diameters ranging from 10 to 100 nm and are characterized
by a core-shell architecture in which the inner core is composed of the hydrophobic
regions of the amphiphiles creating a cargo space for the solubilization of lipophilic
drugs. The core region is surrounded by a palisade or corona composed of the hy-
drophilic blocks of the amphiphiles. The hydrophilic blocks forming the corona
region become highly water bound and adopt a “splayed” appearance, giving rise to
different conformations such as a polymer brush [113].

A polymeric nanosphere may be defined as a matrixtype, solid colloidal par-
ticle in which drugs are dissolved, entrapped, encapsulated, chemically bound or
adsorbed to the constituent polymer matrix .These particles are typically larger than
micelles having diameters between 100 and 200 nm and may also display consider-
ably more polydispersity (Fig. 3.21).

If the core of the vesicle is an aqueous phase and the surrounding coating is a
polymer bilayer, the particle is referred to as a polymersome (Fig. 3.22).

Polymeric vesicles, or polymersomes, are of interest for the encapsulation and
delivery of active ingredients. They offer enhanced stability and lower perme-
ability compared to lipid vesicles, and the versatility of synthetic polymer chem-
istry provides the ability to tune properties such as membrane thickness, surface
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Fig. 3.21 Copolymer
unimers in a “frozen” state.
(From ref. [112])

functionality, and degradation kinetics. One approach to form large polymersomes
with diameters of 10–100 nm is to use water-in-oil-in-water double emulsion drops
of controlled architecture as templates. A volatile organic solvent containing an
amphiphilic diblock copolymer is used as the middle phase; evaporation of the
solvent leads to polymersome formation, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.23. This
technique offers the advantages of high encapsulation efficiencies and controllable
vesicle sizes and architectures.

The formation of polymersomes from water in- oil-in-water drops. Initially, a
double emulsion consisting of single aqueous drops within drops of a volatile or-
ganic solvent (“oil”) is prepared using a microcapillary device. Amphiphilic diblock
copolymers dissolved in the middle phase assemble into monolayers at the oil-water
interfaces. Evaporation of the solvent then leads to the formation of polymer bilayers
(polymersomes).

When the core is an oily liquid, the surrounding polymer is a single layer of
polymer, and the vesicle is referred to as a nanocapsule. These systems have found
utility in the encapsulation and delivery of hydrophobic drugs Polymers used for
the formation of nanocapsules have typically included polyester homopolymers
such as poly(D,L-lactic acid) (PLA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and
poly(caprolactone) PCL [112].

Amphiphilic polymers have been applied in numerous surface technologies and
reviewed in various aspects. These polymers are polyampholytes, which contain,
as it was remarked, both hydrophilic and hydrophobic components in their macro-
molecules. Their peculiar adsorption behavior is another interesting and fundamen-
tal issue [112].

water

Oil

water

diblock
copolymer

polymer
monolayers

polymer bilayer
(polymersome)

Fig. 3.22 Schematic illustration of the formation of polymersomes. (From ref. [148])
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Fig. 3.23 Copolymer
unimers assembled in a
bilayer around an aqueous
reservoir. (From ref. [112])

There has been considerable recent interest in the self – assembly and surface
activity of amphiphilic polymers and copolymers. Their interfacial and bulk so-
lution properties have shown a rich pattern of behavior, and the ability to tailor
their properties offers a wide range of potential applications. Their bulk aggregation
behavior make them candidates, for example, for dye transportation and drug deliv-
ery; whereas their surface properties make them useful as colloid stabilisers, anti –
foaming agents and emulsifiers. This behavior can be illustrated in Fig. 3.24.

Colloid stabilization with amphiphilic polymers [2,114,115] requires the forma-
tion of a thick polymer layer around each particle in order to create a repulsive steric
force that overcomes the van der Waals attraction. This is usually done by adsorbing
on the colloidal particle a polymer solution in a good solvent, which builds up on
the surface a fluffy layer with a thickness of the order of the radius of gyration of
isolated polymer chains, in general of the order of a few hundred angstroms.

Marques et al. [116] have studied the adsorption of an A – B diblock copolymer
from a dilute solution onto a solid surface that attracts the A block and repels the B
block in a nonselective solvent, good for both blocks.

Another of the most fascinating properties of block copolymers is their ability to
self-assemble into micelles, aggregates, and vesicles of various morphologies in the
presence of a selective solvent, [117,118] and recent studies have demonstrated that
self- assemble of amphiphilic block copolymers into various morphologies occurs
not only in selective solvents but also at interfaces and surfaces [119, 120].

In the case of amphiphilic or surface – adsorbing block copolymers, the self –
assemble structure at the air-water interface can also transferred to a solid substrate
using the Langmuir – Blodgett (LB) transfer technique [121–123].

A schematic diagram illustrating the commonest form of LB film deposition
is shown in Fig. 3.25. In this example the substrate is hydrophilic and the first

Fig. 3.24 Copolymer
unimers or membrane
surrounding a drug reservoir
or oily core. (From ref. [112])
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Fig. 3.25 Langmuir –
Blodgett Transfer Technique.
Y-type Langmuir- Blodgett
film deposition. (From
ref. [23])
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monolayer is transferred, like a carpet as the substrate is raised through the sur-
phase (Fig. 3.25b), the substrate may therefore be placed in the subphase before the
monolayer is spread or may be lowered into the subphase through the compressed
monolayer. Subsequently a monolayer is deposited on each traversal of the surface
(Fig. 3.25c). as shown in Fig. 3.25d, these stack in a head-to-head and tail-to-tail
configuration, this deposition mode is referred to as “Y” type.

The interfacial properties of an amphiphilic block copolymer have also attracted
much attention for potential functions as polymer compatibilizers, adhesives, colloid
stabilizers, and so on. However, only a few studies have dealt with the monolayers
o well – defined amphiphilic block copolymers formed at the air – water interface.
Ikada et al. [124] have studied monolayers of poly(vinyl alcohol)- polystyrene graft
and block copolymers at the air – water interface. Bringuier et al. [125] have studied
a block copolymer of poly (methyl methacrylate) and poly (vinyl-4-pyridinium bro-
mide) in order to demonstrate the charge effect on the surface monolayer- forming
properties. Niwa et al. [126] and Yoshikawa et al. [127] have reported that the poly
(styrene-co-oxyethylene) diblock copolymer forms a monolayer at the air – water
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interface, where the poly (styrene) hydrophobic block was monomolecularly aggre-
gated on the water surface [128]. In this case, the water – soluble poly(oxyethylene)
block of the copolymer can be considered as a “tethered” polymer chain [102],
anchored to the interface, and the segmental concentration profile of which was
investigated by surface pressure and neutron reflectivity measurements.

An amphiphilic diblock copolymer spread from a solution of organic solvent
onto the water surface, normally were found to form a stable monolayer [129].
The surface monolayer has been successfully transferred onto a substrate by the
Langmuir – Blodgett technique. Some times the surface pressure – area isotherms
exhibited a plateau region, suggesting a structural change taking place on the water
surface at specific pressures.

The observed values of the layer thickness and the occupied area can indicate
that the hydrophobic segments, which lie essentially flat on the water surface at
low surface pressures, aggregate at higher pressures, forming a thicker layer with
hydrophobic and hydrophilic segments microphase – separated at the air – water
interface. This behavior can be illustrated in Figs. 3.26 [129] and 3.27 [130] for
different diblock copolymers.

Amphiphilic block copolymers consisting of a hydrophobic (poly(ethyl ethylene)
(PEE) and a hydrophilic poly(ethylene oxide)(PEO) block form monolayers at the
air-water interface. The schematic molecular arrangement of this diblock is shown
in Fig. 3.26.

Figure 3.27 shows the � – A isotherms, where the surface pressure � increases
in two steps with decreasing A, the occupied surface area per chain, giving a plateau
region [130].

Table 3.7 summarizes the molecular characteristics of the Block copolymers
shown in Fig. 3.28. The homopolymer is poly(isobutyl vinyl ether) (PIBVE). P1 and
P2 are the block copolymers of isobutyl vinyl ether (IBVE) and a vinyl ether with
a protected glucose residue (3-O-(vinyloxy) ethyl-1,2:5,6-di-O-isopropylidene-D-
glucofuranose).

Fig. 3.26 Schematic of the
molecular arrangement of
PEE-PEO monolayer and its
changes on compression.
(From ref. [129])
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Fig. 3.27 Schematic
illustration of monolayers at
the air-water interface. (From
ref. [130])

air

water

(b)(a) π = 20 mN/m π = 35 mN/m

Table 3.7 Molecular characteristics of the Block copolymers and homopolymer. (From ref. [130])

Sample code m/n Mn
a Mw/Mn

P1 20/48 9800 1.04
P2 20/89 13900 1.06
PIBVE 0/39 3900 1.07
a Calculated from the block composition (m/n).

The dramatic morphological changes were observed in the Langmuir – Blodget
(LB) film assemblies of poly (ethylene glycol) – b –(styrene-r-benzocyclobutene)
(PEG-b-(S-r-BCB)) after intramolecular cross – linking of the S-r-BCB block to
form a linear – nanoparticle structure by Kim et al. [131]. In this investigation one
of the problem was to clarify if the block copolymer exits as individual molecules or
as surface aggregates at the air – water interface. To answer this question, they have
considered the surface viscoelastic properties of the block copolymers measured
using the interfacial stress rheometer.

The result was interpreted under two scenarios in which 1) discrete molecules
or 2) surface aggregates of the block copolymers should exist at the air – water
interface at different compression states.

Combining the surface dynamic moduli measurements with the morphologies
of the LB transferred block copolymer films imaged by atomic force microscopy

Fig. 3.28 Surface
pressure-area isotherms of the
block copolymers: (a) P1 and
(b) P2 measured at 10◦C.
(from ref. [130])
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(AFM) as a function of different compression state, they have used a modified ap-
proach to interpreted the � – A isotherms of these amphiphilic block copolymers
in which they took into account the presence of the surface aggregates at the air –
water interface.

These authors have considered such interpretation more appropriate for the block
copolymers under study as they have observed markedly different surface rheo-
logical behaviors between the linear and the linear-nanoparticle block copolymers,
which could not be explained if the block copolymers existed as discrete molecules
at the air – water interface. Although the focus of this work was on the morpho-
logical change of the surface aggregates promoted by the architectural difference of
the macromolecules, it was essential to first establish that the surface aggregation
process was occurring at the air – water interface rather than on the solid substrate
after the LB transfer to understand how the different morphologies arise from the
different block copolymer architectures [131].

Physicochemical properties of (poly(�-benzyl-L-glutamate)) (PBLG) –(poly
(ethylene oxide)) (PEO) diblock copolymers composed of the hydrophobic rod com-
ponent and PEO as the hydrophilic component have been investigated at the air –
water interface [132]. Rod – coil molecules consisting of a rigid rod block and a
flexible coil block are a novel type of block copolymer with a unique microstruc-
tural organization. Hydrophobic and hydrophylic effects, electrostatic interactions,
and hydrogen – bonding control the phase behavior of these rod – coil molecules. It
is known that polymers with a stiff helical rodlike structure have many advantages
over other synthetic polymers because they often possess stable secondary struc-
tures due to cooperative intermolecular interactions. Then, the incorporation of an
elongated coil like block into the helical rod system in a single molecule is a unique
way to create new supramolecular structures. Park et al. [132] taking in account
that the monolayer at the air – water interface provide an important and convenient
model system for investigation the behavior of rod – coil copolymers, have studied
the monolayer behavior of PBLG – PEO diblock copolymers at the air – water
interface. The block copolymers had the same hydrophilic PEO chains [133] and
different PBLG chain lengths.

The surface pressure – area isotherms were collected at different temperatures
and the energy relationship between rod and coil as a function of rod length was
analized [134]. The microstructures of these monolayers based on the energy rela-
tionship were also investigated using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM).

The results show that the energy relationship of PBLG – PEO diblock copoly-
mers is a competition between entropy loss of the PEO aggregation and enthalpy
decrease of the PBLG packing. When the enthalpy decrease of the PBLG packing
is smaller than the entropy loss, the surface pressure presents a positive temperature
coefficient. When the enthalpy decrease of the PBLG packing is greater than the
entropy loss, the observed surface pressure has a negative temperature coefficient.

The enthalpy effect of rod packing influences the microstructures at the air- water
interface. The copolymer with the long rods, forms a cylindrical structure in the
monolayer due to the bigger enthalpy decrease. Copolymer, with the middle-sized
rods, will form micellar structure in the monolayer by self – assembly. Copolymer
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with the short rods, will be a bilayer structure in the monolayer and clusters with
nodal self – assembly. These results according to Park et al. [132] have demonstrated
that the microstructures of PBLG – PEO diblock copolymers are related to energy
differences between rods and the coil block.

Figure 3.29 shows atomic force microscopy (AFM) images for the three copoly-
mers, GE-1, GE-2, and GE-3 at low and high concentrations.(From ref. [132]).

The characteristics of the block polymer PBLG – PEO were summarized in
Table 3.8.

Amphiphilic block copolymers can be also considered as a particular class of sur-
factant [135]. They are composed, as it is very well known, of at least one hydropho-
bic block and one hydrophilic block, and for this reason, they are usually called
polymeric surfactants or “macrosurfactants”. In comparison to classical surfactants,

Fig. 3.29 AFM images of the PBLG-PEO monolayers film at different surface concentrations: (a)
GE-1 at high concentration (3.0 mg/m2, 5 × 5 	m), (b) GE-1 at low concentration (1.5 mg/m2,
250 × 250 nm); (c) GE-2 at high concentration (3.0 mg/m2, 5 × 5 	m), (d) GE-2 at high concen-
tration (1.5 mg/m2, 200 × 200 nm) (e) GE-3 at high concentration (2.5 mg/m2, 5 × 5 	m), (f) GE-3
at low concentration (1.5 mg/m2, 250 × 250 nm). (From ref. [132])
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Table 3.8 The molecular weight and the monomer ratio of GE-1, GE-2 and GE-3. (From
ref. [132])

Polymer Extrapolated areaa (nm2) Supposed PBLG areab (nm2)

GE-1 77.65 82
GE-2 67.18 35
GE-3 35.74 7.4
a Extrapolated area was obtained form the � − A isotherm.
b BLG area is 0.197 nm2/residue and the PEO area varied with compression at
the air–water interface.

amphiphilic block copolymers often exhibit a reduced mobility and slower diffusion
rates [136]. As a direct consequence, the equilibrium between polymeric micelles
can take many days [137]. Moreover, macrosurfactants have much lower critical
micelle concentrations (CMC) than their low – molecular- mass counterparts [138].

Normally, the CMCs of macrosurfactants have been reported in the concentration
range from 10−9 to 10−4 mol × L−1 [136, 139] whereas common surfactants such
as sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) or another as cetyltrimethylammonium bromide
(CTAB) exhibit CMCs on the order of 10−3 to 1 mol × L−1 [140]. The CMC might
be absent for macrosurfactants [141].

The extremely low CMCs have been advantageous for several applications, since
only traces of polymer are required to form micelles. High dilution effects, that are
problematic in the case of classical surfactants, do not alter polymeric micelles. The
surface activity at the air – water, of the amphiphilic block copolymer or polymeric
surfactants must be different from the classical surfactants, because of their much
lower diffusion coefficients and their much complex conformations.

3.4 Polymer Adsorption from Solution

Polymer adsorption from solution is a very large subject and it is difficult to provide
an exhaustive treatment. We will try to describe the scaling and self- consistent field
descriptions of homopolymer adsorption, together with experimental data selected
to illustrate the important aspects.

The free surface energy of a polymer solution may attract the polymer which
forms an adsorbed layer at the surface. The number of monomers per unit volume is
a function C (x) of the distance from the surface. Figure 3.30 illustrates this situation
[142].

This function was studied assuming that the polymers are long in a good solvent;
the surface is strongly attractive, and the solution itself is so dilute that C (x → ∞) =
0. Several times, P.G. de Gennes [143] has considered this situation and shown [97]
that C(x) decreases like x−4/3 (in dimension three). Being x is a distance from the
surface. The argument given by him can be explained as follows. The monomer
concentration for long polymers in a good solvent (kuhnian chains) is proportional
to the number C of polymers per unit volume and in the kuhnian limit, it has to be
represented by the following expression
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Fig. 3.30 An adsorbed
polymer near a surface. The
length “a” defines the range
in which the surface potential
can be felt. Beyond that
range, there are only
repulsive forces between
polymers and this repulsion
creates a self-consistent
potential. (From ref. [142])
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Ck = CX1/� (3.8)

where R2 = X2d is the mean square distance between the end points of a isolated
polymer and � the well known size exponent or critical size exponent (� = 0.59).
The concentration Ck can be easily measured; type of concentration can be consid-
ered as important from any point of view.

Near a free surface, the quantity of interest for kuhnian chains is the concentra-
tion C k(x) which obviously has the same dimension as C k namely C k ∼ L−d+1/�.
Therefore as no other length occurs in the problem, it is possible to have

C k (x) = A x−d+1/� (3.9)

Where A is a pure number.
It must emphasize the fact that, in the problem under consideration, C k (x) van-

ishes when x → ∞, and in the absence of any cut – off, would become infinite on
the surface; moreover the chains are assumed to be very long. This is the reason
why it is impossible to introduce any physically meaningful correlation length in
the problem; the consequence of this fact is that equation (3.9) is only universal law
that can be written in the present situation.

J. des Cloizeaux claims that A is a universal number which depends only on the
dimension of space (A = A (d). Thus C (x) is not only given by a self – similar
expression as was pointed out by P.G. de Gennes [143], it is also completely deter-
mined.

It may look surprising that A should not depend on the strength of the attraction
but the explanation can be understood if we considered that the polymers that are
adsorbed on the surface repel one another. Adsorption from the solution takes place
until the repulsion compensates the attraction of the surface. By this way, in all the
cases, a polymer that is adsorbed on the surface depend is only marginally bound. In
spite of the fact that A should be universal, the quantity of polymer that is adsorbed
on the surface depend on the properties of the system. This corresponds to the fact
that the integral
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∞∫

0

dx x−d+1/v (3.10)

is divergent at x = 0. Then, in the vicinity of the surface, the concentration C k (x)
is represented by a function of the form

C k (x) = x−d+1/� f(x/a) (3.11)

Where a is a cut-off corresponding to the range of the attractive forces. It is possible,
for instance assume that f (x/a) = A for x ≥ a. In this case, the number of monomers
per unit surface is given by

� =
∞∫

0

dx Ck(x) = a−(d−1−1/v)

⎡
⎣

1∫

0

dt f(t)/td−1/v + A/d − 1 − 1/v

⎤
⎦ (3.12)

(for � > 1/d − 1)
By this way, it can understand why A is universal and at the same time, for

d = 1 the result is trivial. In this case, a long straight polymer starts from the surface
(� = 1) and it has Ck (x) = 1, A (1) = 1.

It is also shown that a mean field theory is valid for small values of � = 4 − d
and that it leads to the result

A(4 − �) = 2/�2 �, for 0 < � << 1. (3.13)

For small values of � = 4 − d, a polymer chain in solution is nearly Brownian
and a mean field method might reasonable results in this limit. Thus it is possible
consider that the chains feel a potential V (x) which is the sum of the (attractive and
repulsive) surface potential and of a self – consistent potential produced by the other
chains.

The result is interesting and the fact that A (4 − �) becomes infinite when � → 0
can be easily understood. When � is very small, the chains are nearly Brownian, and
they repel very weakly one another; thus, when � → 0, more and more chains are
attracted by the surface.

Unfortunately, as des Cloizeaux has noted, for practical applications, the preced-
ing result is not very useful. It is necessary to calculate the next order in �.

Another interesting aspect is the conformational changes when the chains are
under different concentration conditions: isolated dilute or semidilute or melt. The
adsorbed layer thickness increases with increasing concentration, mainly due to the
contribution of tails. Figure 3.31 shows this behaviour.
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(semi) dilute melt

isolated chains

Fig. 3.31 Schematic picture of average adsorbed chain conformations in extremely dilute solu-
tion (isolated chains on the surface), dilute and semidilute solutions, and the polymer melt. The
adsorbed layer thickness increases sharply with increasing concentration, mainly due to the contri-
bution of tails. Significant tail formation occurs as soon as the chains begin to compete for surface
sites. (From ref. [144])

3.5 Wettability Behavior and Contact Angles

Wetting of a solid by a liquid is normally described in terms of the equilibrium
contact angle θ and the appropriate interfacial tensions as shown in Fig. 3.32.

At equilibrium, equation the forces leads to Young’s equation,

�S/V = �S/L + �L/V cos �, (3.14)

where � S/V, � S/L and � L/V are the interfacial tensions at the solid/vapour, solid/
liquid and liquid/vapour interfaces respectively. In all the cases the vapour refers
to that of the liquid, i.e., the system is at the equilibrium with the vapour at its
saturated vapour pressure. It is important and necessary to remember that Young’s
equation only applies to a system at equilibrium and for which � L/V and � are given
their equilibrium values. For practical purposes, a liquid does not wet a solid when
� > 90◦, although strictly speaking a zero contact angle signifies wetting and the
complete and spontaneous displacement of air from the surface.

From Young’s equation

Fig. 3.32 Forces acting on a
rop resting on a solid surface
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cos � = �S/V − �S/L/�L/V (3.15)

from which it is apparent that if � < 90◦, a decrease in � L/V will reduce � and
hence improve the wetting. The addition of a surface active agent causes a reduc-
tion in � L/V and, if adsorbed, a change (probably a decrease) in � S/L, both effects
leading to better wetting. The change in � S/ is probably negligible in most cases;
the dominating factor in wetting is normally � L/V.

The work Wd involved in the wetting of 1 cm2 of the external surface of a powder
by a liquid is given by the difference between the interfacial energies before and after
wetting

Wd = � S/L − � S/V (3.16)

� S/V is the surface tension of the solid in equilibrium with the vapour of the liquid
and following Patton [145], Wd is termed the work of dispersion.

The wettability of a polymer film normally is determined by static contact angle
measurements. The surface free energy (SE) of a polymer can be determined by
wettability measurements with two different liquids. The dispersion force and polar
contributions to SE, � D and � P respectively, are also calculated normally by using
the Owens and Wendt, and Kaelble methods [146, 147]. The measurements of con-
tact angles (CA) on a given solid surface is one of the most practical ways to obtain
surface free energies.
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Chapter 4
Supramolecular Structures: Complex Polymeric
Systems – Organization, Design and Formation
using Interfaces and Cyclic or Complex
Molecules

Summary The analysis of supramolecular structures containing polymers, and the
discussion about the effect of polymeric materials with different chemical struc-
tures that form inclusion complexes is extensively studied. The effect of the in-
clusion complexes at the air–water interface is discussed in terms on the nature of
the interaction. The entropic or enthalpic nature of the interaction is analyzed. The
description of these inclusion complexes with different cyclodextrines with several
polymers is an interesting way to understand some non-covalent interaction in these
systems. The discussion about the generation and effect of supramolecular structures
on molecular assembly and auto-organization processes is also presented in a single
form. The use of block copolymers and dendronized polymers at interfaces is a new
aspect to be taken into account from both basic and technological interest. The effect
of the chemical structure on the self-assembled systems is discussed.

Keywords Supramolecular system · Block copolymer · Self-assembled system ·
Inclusion complexes · Cyclodextrin · Air-water interface · Non-covalent interaction ·
Auto-organization

4.1 Introduction

The importance of non – covalent interactions in biological systems has motivated
much of the current interest in supramolecular assemblies [1]. A classical example
of a supermolecule has been provided by the rotaxanes [2, 3], in which a molec-
ular “rotor” is threaded by a threaded by a linear “axle”. Another examples have
been previously included as cyclic crown ethers threaded by polymers, paraquat –
hydroquinone complexes [4] and cyclodextrin complexes [5, 6].

The generation of supramolecular structure of interest usually relies on molecular
self-assembly and auto-organization processes. Much attention has been recently
focused on the design of nanometer-scale (nanoscale) molecular devices. One
approach to the molecular devices is the self – assembly of supramolecular struc-
tures such as the inclusion complexes [1, 2, 7, 8].

L. Gargallo, D. Radić, Physicochemical Behavior and Supramolecular Organization
of Polymers, DOI 10.1007/978-1-4020-9372-2 4,
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Recently, increasing attention has been paid to polymer inclusion complexes
(ICs) formed between various polymers and cyclodextrins (CDs) or an other com-
plex molecules. Such ICs are based on noncovalent host – guest interactions and
useful building blocks for constructing supramolecular structures [3–5, 9–11]. For
a long time, it was known that �-, �- and � – cyclodextrins (CDs) consisting of
six, seven and eight glucopyranose units, respectively, form complexes with sev-
eral kinds of organic molecules, incorporating them as guests within their cavity.
Figure 4.1 shows the chemical structure and dimensions of the �-, � – and � –
cyclodextrins [12].

The most important characteristics of the CDs are summarized in Table 4.1.
Cyclodextrins comprises a family of three well-known industrially produced ma-

jor, and several rare, minor cyclic oligosaccharides. The three major CDs are crys-
talline, homogeneous, nonhygroscopic substances, which are torus-like macro-rings
built up from glucopyranose units [13].

As a consequence of the 4C1 conformation of the glucopyranose units, all
secondary hydroxyl groups are situated on one of the two edges of the ring,
whereas all the primary ones are placed on the other edge. The ring, in real-
ity, is a cylinder, or better said a conical cylinder, which is frequently character-
ized as a doughnut or wreath-shaped truncated cone. The cavity is lined by the
hydrogen atoms and the glycosidic oxygen bridges, respectively. The nonbonding
electron pairs of the glycosidic-oxygen bridges are directed toward the inside of the
cavity, producing a high electron density there and lending to it some Lewis-base
character.

The C-2-OH group of one glucopyranoside unit can form a hydrogen bond with
the C-3-OH group of the adjacent glucopyranose unit. In the �CD molecule, a com-
plete secondary belt is formed by these H bonds, therefore, the �CD is a rather rigid
structure. This intramolecular H-bond formation is probably the explanation for the
observation that �CD has the lowest water solubility of all CDs.

The H-bond belt is incomplete in the �CD molecule, because one glucopyranose
unit is in a distorted position. Consequently, instead of the six possible H bonds, only
four can be established simultaneously. The �CD is a non-coplanar, more flexible
structure; therefore, it is the more soluble of the three CDs.

Figure 4.2 shows a sketch of the characteristic structural features of CDs. On
the side where the secondary hydroxyl groups are situated, the cavity is wider than
on the other side where free rotation of the primary hydroxyls reduces the effective
diameter of the cavity.

Cyclodextrins are really, the most widely used molecules that form host/guest-
type inclusion complexes [13].

Potential use of complexes of � – CD with organic compounds, including poly-
mers, was also reviewed by Szejtli [6, 12, 13]. � – CD are able to incorporate
metal ions as ligands to prepare magnetic nano – particles [7, 14]. Harada and Ka-
machi [8,15] first found that poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) thread �– CD rings to form
polymer – cyclodextrin complex. Since their finding of inclusion complex formation
of polymer chains with �– CD, a large number of studies on inclusion complexes of
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molecules. (From ref. [12])
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Table 4.1 Characteristics of �, �, and � CDs. (From ref. [12])

α β γ

no. of glucose units 6 7 8
mol wt 972 1135 1297
solubility in water. g 100 mL−1 at

room temp
14.5 1.85 23.2

[�]D25◦C 150 ± 0.5 162.5 ± 0.5 177.4 ± .5
cavity diameter, Å 4.7 − 5.3 6.0 − 6.5 7.5 − 8.3
height of torus, Å 7.9 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.1 7.9 ± 0.1
diameter of outher periphery, Å 14.6 ± 0.4 15.4 ± 0.4 17.5 ± 0.4
approx volume of cavity, Å3 174 262 427
approx cavity volume in 1 mol CD

(ml)
104 157 256

in 1 g CD (ml) 0.10 0.14 0.20
crystal forms (from water) hexagonal plates monoclinic

parallelograms
quadratic prisms

crystal water, wt% 10.2 13.2 − 14.5 8.13 − 17.7
diffusion constant at 40◦C 3.443 3.224 3.000
hydrolysis by A. oryzae �-amylase negligible slow rapid
Vmax value, min−1 5.8 166 2300
relative permittivity (on

incorporating the toluidinyl
group of
6-p-toluidynilnaphthalene
2-sulfonate) at pH = 5.3, 25◦C

47.5 52.0 70.0

(on incorporating the naphthalene
group)

a 29.5 39.5

pK (by potentiometry) at 25◦C 12.332 12.202 12.081
partial molar volumes in solution

mL mol−1
611.4 703.8 801.2

adiabatic compressibility in
aqueous solutions mL
(mol−1 bar−1) × 104

7.2 0.4 −5.0

a Naphthalene group is too bulky for the �-CD cavity.

� -, � - and � - CDs with various polymers have been reported [9,16], particularly by
Harada ’s group covering hydrophilic and hydrophobic polymers [10,11,15,17–22].

The crystalline structures of inclusion complexes of �-cyclodextrin (�-CD) with
poly (ethylene glycol), poly (ethylene adipate), poly (propylene glycol) and poly
(isobutylene) were studied by electron microscopy, in combination with X-ray
diffraction works and measurements of thermal properties by DSC and TGA [16]. It
was found that water molecules were inevitable to form crystalline inclusion com-
plexes of �-CD with the polymers. There are three modifications depending on the
content of water in the complexes. Which crystalline form is stable is dependent on
the content of water hydrates in the complexes [16].

New supramolecular assemblies based on a chitosan bearing pendant cyclodex-
trins were prepared [23]. In order to obtain these assemblies, adamantyl groups
which can selectively be included in the cyclodextrins cavity were grafted on chi-
tosan and several poly(ethylene glycol)s (PEG) with molecular weights of 3400,
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Fig. 4.2 Dimensions and
hydrophobic/hydrophobic
regions of the CD molecules.
(From ref. [13])

CAVITY VOLUME:

in one mol:

in one g:

104 ml 157 ml

αCD βCD γCD

256 ml

0.10 ml 0.14 ml

174 Å3 262 Å3 427 Å3

0.20 ml

6000, and 20000, affording guest macromolecules, with different structural features.
The stoichiometry of the complex of PEG – Diadamantane with � – CD was found
to be 1:1 which, according with Auzely-Velty and Rinaudo [23], would imply that
the inclusion complex can be considered as a first – order system.

The average apparent association constant Ka value that was derived from a nu-
merical simulation of the experimental data [24] was found to be similar to that
found for inclusion of 1 – adamantanecarboxylate in � – CD [25]. The values for Ka

at 35, 45, and 55◦C were also determined in order to estimate the thermodynamic
parameters for inclusion complexation. Table 4.2 summarized the results.

Table 4.2 Thermodynamic Parameters for Inclusion Complex Formation of PEG – Diadamantane
with �-CD. (From ref. [23])

T (◦C) Ka (M−1) �G◦ (kJ/mol) �H ◦ (kJ/mol) T �S◦ (kJ/mol)

25 (1.8 ± 0.09) × 104 −24.3 ± 0.1 −25.5 ± 0.5 1.1 ± 1
35 (1.37 ± 0.07) × 104 −24.4 ± 0.1
45 (9.98 ± 0.5) × 103 −24.3 ± 0.1
55 (7 ± 0.4) × 103 −24.1 ± 0.1
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A large negative �H and a near zero �S were found for the complex. This result
would suggest that inclusion of the adamantyl moiety in � – CD is an enthalpy-
driven process and that Ka decreases when the temperature increases.

These data thus provide evidence of specific interactions between grafted
adamantane groups and �- CD with no influence of the polyether chain in the
inclusion process [23]. And at the same time was confirmed by 1H NMR spectra
the selective interaction between the pendant hydrophobic adamantyl groups and
� – cyclodextrin.

4.2 Inclusion Complexes Between Polymers and Cyclic
Molecules Surface Activity

Although a wide range of polymers have been investigated with various cyclodex-
trins, these studies mainly focused on the IC preparation techniques and characteri-
zation of solid phases. The solution properties, such as the self – assembly behavior,
dissociation, particle size an surface activity, were not commonly reported. These
solution properties, especially the assembly and surface behavior, are vital for the
potential applications of such systems in biomedical science, such as in controlled
drug delivery.

In an aqueous solution, the slightly apolar cyclodextrin cavity is occupied by wa-
ter molecules that are energetically unfavored (polar-apolar interaction), and there-
fore can be readily substituted by appropriate “guest molecules”, which are less
polar than water (Fig. 4.3). The dissolved cyclodextrin is the “host” molecule, and
part of the “driving force” of the complex formation is the substitution of the high-
enthalpy water molecules by an appropriate “guest” molecule. One, two or three
CD molecules.

Mixtures of poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) of various molecular weights with � –
CD have given stoichiometric complexes in high yields [17]. It is important to
consider that the formation of the complexes involved the threading of the �-CD
along the polymer chain into a “necklace-like” structure [26]. This process is driven

CH3

+

CH3

CH3
CH3

Fig. 4.3 Schematic representation of the association-dissolation of the host (cyclodextrin) and
guest (p-xylene). The formed guest/host inclusion complex can be isolated as a microcrystalline
powder. (From ref. [13])
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by noncovalent attractive forces, therefore allowing the �-CD to slide along the
polymer backbone [27]. The formation of the supramolecular adduct is entropically
unfavorable for the guest polymer, as the linear polymer chain must fit into several
host units to produce the final complex. The complex is thought to be promoved by
hydrophobic interactions between the cavity of �-CD and the -CH2CH2O- units of
PEO and also by hydrogen – bond formation between the hydroxyl groups situated
along the rim of �-CD molecules threaded onto the PEO chain [27,28]. This peculiar
organization should present behavior different from that of �-CD and PEO at the
air – aqueous interface.

Recently the surface properties of the supramolecular inclusion complex (ICs)
obtained from the threading of �-CD onto poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) free in so-
lution was studied [28]. The complex were characterized by IR, 1H NMR spec-
troscopy, and thermal analisis. The variation of the interfacial tension, �int, with
inclusion complex (IC) concentration and temperature were determined. The results
were compared with those found for PEO under the same conditions. �-CD does
not present surface activity [28]. To quantify the adsorption process of IC and PEO
in aqueous medium, the following form of Gibbs equation was used [29].

 = −(RT) − 1Cp(d�int/d Cp) (4.1)

Where  is the excess surface concentration and R and T have their usual meanings.
In order to evaluate the slopes, d�int/dCp, the experimental data of d�int versus CIC

and CPEO can be adjusted to the empirical equation of Szyszkowski [30].

�int = �o
int − �intB log[(CIC/A) + 1] (4.2)

where �O int is the interfacial tension between the pure phases, and A and B values
are two numerically empirical fitting parameters. By iteration, the best A and B
values were obtained. By differentiation of this equation it was possible to obtain.

d�int/dCIC = −�o
intB/(CIC + A) (4.3)

which can be related to equation (4.1) to give the Gibbs – Szyskowski equation.
Using this combined equation it was possible to determined ∞, the limiting excess
surface concentration. The ∞ value is related to the area covered by an average
monomer unit, according to

σ = (∞N) − 1 (4.4)

Where N is the Avogadro constant.
Figures 4.4a and b show the adsorption process of IC in the high – dilution zone

at different temperatures (283, 293, 298, 303, and 308 K (± 0.1 K).
As can be seen, �int decreases with IC concentration until a plateau seems to

be reached. �int is clearly depending on the temperature for this system. The slope
d�int/dCIC is more negative as the temperature decreases. Different behavior was
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Fig. 4.4 Interfacial tension as a function of IC concentration at different temperatures : ( � ) 288;
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Table 4.3 Thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption of IC and PEO indilute aqueous solu-
tions. (From ref. [28])

System �G0
ads (kJ mol−1) �H 0

ads (kJ mol−1) T �Sads (kJ mol−1)

IC −30.8 −92.5 −61.7
PEO −30.4 37.5 67.9

found in aqueous solutions of PEO in the same range of concentration. In this case,
� int decreases with PEO concentration and d� int/dCPEO is more negative as the
temperature increases.

The thermodynamic parameters for the adsorption process of the IC and PEO
were also determined using the classical equation [31]. The thermodynamic param-
eters for the adsorption process of IC are listed in Table 4.3.

The analysis of these experimental data, taken from reference [28], shows that the
thermodynamic parameter values of IC and PEO are completely different. A large
positive �HO and also a large positive �SO are found for the adsorption process of
PEO, suggesting that the driving force for this process is of an entropic nature and
then �GO is more negative when the temperature increases.

Figure 4.5a and b show the thermodynamical behavior observed for these sys-
tems.

Inclusion complex formation between polyaniline with emeraldine base and �-
cyclodextrin has been studied by the frequency – domain electric birefringence
(FEB ) spectroscopy in a solution of N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) and by scan-
ning tunneling microscopy (STM). The FEB results show that polyaniline in the
solution with cyclodextrin changes its conformation from coil to rod at low temper-
ature (below 275 K), and some rodlike images are observed on a substrate by STM.
These results have suggested that cyclodextrins are threaded onto polyaniline and
confine the conformation of the polymer chain to a rodlike one. Furthermore, it is
found that the threaded cyclodextrins prevent the chemical oxidation, i.e., doping
of polyaniline by iodine. This indicates formation of a new inclusion complex,
a conjugated conducting polymer covered by insulated cyclic molecules, namely,
“insulated molecular wire”.

Figure 4.6 shows the schematic diagrams of ciclodextrins, polyaniline with
emeraldine base, and inclusion complex formation of cyclodextrins and a conduct-
ing polymer chain: insulated molecular wire.

These results have been taken from the Yoshida et al. [32]. The same authors have
studied the inclusion complexes between these cyclic molecules and conjugated
conducting polymers using FEB and STM microscopy. Since the FEB signal, or
the Kerr effect, comes from optical and electrical anisotropy of molecules, rodlike
molecules such as liquid crystals, tobacco mosaic virus, polypeptides, and linear
polyions yield large electric birefringence but isotropoic molecules such as coiled
polymer chains and spherical lattices exhibit no signal [18,33]. By this way the FEB
technique is a useful tool to determine whether the conformation of a polymer chain
is rodlike or coiled in solution. Shimomura et al. [34] have also investigated the
rod-coil transition of a conjugated conducting polymer in solution by FEB.
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Fig. 4.5 Standard free energy
of adsorption as a function of
temperature for (a) IC and (b)
PEO in aqueous solution.
(From ref. [28])
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The studies reported in the literature about the inclusion complexes between
polymers and cyclodextrins have shown a good correlation between the cross-
sectional areas of the polymers and the cavity size of the CDs [3, 9]. For example,
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) can form inclusion complexes with �-CD [8,15,20,35]
and �-CD [36, 37] while poly(propylene glycol) (PPG) can form inclusion com-
plexes with �-CD [23, 24, 38, 39]. Except for a few cases where block polymers
were used, most studies dealt with polymers having “homogeneous” cross-sectional
areas along the polymer chains. The behavior of polymer IC formation for a polymer
with “heterogeneous” cross-sectional area as poly(isobutylene) (PIB) was studied
by Jiao et al. [40]. In this case, the polymer does not form complexes with �-CD at
any molecular weight because of the hindrance exerted by dimethyl groups on the
main chain [41].
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Fig. 4.6 Schematic diagrams
of (a) cyclodextrins, (b)
poly-aniline with emeraldine
base, and (c) inclusion
complex formation of
cyclodextrins and a
conducting polymer chain:
insulated molecular wire.
(From ref. [32])
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Poly (�- caprolactone) (PEC) forms inclusion complexes with all three CDs
wherein the �-CD/PCL complex contains two side-by-side PCL chains in each �-
CD channel when the molecular weight of PCL is low [26, 42].

The proposed structures by Kawaguchi et al. [42] for these complexes are shown
in Fig. 4.7.

Jiao [40] has reported results of Poly (neopentyl glycol diacid ester)s (PNEs)
which present an intermediate structures between those of PIB and PCL. Scheme 4.1
shows the structures of PIB, PCL, and PNE.

Varias structures can be obtained by changing the length of the diacid monomer,
and such structural change modifies the polymer IC formation behavior. The
inclusion complexes of poly(neopentyl glycol sebacate) (m = 8, in Scheme 4.1)
(PNGS) with CDs. PNGS was able to form inclusion complexes with all three CDs
in moderate yields. For the �-CD/PNGS complex, it was suggested that the con-
formational flexibility of both �-CD and PNGS enables �-CD to squeeze over the
bulky dimethyl groups and settle on and complex the thinner part of the polymer
chains [25, 40].
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Fig. 4.7 Proposed structure
of the �-CD-PEC and
�-CD-PEC complexes. (From
ref. [42])

The driving forces of complex formation were thought to be the geometric com-
patibility or fit and intermolecular interaction between hosts and guests. It has been
reported that many linear polymeric guests could form inclusion complexes with
CDs resulting in main-chain pseudopolyrotaxanes. When the polymers were added
into the CD solutions and then sonicated, crystalline inclusion complexes precipi-
tated. As the result of X- ray diffraction study, all crystalline inclusion complexes
between CDs and polymeric guests are columnar in structure [27, 43].

As Tonelli et al. [44,45] have pointed out, the study of crystalline inclusion com-
plexes provides an approach to investigate the behaviors of single polymer chains
in isolated and well – defined environments. Then, it is helpful in understanding the
mechanism of molecular recognition between hosts and polymeric guests.

It has been also reported a study on the threading process of a � – cyclodextrin
(�-CD) and polyethylene glycol (PEG), as a function of temperature and solvent
composition. This reaction produces a polyrotaxane that eventually precipitates and
forms a thick gel. Ceccato et al. [46] have proposed a molecular model for the inter-
pretation of the temperature and solvent composition effect on the threading process.
According of this model, the reaction can be depicted as a five – step phenomenon
that mainly depend on the threading and sliding of �-CD and PEG. The transition
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Scheme 4.1 (From ref. [40])
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Fig. 4.8 Schematic representation of the threading process. (From ref. [46])

state theory provides a way to calculate the Gibbs free energy change related to this
process and the number of �-cyclodextrin molecules that participate in the formation
of the polyrotaxane. This number was in good agreement with the value predicted
according to the literature and geometrical considerations. �G‡ parameters depends
on the nature of the solvent and was related to the interactions of PEG and �-CD
with the solvent molecules.

Figure 4.8, shows a squematic representation of the threading process, taken from
[46]

The selectivity of the Complex Formation is a very interesting subject. � – Cy-
clodextrin, (� – CD) has been found to form inclusion complexes with poly (methyl
vinyl ether) (PMVE), poly(ethyl vinyl ether) (PEVE), and poly(n- propyl vinyl
ether) (PnPVE) of various molecular weights to give stoichiometric compounds in
crystalline states. However, �- cyclodextrin (� – CD) and � – Cyclodextrin (�- CD)
did not form complexes with poly (alkyl vinyl ether)s of any molecular weight.
� –CD did not form complexes with the low molecular weight analogs, such as
diethyl ether and trimethylene glycol dimethyl ether.

Scheme 4.2 shows the chemical structures of the poly (alkyl vinyl ether)s [47]
reported.

Poly(methyl vinyl ether) Poly(ethyl vinyl ether)

Poly(n -propyl vinyl ether)

(PMVE) (PEVE)

(PnPVE)

( CH2CH  )

OCH3

n

( CH2CH  )

OCH2CH2CH3

n

( CH2CH  )

OCH2CH3

n

Scheme 4.2 Poly (alkyl vinyl ether)s. (From ref. [47])
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Molecular model studies have shown that PMVE, PEVE, and PnPVE chains are
capable to penetrate � –CD cavities. Model studies further indicate that the single
cavity can accommodate three monomer units. The inclusion complex formation
of polymers with cyclodextrins is entropically unfavorable. However, formation of
the complexes is thought to be promoted by hydrogen bond formation between cy-
clodextrins. Therefore, the head – to – head and tail – to – tail arrangement, which
results in a more effective formation of hydrogen bonds between cyclodextrins, is
thought to be the most probable structure. This structure was proved by X-ray stud-
ies on a single crystal of the complex between � -CD and 1-propanol.

Figure 4.9 taken from [47] shows a proposed structure of the complex between
�-CD and PMVE.

More recently, it has been reported [48] an attempt to blend polymers by
first forming their common inclusion compound (IC) with cyclodextrins (CD) as
the host and then coalescing the guest polymer from their CD – IC crystals by
washing them with hot water. This procedure was used in the hope of obtaining
an intimately mixed, compatible blend of the poly (� –caprolactone) (PEC)/poly
(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) pair, which are normally incompatible. Tonelli et al. [48,
49] have reported observations made on the poly(carbonate) (PC)/poly(methyl
methacrylate) (PMMA) pair, which are respectively difficult to crystallize and amor-
phous. PC/PMMA blends coalesced from their common � – CD – ICs are amor-
phous and generally exhibit single glass transitions at temperatures (Tg) between
those of pure PC and PMMA. But, at a 1:4 molar PC:PMMA blend coalesced from
its common � – CD – IC is characterized by a Tg lower than that of pure PMMA.
FTIR spectroscopy has suggested an intimate mixing of and possible specific in-
teractions between PC and PMMA chains in the coalesced blends as reflected by
substantial shifts in the frequencies of the PMMA and PC C = O vibrations.

In conclusion, it has found, when inherently immiscible polymers are simul-
taneously included as guests in the narrow channels of their common inclusion
compounds (ICs) formed with host cyclodextrins (CDs) and then these polymer-
1/polymer-2-CD-IC crystals are washed with hot water to remove the host CD lattice

Fig. 4.9 Proposed structure of the complex between �-CD and PMVE. (From ref. [47])
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and coalesce the guest polymers, that an intimately mixed blend of the polymers are
obtained.

In another study, it was successfully reported an intimate ternary blend system
of poly(carbonate) (PC)/poly(methyl methacrylate ) (PMMA)/poly (vinyl acetate)
(PVAc) obtained by the simultaneous coalescence of the three guest polymers from
their common �-cyclodextrin (�-CD) inclusion complex (IC). The thermal transi-
tions and the homogeneity of the coalesced ternary blend were studied by differen-
tial scanning calorimetry (DSC) and thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) [50]

Recently, increasing attention has been paid to polymer inclusion complexes
(PICs) formed between various polymers and cyclodextrins (CDs). Such PICs are
based on noncovalent host – guest interaction and are useful building blocks for
constructing supramolecular structures [9, 10]. Lui et al. [51] have reported a PIC
produced from �-CD and a double – hydrophilic diblock copolymer, poly(ethylene
oxide) –b- poly(acrylic acid) (PEO-b-PAA), which focused on the solution property
and the mechanism driving the formation of the PIC. Complexes produced from
a diblock copolymer and cyclodextrin were previously reported by Yui et al. [52]
but their PIC product was gel-like. Double – hydroplilic poly (ethylene oxide)-b-
Poly(acrylic acid) (PEO-b-PAA) self-assemble into nanostructures in basic solution
upon the addition of �-CD as a result of the complexation between �-CD and PEO.
The nanostructures produced were spherical in shape as was observed by transmis-
sion electron microscopy (TEM) and with a radii that were much larger than that a
single stretched polymeric chain. The results have suggested that the nanostructures
formed in the PEO-b-PAA/�-CD solution at high pH were likely to be spherical
vesicules. Scheme 4.3 shows this particular behavior.

Scheme 4.3 Self-assembly of PEO-b-PAA into vesicular nanostructures at pH 10 induced by com-
plexation between PEO segments and �–CD. (From ref. [51])
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Girardeau et al. [53] have described the chain dynamics of PEO within nan-
otubes of �-cyclodextrin using dueterated PEO (d-PEO) and 2H solid – state NMR
spectroscopy. The chain dynamics were explored and compared with the respective
unthreaded d-PEO. As these materials are continually proposed for applications in
molecular-level devices [54,55] characterization of their molecular dynamics is im-
portant since they play a key role in governing bulk physical properties.

From the studies of Girardeau et al. [53] it was possible to conclude that poly
(ethylene oxide) chains isolated in cyclodextrin nanotubes exhibit faster dynam-
ics as compared to bulk PEO at the same temperatures. In addition, PEO mo-
tions in the nanotubes are anisotropic and remain so even at temperatures above
the melting point of uncomplexed PEO where dynamics are isotropic (> 320 K).
The motional geometry and activation energy from 2H NMR spectra are consistent
with trans – gauche conformational transitions, envisioned as gauche defects trav-
eling along the mostly trans PEO chains within the nanotubes. The overall picture
emerging from these dynamics studies is consistent with the morphology revealed
by scattering experiments [56]. Longer CD nanotubes are formed by complexa-
tion with low-molecular-weight polymers, while high-molecular – weight poly-
mers gel and lead to shorter CD nanotubes. As the length of the CD nanotube
is decreased, the anisotropic motion occurs with much less defined jump angles
and the ratio of unthreaded to threaded chain segments appears higher than ex-
pected given the cyclodextrin threading level. This was explained by increased ex-
change between threaded and unthreaded chain segments when the nanotubes are
shorter.

Crystalline inclusion complexes (IC’s) have been also formed between poly-
mers and another small-molecules, host clathrated provide a unique environment
for observing the solid – state behavior of isolated polymer chains. In their IC’s
with small-molecule, host clathrates, such as urea (U) [1] and perhydrotriphenylene
(PHTP) [57], the included polymer chains are confined to occupy narrow channels
(ca. 5.4 Å in diameter) where they are extended and separated from neighboring
chains by the channel walls, which are composed exclusively of the host clathrate,
crystalline matrix. Choi et al. [58] have been studied the behavior of isolated, ex-
tended polymer chains included in their IC’s with U and PHTP by a combination of
molecular modeling [59,60] and experimental observations in an effort to determine
their conformations and mobilities in these well-defined, containing environments.

Molecular modeling of aliphatic polyesters and polyamides suggested [61] that
both classes of polymers may be capable of forming these IC’s. For example, it was
suggested that poly(�- caprolactone) (PEC) chains in either the all – trans or kink
(g + tg+) conformations are slim enough to fit in these narrow IC channels (D =
5.5 A). Preliminary studies of its stability, stoichiometry, and structure, both the
three – dimensional, solid – state structure of the PEC – U- IC and the conformation
adopted by the included PEC chains have been reported [58].

The formation of the inclusion complexes has leaded to significant changes of
the solubility and reactivity of the guest molecules, but without any chemical mod-
ification. Thus, water insoluble molecules may become completely water soluble
simply by mixing with an aqueous solutions of CD of CD-derivatives. Based on
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this knowledge, Ritter et al. [62] were encouraged to investigate the behavior of
CD-complexes of various monomers, e.g. of methacrylates or methacrylamides. The
complexes monomers could be successfully polymerized via free radicals in water.

These investigations have demonstrated the successful application of cyclodex-
trins in polymer synthesis in aqueous solutions via free radical polymerization or
via a oxidative recombination mechanism. Some special aspects of cyclodextrins
were found concerning the kinetics, chain transfer reaction, and copolymerization
parameters [63].

Due also to their controllable size, low cytotoxicity, and unique architecture,
cyclodextrin-based polyrotaxanes and pseudopolyrotaxanes have been developed to
encompass a broad range of diverse medical applications from erodable hydrogels
to drug and gene delivery. A recent review about biomedical applications of cy-
clodextrin based polyrotaxanes have been reported by Loethen et al. [64].

This review has been focused on the literature relevant to pseudorotaxanes, pseu-
dopolyrotaxanes, polyrotaxanes and rotaxanes that may potentially be used for a
variety of drug delivery and medical imaging applications.

4.3 Self-Assemblies, Block Copolymers and Dendronized
Polymers at the Interfaces: Effect of Molecular Architecture

There is a growing interest in polymers with architectures that differ from the classi-
cal linear polymers, since new polymer architectures may exhibit unusual behavior.
For example, the combination of dendrimers and linears polymers in hybrid ma-
terials has evolved from a curiosity into an important trend in current chemistry.
Therefore, various dendrimer construction strategies have been developed on the
basis of classical organic and inorganic chemistry [65, 66].

The development of well defined molecular and supramolecular architectures
has attracted a strong scientific interest and the dendrimers also are among the most
exciting molecular architectures.

Dendronized polymers are a class of polymers produced by the combination of
linear polymers and dendritic molecules as side chain pendant moieties [67–69].

Scheme 4.4 shows one illustration of this particular structure taken from
reference [69].

When dendritic fragments are attached to polymer chains, the conformation of
the polymer chain is strongly affected by the size and chemical structure of the den-
dritic wedges attached. Dense attachment of dendritic side chain converts a linear
polymer into a cylindrically shaped, rigid and nanoscopic dimension. Frechet and
Hawker [70] were one of the first to recognize these “hybrid architectures”.

Another property of this class of polymers is that the combination of specific
dendrons with linear chains provides an opportunity to design a well-defined am-
phiphilic dendronized polymer system, which can bring about supramolecular ag-
gregates in an aqueous phase [70, 71].

It is possible to consider the dendrimers as branched macromolecules with a
globular shape deviating significantly from that of linear coil polymers. Recently,
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Scheme 4.4 Dendronization of PMMeI. (From ref. [69])

properties of block copolymer systems with a dendrimer and a linear coil block have
been explored in solution, bulk and in thin – films [72]. Amphiphilic dendron – rod
molecules with three hydrophilic poly (ethylene oxide) (PEO) branches attached to a
hydrophobic octa – p – phenylene rod were also investigated for their ability to form
two – dimensional micellar structures on a solid surface by J. Hozmueller et al. [73].
A treelike shape of the molecules was reported to be a mayor factor in the formation
of nonplanar micellar structures in solution and in the bulk state. Hozmueller et al.
have observed that in these treelike amphiphilic molecules the hydrophilic termi-
nated dendron branches assemble themselves in surface monolayers with the forma-
tion of two – dimensional layered or circular micellar structures.Similar molecules
have been observed to organize into spherical aggregates in solution, but their ability
to assemble into organized structures at the air – water interface have been only
reported by J. Hozmueller et al. [73].

The rigid, hydrophobic rod core for both molecules was paired with three
branched, flexible, hydrophilic PEO chains that possess excellent amphiphilic prop-
erties. Scheme 4.5 shows the chemical structures of the complex molecules studied.

Three tetrabranched PEO chains were attached asymmetrically to a rigid octa –
p –phenylene chain at the first and second phenyl rings as is shown in Fig. 4.10. The
end functionality of the flexible PEO chains has been varied from methyl groups
(molecule 1) to hydroxyl groups (molecule 2). Both molecules have displayed stable
amphiphilic behavior at the air – water interface.

Figure 4.11 shows the surface – pressure isotherms obtained in both cases.
Molecule 1 underwent several phase transitions observed as the multiple shoul-

ders and plateau regions in the pressure versus molecular area (� − A) isotherms.
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The results have been discussed in terms of the chemical structure of the molecules
studied and their surface morphology found.

In the area of supramolecular chemistry there are several aspects which must
be studied. It is generally accepted that the functions of the polymeric materials,
particularly, the supramolecular polymeric systems, are determined not only by
the macromolecules themselves but also by how the macromolecules are arranged.
Thus, the design of the macromolecules with different and complex structures as,
block copolymers, polymercomplexes, inclusion complexes and supramolecular as-
semblies are very important. In the first case, one of the most fascinating properties
of diblock copolymers are their ability to self – assemble into micelles, aggregates,
and vesicles of several morphologies in the presence of a selective solvent [74–76].
It has been observed that the insoluble segment can organize into a core surrounded
by the soluble segment as a corona to stabilize the aggregates. Depending upon poly-
mer structure, composition and assembling conditions, block copolymers may self –
organize into versatile particles, such as spheres, [77, 78] vesicles, [79] worms [80]
and other complex assemblies [81]. Recent studies have demonstrated that self-
assembly of diblock copolymers into various morphologies can occur not only in
selective solvents but also at interfaces and surfaces [82, 83].

One of the first step toward understanding the surface behavior of these sys-
tems is to check the monolayer formation at the air – water interface. A system
as an amphiphilic diblock copolymer for example, from the initial studies of them,
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Fig. 4.10 (a) Molecule 1, methyl-terminated branches and (b) molecule 2, hydroxyl-terminated
branches. Chemical structures are accompanied with molecular models. (From ref. [73])

-

it was shown that not in situ evidence of surface aggregation. The problem is to
demonstrate if the diblock copolymers exist a individual molecules or as surface
aggregates or supramolecular assemblies at the air – water interface. In the partic-
ular case of these amphiphilic diblock copolymers, it was possible to demonstrate
that the hydrophilic segment could be the responsible of the surface behavior at the
air – water interface irrespective of the nature of the other segment. Direct visual-
ization of dramatic changes in the monolayer arrangement frequently involved the
use of Brewster Angle Microscopy (BAM). The resolution of this technique is very
important together with the Elipsometry.

In the supramolecular systems as the complexes of polymers and copolymers
with cyclic molecules as cyclodextrins, the surface properties and the molecular
motion must change when the polymer is free that when the polymer is included
inside of a cyclic molecule. The polymer in the complexed form cannot have the
same situation when it is in uncomplexed state.
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Fig. 4.11 The asymmetric
rod-coil molecules form
stable Langmuir monolayers
at the air-water interface as
shown by �-A isotherms for
molecule 1 (solid line) and
molecule 2 (dashed line) with
deposition points indicated by
arrows. (From ref. [73])
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The dendronized polymers can be considered as linear monodisperse macro-
molecule that bear pendant dendrons along the backbone which are recognized as
an important alternative structure [84, 85]. These are novel macromolecules whose
nanoscale size, rigidity and functionality can be controlled with precision by tun-
ing molecular arquitecture [86]. Nevertheless, dendronized polymer or side-chain
dendritic polymers has not received much attention [85, 87–90]. These dendritic
macromolecules are characterized by a central polyfunctional core, branching units
and end groups. From the core arise successive layers of monomers units with
branching points in each monomer unit. This result in a chemical structure that can
adopt a spherical shape and where the periphery consists of a large number of chain
ends. The side chain dendrons are synthesized with a series of controlled reactions,
where each step (generation) results in an exponential increase in the number of
monomers. Because of their structural precision they can be considered as synthetic
analogue to proteins, [91–93] and there is interest in developing applications in
medicine, [94–97] surface science, [98, 99] and catalysis [100]. These applications
typically arise from utilizing the large number of functional groups on the periph-
ery, the overall charge of dendritic structure, or property differences between the
interior and exterior of the dendrimer [101–104]. Dendritic macromolecules are, in
general, represented by two main classes of compound: hyperbranched polymers
and dendrimers [105]. Hyperbranched polymers are formed by random or quasi –
regular branching of macromolecular segments, as it can be seen in Fig. 4.12a. Den-
drimers possess well – defined repeat unit (branches) growing from a central core
and forming spherical macromolecules with diameters up to tens of nanometers
(Figs. 4.12b, c). Dendritic macromolecules come in thousands of molecular designs
depending on the chemical structure and symmetry of branches and the synthetic
route applied [105].
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GI; (c) schematic of a backbone for generation G4. (From ref. [106])
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Some the structural state of dendritic macromolecules at air – water (Lang-
muir monolayers) and air – solid (adsorbed monolayers, self – assembled films,
and cast films) interfaces has been discussed by V. V. Tsukruk [106] and Frechet
[107].

Langmuir mono/bilayers of mono/multidendrons based on 3, 5 – dihydroxyben-
zyl alcohol at the air – water interface were studied using pressure – area isotherms
and neutron reflectivity by Frechet et al. [108].

For asymmetric monodendrons, an increase in compression resulted in collapse
of the dendrimer and the formation of a bilayer structure with the macromolecules
compressed laterally with respect to the surface normal, with an axial ratio of 2:1.
This situation is illustrated in Fig. 4.13. These dendritic macromolecules are flexible
enough to assume a prolate conformation under modest lateral compression in a
Langmuir trough. Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers [109] were also used by
Tsukruk et al. [110] to fabricate self – assembled monolayers. The thickness of all
the monolayers were much smaller than the diameter of dendritic macromolecules
in solution. This behavior can indicate collapse of the dendritic macromolecules,
which become highly compressed along the surface normal and flattened. (See
Fig. 4.13b).

Watanabe et al. [111] have used an electrostatic layer – by – layer deposition
technique to fabricate self – assembled films from alternating molecular layers of
oppositely charged PAMAM dendrimers and low molar mass compounds.

They have observed linear growth of the film thickness, which is consistent with
multilayer ordering. The thickness of an individual molecular layer for the gener-
ation G4 is about 5 nm, which indicates preservation of the globular shape of the
dendritic macromolecules within the multilayer films (Fig. 4.13c).

Figure 4.13 shows a general scheme of dendritic macromolecules within molec-
ular layers at interfaces under different situations.

Fig. 4.13 General scheme of
dendritic macromolecules
within molecular layers at
interfaces: (a) compressed
Langmuir bilayer at air-water
interface; (b) adsorbed and
self-assembled monolayers of
“neutral” dendrimers (left)
and dendrimers with “sticky”
surface groups (right); (c)
multilayer self-assembled
films obtained by
layer-by-layer deposition of
dendrimers low molar mass
ions (left) and two adjacent
dendrimer generations
(right). (From ref. [106])
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Several work are concerned with the synthesis, characterization, dielectric be-
havior and conformational analysis of dendronized Polymers. Poly(methacrylates)
containing phtalimidoalkyl moieties in the side chain have been recently studied i.e.
poly(3,5-diphtalimido alkylphenyl methacrylate)s with ethyl (P-EthylG1), propyl
(P-PropylG1) and butyl (P-ButylG1) chains as spacer groups. Where G1 indicates
first generation [112].

In this investigation the dentrimer end groups modifications of a series of PEO-
PAMAM linear-dendritic diblock copolymers to various chemical functionalities
has been described [112]. The molecular weight of the PEO block was 2000 and
the dendrimer generations used were one to four. The amphiphilic behavior of the
modified diblocks was studied by spreading monolayers of the material at the air-
water interface of a Langmuir trough and recording the pressure-area isotherm.

Stearate-terminated diblocks were found to give stable monolayers which formed
condensed phases on compression. The limiting area per molecule in the condensed
phase measured from the pressure-area isotherm suggests interesting effect of den-
drimer morphology, curvature, and size on the organization of the diblock mono-
layer at the air-water interface.

The effect of dendrimer generation on the π -A isotherms of stearate-terminated
PEO-PAMAM diblock copolymers is shown in Fig. 4.14.
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Fig. 4.14 (a) Pressure-area isotherms measured at 20◦C for four diblock copolymers with stearate
end groups and the same PEO chain but different dendrimer generations. (b) Schematic of the
organization of linear-dendritic diblock copolymers at the air-water interface for different den-
drimer generations at high areas per molecule. (c) A close-up to condensed-phase regime in the
pressure-area isotherms measured at 20◦C for four diblock copolymers with stearate end groups
and the same PEO chain but different dendrimer generations. (d) Schematic of the organization of
linear-dendritic diblock copolymers at the air-water interface for different dendrimer generations
in the condensed phase. (From ref. [112])
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Figure 4.14a shows the π -A isotherm for four polymers, all with the same length
of the PEO chain but with different generations of stearate-terminated dendrimers.
Again, the area per molecule is calculated from the theoretically expected molecular
weight for the diblocks listed in Table 4.4. Two facts area apparent from the com-
parison shown in Fig. 4.14a. First, the three hybrid linear-dendritic diblocks with
stearate end groups form condensed phases at the air-water interface as indicated by
the high surface pressures achieved in the isotherm before collapse. Second, the sur-
face pressure for PEO(2k)-4.0G-S at low surface concentration is practically zero,
in contrast to all the other polymers investigated here. As mentioned in the previous
section, the nonzero surface pressure at low surface concentration is a likely con-
sequence of the surface activity of the PEO block. In the case of PEO(2k)-4.0G-S,
the PEO block is being excluded from the interface. A schematic of what could be
happening at low surface pressures is shown in Fig. 4.14b. For the hybrid copoly-
mers up to the third dendrimer generation, the PEO tail is long enough to go around
the dendrimer block to access the interface at low surface pressure. The dendrimer
block in the fourth-generation diblock [PEO(2k)-4.0G-S] is probably larger than
the PEO(2k) hydrodynamic radius, and is thus too large for the PEO chain to wrap
around and access the interface (Fig. 4.14b).

To take a closer look at the area per molecule in the condensed phase of the
diblock monolayers, the x-axis of Fig. 4.14a is expanded and shown in Fig. 4.14c.
The extrapolated value of the area per molecule and the theoretically expected value
for the area are listed in Table 4.5. To calculate the theoretically expected area for
the hybrid block copolymers in the condensed phase, it is assumed that the stearate
end groups are extended into the air perpendicular to the air-water interface as shown
schematically in Fig. 4.14d. This assumption is based on the behavior of pure stearic
acid, which forms ordered monolayers with the alkyl chains oriented perpendicular
to the air-water interface. The area per molecule for stearic acid with this orientation
is 20 Å

2
, [113] Here, the theoretically expected area was calculated by multiplying

the area per stearate molecule (20 Å
2
) with the number of stearate groups present at

the ends of the dendrimer block. PEO(2k)-S having no dendrimer block but a single

Table 4.4 Percentage of Substituted Amine Groups on the Dendrimer Block Determined using
1HNMR and Tabulated as Ratio of the Methyl Groups on the Stearated Ends of the Dendrimer
Block to the PEO Backbone Protons

CH3O–(CH2CH2O)m–PAMAM–[NHCO(CH2)16CH3]n

PEO–PAMAM
diblock

theor
Mw

no end
groups (n)

modified
diblock

theor
Mw

theor ratio
(b/a)

exptl ratio
(b/a)

PEO(2k) 2000 1 PEO(2k)–S 2267
PEO(2k)–1.0G 2230 2 PEO(2k)–1.0G-S 2762 0.033 0.033
PEO(2k)–2.0G 2686 4 PEO(2k)–2.0G-S 3750 0.066 0.070
PEO(2k)–3.0G 3598 8 PEO(2k)–3.0G-S 5726 0.132 0.102

PEO(2k)–3.0G-Ma 4878 0.088 0.087
PEO(2k)–4.0G 5422 16 PEO(2k)–4.0G-S 9678 0.264 0.208
aCH3O–(CH2CH2O)m–PAMAM–[NHCOC6H4 CH2 CH=CH2]n
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Table 4.5 Limiting area per molecule from extrapolation of the condensed-phase region of the
isotherms for the modified linear-dendritic diblock copolymers. (From ref. [112])

No. stearate
groups (n)

Theor area
(20 Å

2 × n), Å
2

Diblock Exptl area, Å
2

PEO(2k)–S 1 20 25
PEO(2k)–2.0G–S 4 80 150
PEO(2k)–3.0G–S 8 160 185
PEO(2k)–4.0G–S 16 320 195

stearate end groups was studied as a standard and the experimental results agrees
well with the theoretically predicted value as it is possible to observe in Table 4.5

Table 4.5 summarizes the limiting area per molecule form extrapolation of the
condensed-phase region of the isotherms for the modified linear-dendritic diblock
copolymers. As is shown in Table 4.5, the experimental value for the area is larger
than the calculated value, suggesting that the condensed phase in this copolymer
may contain some PEO at the interface along with the dendrimer block.

The surface properties of this kind of “supramolecular systems” are really scarce.
An interplay between short – range van der Waals forces, ionic binding, chemical

bonding, elastic/plastic compression, and long – range electrostatic interactions and
capillary forces between macromolecules and surfaces seems to be responsible for
the variety of observed interfacial behaviors.
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P26DFBM, 122, 123, 124, 126
PEE-PEO monolayer, molecular arrangement

of, 195
Perhydrotriphenylene (PHTP), 222
Phase angle, 46
Phenyl groups, 116
Phenyl isomers of poly(benzyl methacrylate)s

(PBM), 122
Physicochemical aspects of polymer at

interfaces, 163–166
amphiphilic block copolymer behavior in

solution and interfaces, 189–199
Langmuir Monolayers and Langmuir-

Blodgett Films, 167–189
polymer adsorption from solution, 199–202
wettability behavior and contact angles,

202–203
Physicochemical properties of

(poly(γ -benzyl-L-glutamate))
(PBLG) –(poly (ethylene oxide))
(PEO), see PBLG – PEO

Plastic deformation, 52
P3MTHFM, 109–111
Poli(dicyclohexyl itaconate)s, 146–147
Poli(diitaconate)s containing different cyclic

side chains, 150–152
Poly(alkyl vinyl ether)s, 219
Polyamides, solubility of, 29
Polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers, 229
Poly-aniline with emeraldine base, 217
Poly(benzyl methacrylate)s (PBzM), 120

Poly(carbonate) (PC)/poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA) pair, 220

Poly(2-chlorocyclohexylacrylate)
(P2ClCHA), 64

Poly(2-chloroethyl methacrylate) (P2CEM), 61
Poly(3-chloropropyl methacrylate)

(P3CPM), 61
Poly(cyclobutyl methacrylate) (PCBuM),

89–94
Poly(cyclobuty methacrylate)s, 88–94
Poly(cycloheptyl methacrylate) (PCHpM),

81–84, 82
Poly (cycloheptylmethyl methacrylate)

(PCHpMM), 82
Poly(cyclohexylalkyl methacrylate)s, 64
Poly(cyclohexyl methacrylate) (PCHM), 64
Poly(cyclooctyl methacrylate) (PCOcM),

81–84, 82
Poly(D, L-lactic acid) monolayers, properties

of, 178
Poly(dichlorobenzyl methacrylate)s

(PDClBM), 127–130
Poly(diethylitaconate) (PDEI), 132
Poly(2,4-difluorobenzyl methacrylate)

(P24DFBM), 122
Poly(2,5-difluorobenzyl methacrylate)

(P25DFBM), 122
Poly(difluorobenzylyl methacrylate)s, 122–127

dielectric relaxational behavior, 123–127
Poly(diisobutylitaconate) (PDIBI), 132
Poly(diisopropylitaconate) (PDIPI), 132
Poly(dimethyl itaconate) (PDMI), 132
Poly(2,4-dimethylphenyl methacrylate)

(2,4PDMP), 120
Poly(2,5-dimethylphenyl methacrylate)

(2,5PDMP), 120
Poly(2,6-dimethylphenyl methacrylate)

(2,6PDMP), 120
Poly(3,5 dimethylphenyl methacrylate)

(3,5PDMP), 120
Poly(dimethylpheyl methacrylate)s, 112

dielectric relaxational behavior, 112–120
dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior,

120–122
Poly(di-n-butylitaconate) (PDIBI), 132
Poly(di-n-propyl itaconate) (PDPI), 132
Poly(1,3-dioxan-5yl-methacrylate)

(PDMA), 97
Poly(ditetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate),

104–105
Poly(�-caprolactone) (PEC), 217, 220, 222
Poly(�-caprolactone) (PEC)/poly (L-lactic

acid) (PLLA) pair, 220
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Polyelectrolytes, 184
Poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG), 216
Poly(ethylene oxide)s, 173
Poly(ethyl vinyl ether) (PEVE), 219
Poly(itaconate)s, 37, 131–132, 138–143

dielectric relaxational behavior, 138–143
of poly(diitaconate)s, 146–152

dynamic mechanical relaxational behavior,
143–146

containing aliphatic and substituted
aliphatic side chains, 132–138

Poly(itaconates) monolayers, 177
v values, 177

Polymer adsorption, 199
Polymer-bridging flocculation, mechanism

of, 165
Polymer effect, 46
Polymeric nanosphere, 191
Polymeric surfactants, 198
Polymeric vesicles (polymersomes), 191
Polymer inclusion complexes (PICs), 208, 221
Polymer monolayers, capillary rheology

behavior of, 186–187
Polymer-polymer interaction for poly(ester)s,

molecular models of, 170
Polymer solution behavior

critical phenomena in polymer solution,
24–28

polymers in binary solvents, cosolvency
effect, 28–35

polymer solutions in good solvent, 15–17
excluded – volume effect, 17

preferential adsorption phenomena, 35–40
solution properties, 1–15
theta condition: concentration regimes,

17–23
Polymer – solvent interactions, magnitude

of, 10
Polymer – solvent phase diagram, 24
Polymersome, 191
Poly(methacrylate) monolayer, 178
Poly(methacrylate)s, 31, 60–61

containing aliphatic and substituted
aliphatic side chains, 61–63

containing aromatic side chains, 112–130
containing heterocyclic side groups,

96–112
rigidity factor, 32
containing saturated cyclic side chains,

63–96
bulky substituents on the dynamic

mechanical and dielectric
absorptions, effect of, 71–81

containing norbornyl groups, 95–96
number of members in the saturated

rings, effect of, 81–95
spacer group on dynamic mechanical

and dielectric absorptions, effect of,
63–71

structure, 60
side groups of, 32

Poly (methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), intimate
ternary blend system of, 221

Poly(3-methyl-2-norbornyl methacrylate)
(P3M2NBM), 95

Poly(3-methyl tetrahydrofurfuryl methacrylate)
P3MTHFM, 104

Poly(monobenzyl itaconate) (PMBzI), 12
Poly(mono-β n-decyl itaconate) (PMDI), 132
Poly(monochlorobenzylmethacrylate)s

(PMClBM), 127
Poly(mono-cyclohexylitaconate)

(PMCHI), 138
Poly(monomethyl itaconate) (PMMeI), 179

chemical structure, 180
Poly(mono-n-octylitaconate) (PMOI), 132
Poly(neopentyl glycol sebacate)(PNGS), 217
Poly(N – isopropylacrylamide)

(PNIPAM), 186
Poly(2-norbornyl methacrylate) (P2NBM), 95
Poly(n- propyl vinyl ether) (PnPVE), 219
Poly(N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone) (PVP), 26

phase diagram with temperature and SDS
concentration, 27

preferential adsorption behavior of, 33
Poly(octamethylene tetrachloro-

terephthalamide), intrinsic viscosities
of, 30

Poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate), 13
in benzene, 18

Poly(pentachlorophenyl methacrylate)
(PPClPh), 14

Poly(phenyl acrylate) (PPhA), 121
Poly(phenyl methacrylate) (PPHM), 120
Poly(2-tertbutylcyclohexyl methacrylate)

(P2tBCHM), 73
Poly(4-tert butylcycloheyl methacrylate)

(P4tBCHM), 73
Poly(tetrahydropyranyl methacrylate)

(P4THPMA), 98–103
Poly[4-(1,1,3,3- tetramethylbutyl)phenyl

methacrylate], chemical structure of, 19
Poly(thiocarbonate)s, 152–155
Poly(vinyl acetate) (PVAc)

intimate ternary blend system of, 221
Poly(vinylbutyral) film, 56
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Poly(4-vinylpyridine) quaternized with
tetradecyl bromide (P4VPC14)

molecular model of one monolayer, at
air-water, 184

surface behavior, 182
Preferential adsorption coefficient, 31, 32

dependence on mixed solvent composition,
33, 34

variation of, 38
with solvent composition, 33

Preferential adsorption phenomena, 35–40
Primary creep, 53
PTHFM, 108–111
PTHPMA, 103

R
“Random coil”, 2
Regular solution, 5
γ -relaxation, 102
Resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS), 60

S
Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), 215
Screening, 20, 23
Secondary creep, see Steady-state creep
Selective adsorption, see Preferential

adsorption phenomena
Self-assembly of PEO-b-PAA into vesicular

nanostructures at pH 10 induced by
complexation between PEO segments
and �-CD, 221

Semi-dilute regime, 22
See also Dilute vs. semi – dilute polymer

concentrations
Shear stress, 43, 47
Small – angle neutron scattering (SANS), 20
Solubility parameter, 9, 10–11
Solute, 2
Solvent, 1–2
Solvent – mediated force, 16
Stable Langmuir monolayers, 172
Standard free energy of adsorption as function

of temperature for IC and PEO in
aqueous solution, 215

Standard linear solid model, 57, 58
Static compressibility modulus, 176
Steady-state creep, 53
Stearate-terminated diblocks, 230
Stearic acid, molecular structure, 172
“Steric” stabilization, 164–165
Storage modulus, 57
Stress, 43–47
Stress–strain, 45–47, 52, 57

Supramolecular structures, complex polymeric
systems

inclusion complexes between polymers
and cyclic molecules surface activity,
212–223

self-assembles, block copolymers and
dendronized polymers at interfaces,
223–232
dendronized polymers, 223
“hybrid architectures”, 223

Surface energetic properties of solids, 165
Surface free energy (SE), 203
Surface light scattering (SLS) technique,

187–188
Surface micelles, 189
Surface pressure-area (� – A) isotherms, 167

of block copolymers, 196
MA-alt-StM, 178–179
poly(D, L-lactic acid) monolayers spread at

air/water interface, 178–179
of poly(4-vinylpyridine), 181–182
for PVP, 168

Surface relaxation modes,
186–187

Swelling, 9

T
Ternary interaction parameter, 39–40
Tetrahydrofurane - water (THF/water), 31
Thermodynamic behavior of polymer

solutions, 8
Thermodynamic parameters

for the adsorption of IC and PEO indilute
aqueous solutions, 215

for inclusion complex formation of PEG –
diadamantane with �–CD, 211

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), 221
Theta condition: concentration regimes, 17–23
Theta solvent, 17
Time-dependent deformation, 53
Transition state theory, 218–219
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM), 221
Tungsten, 53
Two dimensional compressibility (Cs), 175

U
Upper critical solution temperature (UCST), 25

V
Virial regime, 22
Viscoelasticity, 43–47

molecular theory, 49–53
dynamic modulus, 56–60
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mechanism of creep depends on
temperature and stress, 54

molecular mechanisms, 54–56
nature, 47–49
of poly(itaconate)s, 131, 138–143

dielectric relaxational behavior,
138–143

dielectric relaxational behavior of
poly(diitaconate)s, 146–152

dynamic mechanical relaxational
behavior, 143–146

containing aliphatic and substituted
aliphatic side chains, 132–143

of poly(methacrylate)s, 61–62
containing aliphatic and substituted

aliphatic side chains, 61–62
containing aromatic side chains,

112–130

containing heterocyclic side groups,
96–111

containing saturated cyclic side chains,
61–96

poly(thiocarbonate)s, 152–155
stress–strain, 45–47, 52

Vogel-Fulcher Tamman-Hesse (VFTH)
equation, 91, 101, 109

Voigt model, see Kelvin-Voigt model

W
Wettability behavior and contact angles,

202–203

Y
Young’s modulus, 45
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